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Abstract

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is the most efficient energy conversion technology of all-time in producing electricity from fuels. However, temperature-driven premature degradation is one of the biggest problems that impedes the widespread use of this technology. Understanding the temperature distribution of an operating SOFC is central to mitigate such degradations as well as to further enhance the performance.

The published efforts on SOFC temperature sensing, except small button cells, are mainly confined to measure temperature only from the gas channels (fuel/air) with relatively low spatial resolution. However, the electrodes’ temperature distribution measured with an adequate spatial resolution is more desirable than the gas temperature to investigate a cells’ behaviour and its correlation to a stack’s performance. The insufficiency of technology to in situ monitor the cell surface temperature distribution with an adequate spatial resolution was identified as a crucial research gap in the SOFC development cycle. Therefore, this research is aimed at developing a sensing technology to monitor in situ the cell surface temperature distribution of an operating SOFC with an adequately high spatial resolution and applying that technology to get a better insight into SOFC operation.

After having reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of presently available temperature sensing technologies concerning the application of SOFC, this thesis proposes multi-junction thermocouples, which share thermoelements between different sensing points of a thermocouple network to reduce the number of thermoelement required in multi-point temperature sensing. The law of intermediate conductors in thermocouples is the fundamental science that governs the thermoelectric performance of multi-junction thermocouples. A set of multi-junction thermocouples were fabricated by spot-welding of Ø 0.5 mm K-type thermocouple wires. The accuracy of these in-house constructed multi-junction thermocouples was compared with calibrated K-type thermocouples. The ability of multi-junction thermocouples to measure temperatures independently from each sensing points, despite sharing thermoelements, is theoretically established and experimentally demonstrated. Practical limitations of the proposed concept are discussed.

Multi-junction thermocouple grids having nine sensing points (with approximately 10 mm pitch) were employed to measure the cathode temperature distribution of operating SOFCs (5 cm × 5 cm, NextCell-5) under different operating conditions. The measurements were validated with conventional thermocouples on both working and non-working (open-circuit) cells.

Agreeing with theoretical explanations on the OCV-temperature relationship, a decrease of OCV could be observed with the increase of cell temperature. However, under a constant current of 60 mA, an increase of cell voltage could be observed with the increase of operating temperature from 700 °C to 850 °C with 50 °C intervals. This confirmed the decrease of ohmic polarisation with the increase of temperature. Polarisation curves at different operating temperatures revealed a relatively linear increase of the cell temperature with increasing the load. This positive correlation between cell temperature and current demonstrated the potential cell temperature fluctuations due to load changes. A slight out-of-phase response of cell temperature to current could be observed, where the
cell temperature change lags the current change. Although no activation polarisation could be observed, slight concentration polarisation could be noticed at higher current densities. Consequently, a noticeable, yet small, increase of the cell temperature could be observed under concentration polarisation. Flowrate dependent cell surface temperature fluctuations could be observed due to the presence of gas leakages; this inadvertently helped diagnose a gas leakage in the test rig using cell temperature measurements. Near-surface temperature measurements made approximately 7 mm above the cathode were found to be ineffective in discovering the cell surface temperature variations.

Further advancement of the proposed methodology was attempted by fabricating thin-film multi-junction thermocouple array integral to SOFC. A cell integrated multi-junction thermocouple array was used to measure the temperature distribution of a non-working SOFC (open-circuit). The multi-junction array could adequately measure the cell temperature distribution under different fuel flow rates.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In this thesis, the author investigates to developing a temperature sensing technology to monitor \textit{in situ} the cell surface temperature distribution of an SOFC with an adequate spatial resolution to gain a better insight into the relationship between the cell temperature and performance of SOFC. With the proven capabilities of thermocouple thermometry in measuring temperature from SOFCs, the author has attempted to advance the thermocouple thermometry for multi-point temperature sensing from SOFC with a reduced number of thermoelements. The chosen approach is to share thermoelements between different sensing points of a thermocouple network to make multi-junction thermocouples. The approach is scientifically supported by the law of intermediate conductors for thermocouples. Based on the concept of sharing thermoelements between sensing points, two multi-junction thermocouple architectures namely, the array and the grid were proposed for the task of SOFC temperature sensing. The array is the fundamental building block of the multi-junction concept while the grid is a derivative of the array architecture. Upon adequate scientific and experimental investigations into the plausibility of the concept, multi-junction thermocouples were used to explore the cell temperature response to different operating conditions. The limitations of the research methodology and possible implications of the results are provided. Some recommendations for further research to advance the proposed sensing technology are also provided in the thesis. The following sections of this chapter first establish the locale of the broad research theme in the global energy landscape, and the specific research problem is subsequently defined. The chapter concludes with a detailed overview of the thesis structure.

An unprecedented growth in the global energy demand is predicted for the coming decades, particularly because of the rapid industrialisation of highly populated countries like China and India. The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates a 56% increase in energy demand between the years 2010 and 2040, from 524 quadrillion Btu in 2010 to 820 quadrillion Btu in the year 2040\textsuperscript{[1]}, as shown in Figure 1.1. A more specific growth pattern predicted by the International Energy Agency (IEA) shows that the global energy demand will continue to increase by 2% each year, until the year 2025, and then its annual increase is expected to drop to 1% due to price and policy effects\textsuperscript{[2]}. Acknowledging the growth of the renewable energy sector, both organisations estimate that fossil fuels will hold a share of approximately three-quarters of the global energy mix by the year 2040. Therefore, unless significant advancements in technology could be made realistic to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from combustion of fossil fuels, a detrimental change in climate is inevitable.
Figure 1.2 shows the annual carbon dioxide emissions by energy consumption from the year 1980 to 2012 (the graph is plotted based on EIA statistics\[^3\]). The increased dependency on fossil fuels to meet the growing energy demand will continue to increase the carbon dioxide emissions, likely in more aggressive manner. However, in order to limit the global warming to 2 °C (relative to the pre-industrialised era) to curtail the risks, impacts, and damages of climate change, the cumulative total of CO\(_2\) emission between the years 2000 and 2049 must be limited to 886 Gt or below\[^4\]: this is approximately 18 Gt per year. However, the current annual CO\(_2\) emission in the energy sector is already almost twice this threshold. Thus, expeditious measures must be taken to cut down carbon
dioxide emissions. Technologies to more efficiently convert the chemical energy of fossil fuels into other usable forms, such as electricity, are an effective avenue to cater to the growing energy demand with less environmental impact.

Since SOFCs can operate on hydrocarbon fuels and they are the most efficient energy conversion devices available today, SOFC technology is in a unique position to better utilise existing fossil fuel sources with less emission. Figure 1.3 shows the electrical efficiencies of power generation systems versus system size. The hybrid fuel cell systems, which use a steam turbine (perhaps, and a gas turbine) to produce further electricity from high-temperature steam produced by SOFC, have an exceptionally high overall efficiency range.

In addition to the high-capacity power generation discussed before, SOFC systems can be used for on-site medium- or low-capacity power generation. This distributed power generation is very important, particularly in applications where the reliability and the quality of electricity are critical. For instance, modern chip manufacturing industries and internet-based businesses, such as data centres, transaction servers, etc. require high quality and high reliability in their electricity supply. While it is less economical or practical for the grid to produce such a high reliability and quality, SOFC is an ideal solution to cater to such needs.

Figure 1.3 Power rating and efficiency of energy conversion devices[^5]
However, in spite of the unique advantages of SOFC technology in better serving the global energy sector, premature degradation of cells and stacks significantly hinders the successful commercialisation and widespread use of this technology. Among a number of factors aggravating the degradation, thermal fluctuations at elevated temperatures (usually, between 600 °C to 900 °C) have a dominant role in a number of degradation mechanisms. However, on the other hand, the high operating temperature is directly coupled with the fuel flexibility and high efficiency of SOFC systems. Therefore, any correlations between the cell temperature, degradation, and performance must be comprehensively investigated to optimise the performance while mitigating the degradations. Understanding the cell-level temperature distribution of an operating SOFC is central to the success of such investigations.

A number of attempts have been made to understand the operating temperature of SOFC. In the majority of such efforts, computational techniques have been used to predict the cell-level temperature distribution, while only a limited number of efforts are found in the literature on experimental measurements. The present experimental approaches to measure SOFC temperature are also confined to measuring temperature only from a few points of a chosen cell. No literature evidence was found, to the best of author’s knowledge, demonstrating the cell-level temperature measurements with adequately high spatial resolution, except small button cells. Since simulations predict some significant temperature gradients across a fuel cell under different operating conditions[6], temperature measurements made from a distance away from a cell and with limited spatial resolution are likely to be of less support to formulate any correlations between the cell temperature, performance, and degradation. Therefore, the absence of a sensing technology to monitor in situ the cell-level temperature distribution of an operating SOFC is a significant research gap in the SOFC research domain.
1.1 Problem Statement

The use of state of the art simulation techniques with advanced computing power to investigate the cell-level temperature distribution of an operating SOFC stack is a good approach, but it cannot revoke the need of experimental measurements. Despite the advancements in modelling techniques, the yet-to-be-fully-known electrochemical behaviour within a fuel cell stack aggravates the need for experimental validation of such models prior to accepting the authenticity of their predicted temperatures. Further, although computational models may be sufficiently comprehensive to respond to a set of predetermined variations of operating characteristics, whether such models can effectively respond to all or most operational conditions is highly uncertain. Further, in situ temperature sensing can serve in a number of sub-disciplines in the broad spectrum of SOFC research, where it may be nearly impossible to customise simulations. The development of new materials, testing of different fuel types and internal reforming, new stack architectures, testing different operating parameters, different reactant flow configurations, etc. are only a few options where in situ monitored temperature can provide important information to understand the performance and degradation. Therefore, cell surface temperature distribution of an operating SOFC is a new form of knowledge, and a technology to enable in situ cell surface temperature monitoring is a significant contribution to the advancement of the SOFC technology.
1.2 Thesis Plan
This thesis consists of eight chapters; a brief contextual introduction to each chapter and
the interrelationships between chapters are outlined below.

Chapter 2: Literature Review of SOFC
A technological overview of SOFC technology is first presented, and then, the
fundamental sciences behind SOFC operation are discussed.

The influence of temperature on the SOFC performance is theoretically explained. The
primary sources of heat generation, as well as heat absorption in SOFC, are discussed.
The effects of temperature gradient on performance as well as on thermal stresses are
discussed.

Chapter 3: Literature Review of SOFC temperature Sensing
A review of the literature on SOFC temperature sensing is presented along with a detailed
discussion on temperature sensing technologies that can be adapted for SOFC temperature
sensing to better reveal the cell-level temperature distribution than the present
technologies. The chapter concludes by presenting the objective selection of thermometry
for this research.

Chapter 4: Design and numerical calculations of multi-junction thermocouples
Once the thermometry was objectively selected and its limitations and merits were
identified, the focus was to overcome the limitations it has in SOFC temperature sensing.
Two multi-junction thermocouple architectures are proposed namely, the array
architecture and the grid architecture. The theoretical performance of multi-junction
thermocouple is numerically assessed. The influence of potential error sources is
investigated, considering hypothetical yet close-to-practical situations.

Chapter 5: Experimental investigation of the performance of multi-junction
thermocouples
This chapter presents and discusses the experimental investigation of the multi-junction
thermocouple architectures proposed and mathematically assessed in Chapter 4. The
choice of materials for thermoelements and external wires is presented. Limitations and
potential implications of the said choices are discussed. The accuracy of the proposed
sensor architectures is assessed with standard thermocouples, and their performance is
discussed. The suitability of the proposed grid architecture in measuring the temperature
distribution of a surface is discussed. The chapter concludes by stating the major conclusions drawn from the experimental results and potential implications.

Chapter 6: SOFC temperature sensing

The multi-junction thermocouple grid was applied to monitor the cell surface temperature distribution from SOFCs. The temperature during anode reduction, open-circuit, and under different operating conditions was measured. The measurements were compared and validated with commercial thermocouples. The effectiveness of the cell surface temperature measurement is qualitatively compared with near-cell temperature sensing. Conclusions drawn from the findings are presented at the end of the chapter.

Chapter 7: Feasibility investigation on cell integration of multi-junction thermocouples

After the thermocouple grid made of wires adequately demonstrated its ability to effectively measure the cell surface temperature distribution of an operating SOFC, the feasibility of further advancing the proposed sensing technology by cell integration is investigated. Sputter deposition was assessed as a potential fabrication technique. The temperature measurement from an SOFC using thin-film thermocouple array is presented and discussed.

Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work

The thesis is brought to a conclusion by discussing the findings with respect to the aim and objectives. The contribution of this research to the field of SOFC is discussed. The limitations of the research are discussed, and some recommendations for further research are also provided.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review of SOFC
Chapter Summary:
This chapter begins with presenting the state of art SOFC technology in Section 2.1 where Section 2.1.1 introduces SOFC technology, and Section 2.1.2 discusses fuel flexibility which is a unique advantage of SOFC over other fuel cells. Section 2.1.3 introduces major cell/stack configurations, and Section 2.1.4 presents some detailed information about main cell components.

Fundamental sciences of SOFC operation is presented and discussed in Section 2.2. The reversible cell voltage, the sources of voltage losses, and the practical cell voltage are discussed in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3, respectively. Degradation of SOFC is briefly mentioned in Section 2.2.4.

Section 2.3 is dedicated to theoretically bridge the SOFC performance and the operating temperature. The section begins with introducing the thermodynamic efficiency in Section 2.3.1. A theoretical explanation on how the overall plant efficiency can be increased using waste heat is presented in Section 2.3.2. The primary heat sources and sinks in SOFC are given in Section 2.3.3, while the effects of temperature on performance are presented in Section 2.3.4. Section 0 presents a case study on how the temperature gradients across a cell and stack generate thermal stresses.

The chapter concludes by presenting the conclusions in Section 2.4.
2.1 State of the Art Technology

2.1.1 Introduction

A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is, essentially, an electrochemical energy conversion device that converts the chemical energy of fuel into electricity by electrochemical oxidation of fuel with the absence of combustion. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic, operational diagram of a cell that uses hydrogen as the fuel. The anode and the cathode are where the fuel oxidation and oxygen reduction take place, respectively. The electrolyte transports oxygen ions from the cathode to the anode. The external circuit passes the electrons from the anode to the cathode thus, producing current. Although SOFC can operate on a number of fuels, the following explanation of the cell operation considers hydrogen as the fuel.

Hydrogen enters the porous anode and gets oxidised releasing two electrons per each hydrogen molecule according to the half reaction in Equation (2.1)

\[
2H_2 \rightarrow 4e^- + 4H^+ + \text{heat}
\]  

Reference source not found. The released electrons then pass through the external circuitry to the cathode creating a current flow through the load. The transferred electrons then combine with oxygen molecules in the cathode and produce oxygen ions as per the half reaction in Equation (2.2).

\[
O_2 + 4e^- + 4H^+ \rightarrow 2H_2O + \text{heat}
\]

The oxygen ions then travel through the electrolyte to reach the anode. At the anode, the transferred oxygen ions combine with hydrogen ions producing water, according to Equation (2.3).

\[
H_2 + O_2 \rightarrow 2H_2O + \text{heat}
\]

The electrolyte is essentially an electron transfer inhibitor while being an excellent oxygen ion conductor. Thus, electrons are forced through the external circuitry to reach the cathode – no short circuiting through the electrolyte. Further, the electrolyte is designed to be a highly dense layer, and thus, it can

Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of an SOFC
prevent fuel crossover to the cathode or oxygen crossover to the anode – no combustion of fuel. This process continues to produce electricity as long as the reactant gasses are available.

\[ H_2 \rightarrow 2H^+ + 2e^- \]  
\[ O_2 + 4e^- \rightarrow 2O^{2-} \]  
\[ O^{2-} + 2H^+ \rightarrow H_2O \]

The typical operating temperature range of an SOFC is from 600 °C to 900 °C. The heat liberated from exothermic reactions maintains this temperature enabling SOFCs to be thermally self-sustained\textsuperscript{[1]}. Further, as a result of high operating temperature, the water produced at the anode comes out as heated steam. The use of this steam for district heating or to generate further electricity with suitable bottoming cycles, such as steam turbines or gas turbines, enables the overall efficiency of a stack to reach as high as 80%\textsuperscript{[2],[3]}.

The underlying chemical reactions involved in SOFC operation appear very simple. However, some stringent operational and material characteristic requirements arise for individual component when building fuel cells for commercial applications. Researchers have been striving over decades to make SOFC an economically viable and technically feasible green energy conversion technology to cater to the ever-growing energy demands. Although such efforts have yielded a great success, many challenges still remain to be addressed.

### 2.1.2 Fuel Flexibility

Fuel flexibility refers to the ability of an SOFC to operate on fuels other than pure hydrogen. This is a distinct feature granted from the high operating temperature. Because of high operating temperature, hydrocarbons can be directly reformed on the anode making SOFC flexible on fuels. Further, while low-temperature fuel cells are highly sensitive to carbon monoxide, SOFC can use carbon monoxide itself as a fuel\textsuperscript{[4]}. Some research evidences, briefly discussed below, show the excellent fuel flexibility that SOFC can offer.

Numerous evidences in the literature reveal the ability of SOFC in operating on light and heavy hydrocarbons. While the interest on biodiesel is being sparked out in recent decades, SOFC also has shown promising performances running on biodiesel.
Nahar and Kendall\cite{5} have demonstrated biodiesel on an SOFC that operated at 800 °C. The SOFC has produced an open circuit voltage of 0.95-1 V and peak power density of 0.1564 W/cm\(^2\). Meanwhile, Liu and Barnett\cite{6} claim to have recorded a power density as high as 0.96 W/cm\(^2\) when using methane in a conventional SOFC at 800 °C. Gorte et al\cite{7} also claim to have developed a novel anode that can directly use hydrocarbons as fuels. Other efforts on using synthetic diesel\cite{8} and waste cooking oil\cite{9} as fuels are also recorded in literature. Moreover, Zhou et al\cite{10} claim to have demonstrated Copper-Ceria based SOFC with a power density of approximately 0.1 W/cm\(^2\) that utilised Pennsylvania crude oil and jet fuel, which contained sulphur up to 910 ppm. However, the use of sulphur containing fuels could damage the cells and may cause degradation.

The arrangement of widespread hydrogen infrastructure network and efficient production of hydrogen through an environmentally friendly process, such as water splitting from renewable electricity, is a long term futuristic mission. Until such facilities are properly arranged, the efficient use of existing fossil fuel resources is an essential requirement for which SOFC can cater with its fuel flexibility.

### 2.1.3 Cell / Stack Configurations

The solid state of cell components gives designers abandon choices in determining the cell and stack geometry. However, because the other practical aspects, such as fabrication constraints, sealing, etc. limit the degree of freedom; currently, there are only five basic cell configurations in use: tubular, planar (or flat plate), bell & spigot, corrugated, and banded cells\cite{11}. The tubular and planar designs have been the basis for most of the research and development activities available in the literature. Complexity and the resulting excessive fabrication costs of stacks might have made the other designs relatively unpopular despite their some key advantages. For example, the corrugated design has relatively higher power density due to its compact shape, but it is difficult to fabricate.

Cell arrangements are broadly categorised based on the supporting mechanism as self-supporting and external supporting. Self-supporting structures, schematically shown in Figure 2.2, have one cell component made larger to provide sufficient mechanical strength, and it supports the other two components. The Electrolyte support structure is relatively robust. However, due to increased ohmic resistance with increased electrolyte thickness, this design is less attractive. The anode or the cathode support arrangements give the flexibility to make electrolyte as thin as possible. The external supporting
configuration, on the other hand, provides the flexibility to make all three cell components as thin as required. In this configuration, all cell components are externally supported on the interconnect or a porous substrate as schematically shown in Figure 2.3.

2.1.3.1 Stack Configurations

A stack is an arrangement that is formed by bundling cells together in electrical series or parallel to cumulate the power produced from cells. There can be as small as a couple of cells or as large as a few hundreds of cells in a stack. Four major stack configurations could be found from literature: tubular, planar (or flat plate), segmented in series, and monolithic design\(^{[12]}\). Figure 2.4 shows a different cell design called flat tubular. This is an exclusive design that Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation has

---

**Figure 2.2 Self-support structures**

**Figure 2.3 External-support structures**

**Figure 2.4 Cutaway of a flat tubular design\(^{[13]}\)**
This design merges the advantages of tubular and planar designs into a single cell (Reducing the sealing problem associated with planer designs is a key benefit of tubular design over planar design). Among these stack configurations, tubular design appears to be the most advanced technology while planar type design has gained significant attention due to its higher power density, compact design, and relatively lower operating temperature than the tubular designs.

Monolithic stack design, shown in Figure 2.5, is based on corrugated cell shapes where the electrolyte is most commonly the supporting structure. These are fabricated using tape casting and hot roll calendaring. Matching the shrinkage behaviour of electrodes, electrolyte, and interconnect is considered as the primary challenge in fabrication. This design can have power density as high as 2.5 W/cm² and it is a unique advantage over other designs. Further, short ionic paths through the electrolyte, electrodes, and interconnect reduces the ohmic polarisation loss. However, complexity in the structure has confined the development of monolithic fuel cells to laboratory scales, and no commercial applications have been reported to the author’s best knowledge.

Segmented-in-series stacks consist of cells arranged in electrical series or gas flow series. Bell & Spigot cells and banded cells are the primary building blocks for this architecture as shown in Figure 2.6. Cells are arranged in thin banned structures supported on a porous substrate (external supporting) or fitted one into the other forming tubular self-supporting structure; usually, electrolyte supported. A significant advantage of segmented in series design is its high efficiency compared with large area single cell configurations in other designs. However, factors such as relatively high ohmic losses,
requirements of high-temperature gas-tight seals, and complexity in fabrication have limited the widespread use of this design.

In a tubular stack, the tubular cells are bundled together as shown in Figure 2.7. Individual cells are usually cathode supported and closed at one end; like a test tube. Thus, this arrangement eliminates the need of high-temperature sealing, which is one of the major advantages of tubular cell/stack design. However, the formation of large voids between cells in forming stacks reduces the power density of these stacks. Further, much longer current carrying paths result in higher ohmic polarisation. Fabrication of tubular cells is also more complicated than the planar cells. The innermost layer, usually the cathode, is first fabricated by extrusion and then sinter. The cathode has a porosity of approximately 30%-40% to allow reactants (air) to reach electrolyte efficiently. Electrolyte (usually made of YSZ\textsuperscript{1}) is applied on the cathode using electrochemical vapour deposition (EVD) techniques. Finally, the anode is electrochemically deposited over the electrolyte. Although, the high cost of fabrication and low power density are key problems, tubular SOFC are much closer to commercialisation with thousands of hours of successful demonstrations.

\textsuperscript{1} Yttrium stabilised zirconia
The planar SOFC design has gained a growing interest in the research community. The promises it gives to reduce the operating temperature, highly compact design with increased power density, and the simplicity of fabrication can be considered as primary motives behind its growing popularity. These cells can easily be made from tape casting followed by sintering. Planar designs are mainly made as interconnect support or anode support structures giving the flexibility to make the electrolyte as thin as possible to help decrease the operating temperature. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic diagram of the recurring unit of a planar SOFC stack. Despite all its advantages, factors such as obtaining high-temperature gas tight sealing and cell degradation are the key challenges that need extensive investigations and improvements.
2.1.4 Major Components of a Cell

Each cell consists of three essential components for its electrochemical operation: anode, cathode, and electrolyte. The other critical component, though not a part of a cell, is the interconnect. The interconnect connects cells together when forming a stack. Each cell component possesses a particular set of unique characteristics that enables them to perform its intended operation. All components must be chemically and mechanically stable under the highly reducing and oxidising environment inside an SOFC at its operating temperatures. Further, all cell components must demonstrate matching thermal expansion with each other to prevent thermal cracking and delamination of layers. The cost of materials and fabrication are also, undoubtedly, essential factors. Following section briefly describes the key features of cell components and interconnects.

2.1.4.1 Electrolyte

The electrolyte must facilitate efficient transport of ions between the electrodes (usually, oxygen ions from the cathode to the anode). It must also resist the electron transfer to prevent the two electrodes being short-circuited through the electrolyte. Thus, the electrolyte material must demonstrate excellent ionic conductivity while showing extremely poor electronic conductivity. Further, it must be able to fabricate as a thin layer to reduce ohmic resistance to ionic conduction. However, despite how thin it is, the layer must be dense enough to prevent any gas cross-overs between the anode and the cathode. Although there are a number of electrolyte materials being researched, yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) has been the most favoured electrolyte material. It has a good oxygen ion conductivity and high resistance to electron transfer.
Chemical composition determines the conduction characteristics and mechanical strength of YSZ. While yttria (Y₂O₃) stabilises the cubic fluorite phase of zirconia, it enhances the ionic conductivity through the introduction of oxygen vacancies to the lattice structure. Further, it helps to decrease the electronic conduction. Dixon *et al.*[17] have evaluated the electrical resistivity of hot pressed and sintered YSZ samples with yttria contents (mole) 10%, 15%, 20%, and 30%. Their results show an increase in resistivity with the increase of yttria content within the temperature from 600 °C – 1,000 °C. However, the ionic conductivity peaks around 8% Y₂O₃ as shown in Figure 2.9. In addition to yttria content, the conductivity of YSZ also depends on the microstructure[18]-[20]. Since microstructure is affected by the sintering temperature, the ionic conductivity varies with sintering temperature as shown in Figure 2.10.

![Figure 2.9 Ionic conductivity of yttria stabilised zirconia with varying dopant composition][21]
The mechanical strength is also a crucial parameter, particularly, for electrolyte-supported cells. Table 2.1 shows the variation of ionic conductivity and mechanical strength of YSZ with varying yttria content. Two types of YSZ electrolytes are commonly used: one with 8% by mole yttria content (8YSZ) and the other with 3% by mole yttria content (3YSZ). Among them, 8YSZ has the greatest ionic conductivity while 3YSZ is the mechanically strongest.

Table 2.1 Properties of yttria stabilised zirconia[5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Conductivity at 1,000 °C</th>
<th>Bending strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Thermal exp. coefficient (1/K × 10⁻⁶)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As sintered</td>
<td>After annealing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 3mol% Y₂O₃</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 3mol% Yb₂O₃</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 2.9mol% Sc₂O₃</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 8mol% Y₂O₃</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 9mol% Y₂O₃</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 8mol% Yb₂O₃</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 10mol% Yb₂O₃</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 8mol% Sc₂O₃</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO₂ – 11mol% Sc₂O₃</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YSZ possess a number of advantages to qualifying as an electrolyte material. The abundance of zirconia on Earth’s crust makes YSZ very economical material to use. Its chemical stability and non-toxicity are two more advantages. However, the high thermal expansion coefficient and requiring high temperatures to demonstrate sufficiently higher ionic conductivity with low electronic conductivity are two significant drawbacks. This
prevents SOFCs being operated at low temperatures. Thus, a number of research efforts have been made to develop alternative electrolyte materials to enable low-temperature operation of SOFCs.

Among different types of alternative electrolyte materials, scandia stabilised zirconia (ScSZ) is one of the key materials being investigated for electrolyte\cite{23}\textsuperscript{–}\cite{26}. ScSZ has a better ionic conductivity than 8YSZ\cite{27}. Cerium gadolinium oxide (CGO) (ceria is the based material, and gadolinium is the dopant) also appears to be a promising material. CGO with 10 mole% gadolinium has shown better ionic conductivity and lower polarisation loss than YSZ at temperatures below 600 °C\cite{28}. Further, power density with CGO is higher than YSZ based fuel cell. Hence, Ceria appears to be a competitive choice for electrolytes, particularly, when lower operating temperature and higher power density are the primary concerns. However, higher electronic conductivity at lower oxygen partial pressures remains as a significant disadvantage and a challenge with CGO. Lanthanum strontium gallate magnesium (LSGM) is also another material being investigated for the electrolyte, particularly, for low and intermediate temperature SOFC with high performance\cite{29}\textsuperscript{–}\cite{30}. Table 2.2 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of 4 electrolyte materials discussed. However, despite all developments on alternative electrolyte materials, YSZ remains as the preferable choice for wide range of SOFC development works.

Table 2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of different electrolyte materials\cite{31}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YSZ</th>
<th>CGO</th>
<th>LSGM</th>
<th>ScSZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent stability in oxidising and reducing environments</td>
<td>Good compatibility with cathode materials</td>
<td>Good compatibility with cathode materials. Mechanical stability</td>
<td>Excellent stability in oxidising and reducing environments. Better long term stability than 8YSZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent mechanical stability</td>
<td>Mechanical stability</td>
<td>Mechanical stability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quality raw materials available</td>
<td>Electronic conductivity at low oxygen partial pressures</td>
<td>Ga evaporation at low oxygen partial pressures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low ionic conductivity</td>
<td>Incompatibility with some cathode materials</td>
<td>Incompatible with NiO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompatibility with some cathode materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"
Since no alternative material is yet able to replace YSZ entirely, an alternative approach to reducing operating temperature is reducing the electrolyte thickness. Conventional electrolyte thickness is in the range 100 -200 μm while thin film electrolyte technology is targeting to reduce this thickness to few micrometres or even to nanometre scale\textsuperscript{[32]-[35]}. Tsuchiya \textit{et al} claim to have developed the first fully functional and scalable nano-scale SOFC having 10 nm thick YSZ electrolyte\textsuperscript{[36]}. This cell is said to be capable of producing 155 mW cm\textsuperscript{-2} of power density at 510 °C and total power output of 20 mW. This is a remarkable achievement and might be a key milestone in fuel cell technology. However, it might need further extensive research to bring this technology to the commercial stage.

\subsection*{2.1.4.2 Electrodes}

Electrodes (anode and cathode) are the chemically most active components of a fuel cell. Unlike the electrolyte, which must be highly dense to prevent reactant crossover, the electrodes must be porous to enable gas diffusion (oxygen and fuel gases). Redox reactions occur in areas called as Triple Phase Boundary (TPB). TPB is an area where the electrolyte material, electrode material, and gasses meet hence, forming three phases. Thus, these are essentially located in pores. Figure 2.11 (a) shows a simplified schematic diagram of a TPB. In this diagram, the TPB is confined to the electrode-electrolyte interface; thus, reaction sites are confined to a very small area. The introduction of electrolyte material into the electrodes can significantly increase the reaction sites by extending TPBs. Figure 2.11 (b) shows such an arrangement where the electrolyte...
material (YSZ) is introduced into the anode. The enhancement of reaction sites by this method generates more room for reactions to take place.

In general, an electrode must demonstrate mixed ionic and electronic conductivity. An excellent electronic conductivity permits the passage of electrons from the anode to the cathode with low ohmic losses. A good ionic conductivity facilitates efficient transport of ions into the reaction sites reducing the polarisation losses. The following sections describe the anode and the cathode specific characteristics.

**Anode**

The primary function of the anode is fuel oxidation; hence, it must have a higher electro-catalytic activity to facilitate rapid fuel oxidation with minimum overpotential. Catalytic activity towards hydrocarbon reforming is a preferable supplementary characteristic that enables direct internal reforming of hydrocarbons on the anode.

A cermet of Ni and YSZ (usually written as Ni/YSZ) is the most commonly used SOFC anode material for high-temperature SOFC. Nickel facilitates efficient transport of electrons from reaction sites to the current collector (the device that collects current from electrodes). YSZ incorporates the necessary ionic conductivity into the anode and inhibit Ni sintering, and helps to match the thermal expansion coefficient of the anode to the electrolyte. Ni/YSZ possesses several key advantages: higher chemical stability, compatible thermal expansion coefficient with electrolyte, excellent hydrogen oxidation capacity, and low cost.

Nickel has a vital role in the anode’s performance and economy. Apart from being the electrical conduction agent, it is an excellent reforming catalyst and electrocatalyst for electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen. Therefore, the need of expensive platinum catalyst is eliminated making anodes more economically viable. Figure 2.12 shows the variation of electrical conductivity as a function of the volumetric composition of Ni. A dramatic increase in electrical conductivity is evident when the volumetric Ni composition changes from 20% to 40%. Although the increase of Ni content increases the electrical conductivity, it reduces the thermal expansion compatibility with the electrolyte. Further, Ni agglomeration may occur at higher Ni content, reducing the TPB. Thus, usually, Ni content is maintained around 30% by volume.
Apart from nickel content, the electrical conductivity of the anode also depends on the YSZ particle size where larger particles promote better conductivity as shown in Figure 2.13. Coarse YSZ particles promote better Ni to Ni particle contact and thereby increase electron transfer paths. However, larger YSZ particles have detrimental effects on the porosity.

Figure 2.12 Change of conductivity with Ni content in Ni/YSZ\cite{39}

Figure 2.13 Enhancement of electrical conductivity with increase of coarse YSZ content\cite{39}
The anode must maintain sufficient porosity to enable fuel to reach reaction sites; usually, 20% - 40% porosity is maintained\[^{[40]}\]. The porosity is obtained by reducing NiO to Ni by firing in a hydrogen atmosphere. Once the anode is sintered, it is exposed to H\(_2\) at 800 °C or above to reduce NiO into Ni\[^{[41]}\]. Formation of porosity can be clearly seen from Figure 2.14, which shows optical micrograph images before and after firing a cermet containing 30% Ni by volume. The dark areas show the porous regions.

![Before firing](a) Before firing  ![After firing](b) After firing

Figure 2.14 Optical micrograph images taken before and after firing a cermet containing 30% Ni by volume\[^{[41]}\]

Amidst a number of advantages of Ni/YSZ as an anode material, sulphur poisoning, particularly at low temperatures, is a major problem\[^{[42]}\]. Carbon coking is also an issue when hydrocarbons are reformed internally on the anode. However, despite attempts on developing various other anode materials, Ni/YSZ remains as the strongest candidate material for the anode in high-temperature SOFCs, which this research is based on.
Cathode

The cathode is where oxygen reduction process takes place, and it is known to be the predominant source of activation polarisation loss in SOFCs due to its lower reaction kinetics. In fact, it is considered as the reaction rate determining component of SOFC. Thus, the performance of cathode is very critical to the overall operation/efficiency of an SOFC.

Among the many different cathode materials developed, lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM) has been the most widely employed material with YSZ electrolytes. LSM has very low chemical reactivity with YSZ making it chemically stable with YSZ electrolytes. However, the poor ionic conductivity of LSM confines the electrochemically active regions into TPB. Therefore, composites of LSM and YSZ are being used to enhance the ionic conductivity and thereby increasing the TPB. In addition to YSZ, substitution of some manganese with cobalt found to improve the ionic conductivity significantly\[43\]. However, cobalt composition needs to be carefully controlled; otherwise, the thermal expansion mismatch between the cathode and the electrolyte will introduce a significant level of stresses across themselves, and may lead to a mechanical failure.

Although choices of the cathode materials for high-temperature SOFC are limited, there is a range of alternative materials for intermediate temperature SOFCs. Lanthanum strontium ferrite (LSF), lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF), lanthanum strontium manganese ferrite (LSMF), praseodymium strontium manganite (PSM), and praseodymium strontium manganese ferrite (PSMF) are some examples.

Chromium poisoning of the cathode is a significant problem when the interconnect materials contain chromium. Chromium evaporates from the interconnect and reacts with Sr forming SrCrO$_4$ (strontium chromate). The deposition of SrCrO$_4$ covers reaction sites and significantly hinders the oxygen reduction process. Further, the high thermal expansion coefficient of SrCrO$_4$ leads thermal incompatibilities between the electrolyte and the cathode generating significant interfacial stresses.
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2.1.4.3 Interconnects

Interconnect is not a component of a cell, but an essential component in a stack. It plays the vital role of connecting individual cells to form a stack. Interconnect should meet certain requirements in order to fulfil its role:

- Excellent electrical conductivity
- Chemical and mechanical stability (including dimensional stability) throughout the entire operating temperature range
- Matching thermal expansion coefficients with the other cell components
- No reaction or diffusion with the adjacent cell components
- Low cost, durability, and easily manufacturability

The most common interconnect material for high-temperature SOFC is lanthanum chromite (LaCrO₃), which is a conductive ceramic. This demonstrates a remarkable electronic conductivity around 1,000 °C. Its matching thermal expansion coefficient with the rest of the cell component is an added advantage. However, chromium vapour emitted at higher operating temperatures is a significant drawback.
2.2 Fundamental Sciences

Electrochemistry and thermodynamics are the key fundamental sciences that help better understanding of the performance of an SOFC. Therefore, an overview of the electrochemical and thermodynamics aspects associated with the operation of SOFCs is presented in this section. Since hydrogen is the primary fuel for SOFC though, carbon monoxide also can serve as a fuel; the following discussion considers hydrogen as the fuel.

When the fuel cell is in operation, hydrogen and oxygen react with each other producing water following the stoichiometric reaction given in Equation (2.4). The enthalpy of formation of water is released from this reaction and, this energy is converted into electricity and heat. However, the more useful quantity of energy with respect to SOFC is the Gibbs free energy because not all the enthalpy is converted to electricity. Gibbs free energy is the maximum amount of energy available to get a useful work output from a fuel cell under constant pressure and temperature; thus, this is the reversible work output from a fuel cell under constant pressure and constant temperature. Although temperature varies within an SOFC, the assumption of constant temperature is a sufficiently accurate assumption to analyse the performance theoretically. The change of Gibbs free energy of a thermodynamic system can be expressed as Equation (2.5) where, $\Delta G$, $\Delta H$, and $\Delta S$ are the changes in Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, respectively; $T$ is the absolute temperature. The change of Gibbs free energy associated with the reaction in Equation (2.4) can be calculated from Equation (2.6) where, $\Delta G_{fH_2O}$, $\Delta G_{fH_2}$, and $\Delta G_{fO_2}$ are the Gibbs free energy of formation of water, hydrogen, and oxygen, respectively. A more useful form of expressing the change of Gibbs free energy is showing it in molar basis as given in Equation (2.7). Since only half mole of oxygen is involved in the stoichiometric reaction, only half of the Gibbs free energy of formation of oxygen is counted. In general, when any other fuel is used, the respective Gibbs free energy can be calculated by subtracting the Gibbs free energy of formation of reactants from that of product(s). It is important to notice that the Gibbs free energy is theoretically the maximum amount of work that can be extracted from a fuel cell. However, in practice, due to various losses and thermodynamic irreversibilities associated with fuel cell operation, the practical work output from a fuel cell is lower than the Gibbs free energy.

$$H_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \rightarrow H_2O \quad (2.4)$$
\[
\Delta G = \Delta H - T \Delta S \tag{2.5}
\]
\[
\Delta G = \Delta G_{fH_2O} - \left( \Delta G_{fH_2} + \Delta G_{fO_2} \right) \tag{2.6}
\]
\[
\Delta \tilde{g} = \Delta \tilde{g}_{fH_2O} - \left( \Delta \tilde{g}_{fH_2} + \frac{1}{2} \Delta \tilde{g}_{fO_2} \right) \tag{2.7}
\]

Where,

- \( \Delta \tilde{g} \) – Change of molar Gibbs free energy of the reaction
- \( \Delta \tilde{g}_{fH_2O} \) – Change of molar Gibbs free energy of formation of water
- \( \Delta \tilde{g}_{fH_2} \) – Change of molar Gibbs free energy in formation of hydrogen
- \( \Delta \tilde{g}_{fO_2} \) – Change of molar Gibbs free energy of formation of oxygen

In general, the Gibbs free energy determines the spontaneity of a chemical reaction where, a negative change implies a spontaneous reaction, zero change implies equilibrium and a positive change means a non-spontaneous reaction.

### 2.2.1 Reversible Cell Voltage

The reversible cell voltage is the maximum voltage a cell can produce. As the name implies, this voltage is generated only when the cell is operating in a reversible manner, which is impossible to expect in reality due to unavoidable irreversibilities, such as ohmic losses, activation losses, concentration losses, and heat transfer associated with a fuel cell. A fuel cell produces its reversible cell voltage only when the entire Gibbs free energy is converted to electrical energy. Each molecule of hydrogen gas releases two electrons as per the anodic half-cell reaction given in Equation (2.8). Thus, each mole of hydrogen produces \(-2Ne\) coulombs charge where \(N\) is the Avogadro number and \(e\) is the magnitude of the charge of an electron. Alternatively, the amount of charge transfer through the external circuit per mole of hydrogen can be expressed as \(-2F\) where \(F\) is the Faraday constant.

\[
H_2 \rightarrow 2H^+ + 2e^- \tag{2.8}
\]

Since the amount of work done when a charge flows across a potential gradient is the product of charge and the potential difference (charge \(\times\) potential difference); if the reversible cell voltage is \(E\), the electrical work done when a mole of hydrogen is reacted in a fuel cell can be expressed as:

\[
\text{Electrical work done} = -2FE
\]

When the fuel cell operates reversibility (thus, with no loss), the total amount of Gibbs free energy is converted to electricity. Thus, the electrical work done is equal to the Gibbs free energy. Thus,
\[ \Delta \bar{g} = -2FE \]

**reversible cell voltage**, \( E = -\frac{\Delta \bar{g}}{2F} \) \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

It is important that Equation (2.9) was derived considering hydrogen as the fuel; thus, releasing two electrons per each molecule of hydrogen. Hence, the equation is valid in this form only for hydrogen. However, replacing the number two in Equation (2.9) with the actual number of electrons released per mole of fuel, the same equation can be used to calculate the reversible cell voltage with any other fuel type.

Equation (2.9) shows that the reversible cell voltage is directly proportional to the Gibbs free energy of the chemical reaction concerned. Gibbs free energy depends on factors such as temperature, pressure, and the reactant concentration. Thus, to calculate the reversible cell voltage using this equation the values of the Gibbs free energy under all operating conditions of a fuel cell must be known. This is not practically convenient or perhaps, impossible. The Nernst potential defined in Equation (2.10) solves this problem and enables calculating the reversible cell voltage under different operating conditions while having to know only the Gibbs free energy at the standard pressure and temperature.

\[ E = E^0 + \frac{RT}{2F} \ln \left( \frac{P_{H_2} \cdot P_{O_2}^{\frac{1}{2}}}{P_{H_2O}} \right) \] \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

- \( E \) – Reversible cell voltage at a given temperature and pressures
- \( E^0 \) - Reversible cell voltage at standard pressure and temperature
- \( P_x \) - Partial pressure of the constituent \( x \) where, \( x \) stands for \( H_2O, O_2, \) and \( H_2 \)
- \( T \) – Absolute temperature of the system
- \( R \) – Universal gas constant
- \( F \) – Faraday constant

All the partial pressures must be substituted in the unit of bar to this equation (this constraint comes from the simplification of the equation into this form). The reversible cell voltage under standard and pressure and temperature can be calculated by substituting the Gibbs free energy at standard pressure and temperature to Equation (2.9). In order to apply Equation (2.10) for fuels other than hydrogen, the number two in the denominator
must be replaced by the number of electrons released per molecule of the fuel. The Nernst equation assumes ideal gas behaviour for both the products and the reactants.

Although the Nernst equation may appear to suggest increasing the reversible cell voltage with the increase of temperature (because of the positive proportionality of $E$ with $T$ in Equation (2.10)), in fact, the reversible cell voltage decreases with an increase of the temperature. This is because the Gibbs free energy decreases (positively increase), more aggressively with the increase of temperature than the positive linear proportionality of temperature with the reversible cell voltage as depicted in the Nernst equation. In other words, the decrease of $E^0$ is more prominent than the increase of the remaining term with temperature. The temperature effect on the Gibbs free energy is expressed by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation given in Equation (2.11). Thus, although Nernst equation comprehensively demonstrates the effects of concentration and pressure on the cell voltage, it is less comprehensive in showing the effect of temperature on the cell voltage.

$$\left( \frac{\partial G}{\partial T} \right)_p = -\frac{H}{T^2} \quad (2.11)$$

The Nernst potential decreases with the increase of temperature suggesting that lower operating temperatures are preferable to higher temperatures. However, there are temperature-dependent losses in practical SOFCs, which are more prominent at low temperatures (discussed next). These losses contribute to reducing the practical cell voltage at low operating temperatures unless suitable measures are taken to mitigate these losses at low temperatures, such as new material developments. Therefore, despite the theoretical suggestion to operate at lower temperatures, SOFCs operate at higher temperatures to reduce losses. Further, SOFCs operating at higher temperatures produce high-temperature steam, which can be further utilised in suitable bottoming cycles to produce more electricity. Thus, enabling the overall plant efficiency to reach higher values than the other fuel cell types cannot achieve.

### 2.2.2 Losses in Cell Voltage

The Nernst potential calculated in the previous section considered a reversible operation of the SOFC. However, in practice, SOFCs, like any other systems, are associated with irreversibilities that cause a drop of practical cell voltage below the ideal Nernst potential. There are three primary sources of voltage loss in SOFC, known as polarisations: activation polarisation, ohmic polarisation, and concentration polarisation.
Figure 2.15 shows a typical polarisation curve indicating the dominance of different polarisation mechanisms at various current densities.

![Figure 2.15 A typical polarization curve](image)

2.2.2.1 Ohmic Polarisation

This is a prominent loss in SOFC caused by the resistance to electron and ion transfer within a fuel cell. The resistance to ionic conduction lies mainly within the electrolyte, and the resistance to electronic conduction lies primarily within the electrodes and interconnects. The electrodes and interconnect materials are relatively good current conductors whereas; the electrolyte has relatively higher resistance to ionic conduction. Thus, the ohmic polarisation is more dominant in the electrolyte. This is, in fact, why the attempts are made, whenever possible, to make the electrolyte as thin as possible. Further, the ionic conductivity of electrolyte (usually, made of YSZ) is low at low temperatures thus, requiring SOFCs to operate at higher temperatures to minimize the ohmic polarisation. As the name implies, ohmic polarization obeys the Ohms law and, the voltage drop can be expressed as Equation (2.12), where, $\Delta v_{\text{Ohmic}}$, $i$, and $R$ are the voltage drop, current density, and the electrical resistance, respectively. The losses in the middle region of the polarization curve (Figure 2.15), where the cell operates with moderate current densities, is the area in which the ohmic polarisation is dominant.

$$\Delta v_{\text{Ohmic}} = iR \quad (2.12)$$
2.2.2.2 Activation Polarisation

The activation polarization is due to the inherent energy barrier in chemical reactions, which must be overcome by reaction species. Thus, the activation polarization occurs at the electrodes and, its severity depends on the degree of chemical reactivity of the electrode. Hence, catalytically highly active electrodes have less activation polarisation, and catalytically less active electrodes have higher activation polarisation. The activation polarization depends on various factors such as the nature of electrode material, ion-ion interaction, and electric double layer. This loss can be minimized by using more efficient catalysts, increasing the temperature, increasing the active area of the electrode, increasing reactant concentration, and increasing the pressure. In SOFC, due to the high reactivity of the anode, the activation polarisation at the anode is much lower than that at the cathode. In general, activation polarisation is low in SOFC due to high operating temperature because the reduction and oxidation reactions at the cathode and the anode, respectively, are more favoured at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures. A very comprehensive correlation between the activation polarisation and the current density is predicted by Butler-Volmer equation given in Equation (2.13).

\[
i = i_0 \left\{ e^{\beta \frac{n_e F \eta_{act}}{RT}} - e^{-(1-\beta) \frac{n_e F \eta_{act}}{RT}} \right\}
\]

(2.13)

Where;

\(i\) – Current density
\(i_0\) – Exchange current density
\(\eta_{act}\) – Activation polarisation
\(R\) – Universal gas constant
\(T\) – Absolute temperature
\(\beta\) – Transfer coefficient (usually, ranges from about 0.2 to 0.5 for most electrochemical reactions)
\(n_e\) – Number of electrons involved per mole of fuel

Tafel equation given in Equation (2.14) is a simplified version of Butler-Volmer equation for higher current densities. Although the activation polarisation, as per the Tafel equation, appears to be directly proportional to the temperature and causing to increase with the increase of temperature, in reality, it decreases with the increase in the
temperature. This is because the exchange current density more aggressively increases with the increase of temperature outweighing the increases resulted by the proportionality with the temperature.

\[ \Delta \nu_{act} = \frac{RT}{\beta n F} \ln \left( \frac{i}{i_0} \right) \]  

(2.14)

\( \Delta \nu_{act} \) – Activation polarisation

\( R \) – Universal gas constant

\( T \) – Absolute temperature

\( n \) – Number of electrons (with hydrogen, \( n = 2 \))

\( F \) – Faraday constant

\( \beta \) – Charge transfer coefficient

\( i \) – Current density

\( i_0 \) – Exchange current density

2.2.2.3 Concentration Polarisation

For the chemical reactions to take place at electrodes, the gaseous reactants (oxygen and hydrogen) need to diffuse through their respective electrodes into the reaction sites – the triple phase boundaries. Thus, the diffusion characteristics of reactants determine how fast those can reach the reaction sites. If the reactants cannot reach the reaction sites as quickly as they are consumed, the partial pressure of reactants drops near reaction sites. This, in turn, causes the cell voltage to drop as suggested by the Nernst equation. This voltage drop is known as the concentration polarisation. Although this phenomenon can happen at all current densities, because the fuel is consumed, concentration polarisation is more pronounced at higher current densities where the reactants are more rapidly consumed. The sharp voltage drop at higher current densities, as shown in Figure 2.15, is caused by the concentration polarisation. The concentration polarisation can be calculated from Equation (2.15). Apart from the ideal gas behaviour assumed in the Nernst equation, the derivation of this equation assumes that the pressure linearly drops with the increase of current density.
2.2.3 Practical Cell Voltage

Apart from the losses mentioned above, the voltage drop due to fuel crossover across the electrolyte is another critical loss in fuel cells. However, due to the solid phase of the electrolyte in SOFC, the probability of fuel crossover is low unless the electrolyte is defective. Thus, in general, fuel crossover loss is not considered significant in SOFC.

Considering the three losses, the practical cell voltage can be expressed as Equation (2.16) where, $E$ and $V$ are the reversible cell voltage (Nernst voltage) and the practical cell voltage, respectively. $\Delta v_{\text{ohmic}}$, $\Delta v_{\text{act}}$, $\Delta v_{\text{con}}$ are the ohmic, activation, and concentration polarisation, respectively. It is evident from this equation that the practical cell voltage is lower than the Nernst voltage due to losses. Increasing the operating temperature is a way to reduce the ohmic losses by increasing the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, and to reduce the activation polarisation. Thus, the practical cell voltage is higher at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures. However, this should not be confused with the Nernst potential, which decreases with increase in the temperature.

$$V = E - \Delta v_{\text{ohmic}} - \Delta v_{\text{act}} - \Delta v_{\text{con}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)
2.2.4 Degradation

Premature degradation of cells and stack is a significant problem in SOFC developments. Degradation is usually defined as the performance deterioration over time and mechanical failures such as crack formation and propagation. Mechanical failures commonly occur on cells and stack sealing. Degradation originates from a number of sources at cell and stack level. Cell level sources include, but not limited to: increase of electron transfer across YSZ electrolyte over time\cite{45}, anode degradation such as nickel coarsening, the increase of ohmic resistance due to redox cycling, carbon coking\cite{46-48}; cathode degradation\cite{49,50}. Meanwhile, chromium poisoning of the cathode is a major stack level degradation mechanism\cite{51,52}. In addition to these various degradation mechanisms, the unavoidably high operating temperature itself is a primary source of degradation. However, the operating temperature is directly linked to the performance as well. This complicated nature the temperature is linked to the performance as well as with the degradation requires careful investigations into the role of the operating temperature on an SOFC’s performance and durability.
2.3 Thermal Requirement and Management

2.3.1 The Thermodynamic Efficiency

The thermodynamic efficiency of a fuel cell is the ratio of the useful work output of the fuel cell to the energy input to the fuel cell. Thermal energy released by the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen, given in Equation (2.17), is the enthalpy change associated with the reaction. However, not all this energy is converted into electricity because part of the energy is released as heat. Therefore, as discussed previously, the maximum work output (the reversible work output) from a fuel cell is the Gibbs free energy associated with this reaction at its operating temperature and pressure. Therefore, the maximum thermodynamic efficiency can be expressed as Equation (2.18).

\[ H_2 + \frac{1}{2} O_2 \rightarrow H_2O \]  

(2.17)

\[ \eta_{th} = \frac{\Delta G}{\Delta H} \]  

(2.18)

Where;

\[ \eta_{th} \] - thermodynamic efficiency

\[ \Delta G \] – change of Gibbs free energy

\[ \Delta H \] – change of enthalpy

Since Gibbs free energy decreases with the increase of temperature (as described by Gibbs-Helmholtz equation), the theoretical efficiency decreases with the increase of temperature. Table 2.3 shows the maximum thermodynamic efficiency of an SOFC at different temperatures; \( \Delta \gamma_f \) is the molar basis Gibbs free energy of formation of water. It can be seen from these expressions that the maximum thermodynamic efficiency decreases with the increase in operating temperature. Although the theoretical efficiency of the conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy decreases with increasing temperature, the waste heat from high-temperature SOFC can be used with a suitable bottoming cycle\(^2\) to produce more electricity. Thus, the overall plant efficiency can be improved despite the direct-conversion efficiency of the fuel cell being decreased. Under ideal operating conditions and with some additional assumptions, it can be shown that an SOFC operating at an elevated temperature can achieve the same theoretical efficiency as

---

\(^2\) A gas turbine or steam turbine that partially converts the waste heat from SOFC into electricity
an SOFC operating at room temperature by utilising waste heat in a suitable bottoming cycle.

Table 2.3 Theoretical efficiency of SOFC at different temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase of water product</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta g_f$ (kJ / mole)</th>
<th>Maximum Theoretical Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-237.2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-228.2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-225.2</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-220.4</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-210.3</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-199.6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>-188.6</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-177.4</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.2 Efficiency Improvement with a Bottoming Cycle: The Thermodynamic Perspective

Although lowering operating temperature increases the theoretical efficiency of a fuel cell, running a fuel cell below room temperature consumes energy for cooling and it is less practical. Thus, room temperature can be considered as the ideal operating temperature for a fuel cell to deliver the highest theoretical efficiency.

To theoretically assess the effects of operating an SOFC at an elevated temperature (circa 750 °C) with a bottoming cycle on the ideal performance, we may consider two SOFCs, of which one operates at room temperature ($T_R$) and the other operates at an elevated temperature of $T_H$. A bottoming cycle is employed with the SOFC operating at $T_H$ to produce electricity from waste heat of that SOFC. All three components (two SOFCs and the bottoming cycle) are assumed to be in reversible operation.

In reversible operation, the electrical work outputs from the two SOFCs are the Gibbs free energy at their operating temperatures as given in Equations (2.19) and (2.20) for the room-temperature SOFC and the high-temperature SOFC, respectively.

$$\Delta G_{TR} = (\Delta H)_{TR} - T_R(\Delta S)_{TR} \tag{2.19}$$

$$\Delta G_{TH} = (\Delta H)_{TH} - T_H(\Delta S)_{TH} \tag{2.20}$$
Where;
$\Delta G_{TR}$ – Gibbs free energy released at temperature $T_R$
$\Delta G_{TH}$ – Gibbs free energy released at temperature $T_H$
$(\Delta H)_{TR} / (\Delta H)_{TH}$ – Enthalpy change at $T_R / T_H$
$(\Delta S)_{TR} / (\Delta S)_{TH}$ – Entropy change at $T_R / T_H$

If the difference between the enthalpy at $T_R$ and $T_H$ and the difference between the entropy at the same two temperatures is assumed to be negligible (this assumption is neither very accurate nor very erroneous), Equations (2.19) and (2.20) can be rewritten as Equations (2.21) and (2.22), respectively.

$$\Delta G_{TR} = \Delta H - T_R \Delta S \quad (2.21)$$
$$\Delta G_{TH} = \Delta H - T_H \Delta S \quad (2.22)$$

Where;
$\Delta H$ – Enthalpy change
$\Delta S$ – Entropy change

Since the two SOFCs are operating reversibly, $T\Delta S$ terms represent the reversible heat rejection from SOFCs. The released heat from the high-temperature SOFC is used in the heat engine (bottoming cycle) to produce further electricity. However, due to thermodynamic limitations (dictated by the Kelvin-Plank statement of the second law of thermodynamics), this heat cannot be completely converted to electricity; part of that must be rejected to the surroundings. Since the surrounding space is at room-temperature ($T_R$), the amount of heat that is converted into electricity within the bottoming cycle can be expressed as Equation (2.23). Thus, the total amount of electricity produced by the high-temperature SOFC and its combined bottoming cycle can be expressed as Equation (2.24).

$$Q_{elect} = (T_H - T_R) \Delta S \quad (2.23)$$
$$E_{total} = \Delta G_{TH} + Q_{elect} \quad (2.24)$$

Where;
$Q_{elect}$ – The amount of heat converted into electricity in the bottoming cycle
$E_{total}$ – Total electricity produced by elevated-temperature SOFC and its bottoming cycle
Substituting of $Q_{elect}$ into Equation (2.24) and eliminating entropy terms by substituting from Equations (2.21) and (2.22) yields:

$$E_{total} = \Delta G_{TR} + (\Delta H - \Delta G_{TR}) - (\Delta H - \Delta G_{TR})$$

$$E_{total} = \Delta G_{TR}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

Since $\Delta G_{TR}$ is the electricity produced by the room-temperature SOFC under ideal operation; Equation (2.25) shows that the amount of electricity generated by the high-temperature SOFC along with its bottoming cycle is equal to the electricity generated by the room-temperature SOFC. However, since this equality was achieved under hypothetical conditions, stated as assumptions in the proceeding text, this equality does not hold in practice. However, the overall plant efficiency of high-temperature SOFCs can still be improved with bottoming cycles despite the fact that the thermodynamic efficiency of the fuel cell decreases with the increase of temperature.

2.3.3 Heat Sources and Sinks in SOFC

There are different heat sources and sinks in SOFC, which contribute to changes in cell/stack temperature. A primary source of heat generation is the entropy change associated with the electrochemical reactions. The entropy generation due to irreversibilities is also a source of heat generation. Joule heating is the major irreversibility that generates heat in SOFC. Although other irreversibilities such as activation polarisation and concentration polarisation also contribute to entropy generation (thus, generating heat), they are less prominent in SOFCs compared to joule heating. Apart from these heat sources, the heat-absorbing endothermic reforming reactions act as a heat sink in SOFCs, causing cooling effects when fuels are directly reformed on SOFC anodes. In this section, the underlying science of the aforementioned phenomena is discussed. (In these fundamental scientific explanations, the effects from stack heating by external heat sources, the cooling effects of chilled gases, etc. are not considered)

2.3.3.1 Entropy Effects on SOFC

Fuel oxidation and oxygen reductions take place at the triple phase boundaries of the anode and the cathode, respectively. These redox reactions are associated with entropy change. This entropy change generates heat, and this heat contributes to increasing the temperature of reactants and products as well as the fuel cell components. In order to calculate the heat at each electrode, the corresponding enthalpy and entropy
change at respective electrode due to their half-cell reactions must be considered. Numerical investigations considering the entropy change of half-cell reactions at anode and cathode can be found in the literature\[54\][55].

In addition to the heat transfer due to entropy changes associated with the electrochemical reactions, fuel cell irreversibilities also generate heat. The entropy and the heat can be related to any process (reversible or irreversible) as per Equation (2.26), where $\delta q$ and $T$ are the heat transfer and the absolute temperature at which the heat transfer takes place, respectively. The equality of the equation holds for reversible processes, and the inequality holds for irreversible processes. The inequality can be mathematically expressed as an equality as given in Equation (2.27) where, $(\delta q)_{rev}$ and $(\delta q)_{irr}$ are the reversible and irreversible heat transfer associated with the entropy change respectively. This equation shows that irreversibilities generate more heat (by reducing the work output of the cell) and consequently, contributing to increasing the temperature. Therefore, in addition to the entropy change due to chemical reactions, the entropy generation due to irreversibilities contribute to raising the temperature of SOFC by generating more heat.

\[
\Delta S \geq \frac{\delta q}{T} \tag{2.26}
\]

\[
\Delta S = \frac{(\delta q)_{rev}}{T} + \frac{(\delta q)_{irr}}{T} \tag{2.27}
\]

2.3.3.2 Joule Heating (Ohmic Heating)

The resistance to the flow of electrons and ions in all the conducting components of SOFC contributes to Joule heating. Joule heating is the energy loss due to collisions of charge (electrons / ions) with other molecules in the system. For metals, the Joule heating increases with the increase of temperature because of the amount and the severity of collisions become higher at higher temperatures due to rapid molecular vibrations. However, for the SOFC electrolyte, where the flow of oxygen ions is made easier at elevated temperatures than at low temperatures (thus incurring less resistance), Joule heating (also known as the Ohmic polarisation), decreases with the increase in temperature.
Since the electrodes and other electron transfer components (such as interconnect) are good electrical conductors, Joule heating in those components is relatively small and hence can be neglected. Therefore, the primary source of Joule heating in SOFC is due to the resistance to oxygen ion transfer in the electrolyte.

Joule heating can be expressed as Equation (2.28). A more useful form of this expression for fuel cells is found in the literature\cite{54} as given in Equation (2.29). Joule heating in planar SOFCs is comparatively lower than that of tubular SOFCs due to shorter current paths in planar cells compared to tubular cells (this is one advantage of planar over tubular SOFCs). Zhang \textit{et al}\cite{56} claim that Joule heating for planar SOFC as a percentage of the total heat produced is in the range from 2.37% to 4.1% while that for tubular cells is 8%. Furthermore, the same study reveals that the flow configuration and internal reforming changes the magnitude of Joule heating. In contradiction to the above findings, Ho \textit{et al}\cite{57} found that Joule heat contribution in planar SOFC is as high as 14.1% of the total heat production.

\[ Q_{\text{Joule}} = i^2 R t \]
(2.28)

Where;

\( Q_{\text{Joule}} \) – Joule heat generated
\( i \) – Current
\( R \) – Resistance
\( t \) – Time

\[ q_{\text{Joule}} = \frac{i^2}{\lambda} \]
(2.29)

Where;

\( q_{\text{Joule}} \) – rate of Joule heat per unit volume
\( i \) – local current density
\( \lambda \) – conductivity of the material

\subsection{2.3.3.3 Effects of Fuel Reforming on Temperature}

When a hydrocarbon is used instead of pure hydrogen as the fuel for SOFC, the fuel undergoes reforming reactions first to produce hydrogen from the fuel. Methane is a common hydrocarbon being used for SOFC. The stoichiometric steam reforming reactions for methane are given in Equations (2.30) and (2.31), where Equation (2.30) is the reforming reaction, and Equation (2.31) is the gas shift reaction that takes place in the presence of excess steam. Since carbon monoxide is also a fuel for SOFC, the shift
reaction is not essential all the time. In fact, Ho et al.\cite{58} claim that the presence of CO up to 25% with 75% H\textsubscript{2} in a fuel mixture has negligible effects on the temperature compared to having pure hydrogen as the fuel.

\[ CH_4 + H_2O \rightarrow CO + 3H_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

\[ CO + H_2O \rightarrow CO_2 + H_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

Hydrocarbon reforming reaction is an endothermic reaction where approximately 44\% of the heat generated due to entropy effect in electrochemical reactions, and the Joule heating is consumed\cite{57}. In SOFCs, due to high operating temperature, these reforming reactions can take place on the anode. Therefore, a significant level of cooling can be expected near the fuel inlet where reforming reactions are likely to occur more extensively. Thus a significant temperature gradient across the cell, from the fuel inlet to outlet, can exist.

Some computational analysis on the cooling effect due to fuel reforming can be found in the literature. The analytical temperature distribution along the cell length (measured from the fuel inlet) in the fuel and air channels and electrolyte of a planar SOFC are given in Figure 2.16. The analysis shows the temperature profile with and without the influence of Joule heating. The temperature profiles with the consideration of Joule heating are denoted by “+Jh” and those without joule heating are denoted by “-Jh”. The high cooling effect near the fuel inlet is due to heat absorbed by the endothermic fuel reforming reaction. The gradual gain of the temperature along the length of the fuel cell is due to the heat generated by electrochemical oxidation of the fuel as the reformed fuel
progressed along fuel channels. It can be noted from the graphs that the effect of the Joule heating has also contributed to the overall temperature of a magnitude of approximately 20 K. This computational analysis shows that the internal reforming has induced temperature gradients across a cell, and Joule heating has aggravated this temperature gradient.

### 2.3.4 The Effects of Temperature on Power Output

In the preceding sections, discussion centred on how the entropy effect, joule heating, and fuel reforming induce uneven temperature distributions in a cell. This section is dedicated to investigating the consequences of those temperature distributions on the power output of an SOFC.

Figure 2.17 show the simulated performance of an SOFC at three different temperatures. If the current density of 0.5 A/cm² is considered under all three operating temperatures, the voltage at which this current delivered is approximately 0.81 V, 0.66V, and 0.45V for operating temperatures of 1000 °C, 900 °C, and 800 °C respectively. Thus, an apparent drop in the operating voltage (and the power output) is demonstrated for a given current density with the decrease in operating temperature. Although this effect cannot be explained with Nernst effect, voltage drop with the decrease of operating temperature is due to the increase of losses in the fuel cell, particularly the ohmic losses. The ohmic losses are high due to high resistance to ionic conduction through the electrolyte at low operating temperatures. Thus, although the Nernst potential is high at

![Figure 2.17 Performance of a single cell at different temperatures](image-url)
low temperatures, the actual voltage output is lower at low temperatures than that at high temperatures. Therefore, when a cell operates with non-uniform temperature distribution across the cell, it delivers non-uniform power densities across the cell.

Figure 2.18 shows a simulated result of the temperature distribution of the electrolyte and the current density along the length, measured from the gas inlet. The graph reveals that the temperature drops at the gas inlet due to the cooling effect from fuel reforming as discussed previously. As a result of this temperature drop, the current density has also dropped due increase of resistance in the electrolyte at low temperatures. As the fuel proceeds along fuel channels after reforming, the electrochemical reaction takes place, causing the temperature to rise. Thus, the current density has increased along the length of the cell as the temperature increases. This is because the ionic resistance decreases with the increase of the temperature. The drop of the current density at a length beyond 8 cm has been ascribed to the decline of the fuel strength along the flow channel due to fuel consumption[57]. This simulation results also clearly evidences that the temperature distribution in a cell leads to non-uniform performance across the cell.

![Temperature distribution in the electrolyte and the current density along the length of the cell](image.png)
Iwata et al. have developed a two-dimensional model of a planar SOFC, which use hydrogen and air, to predict the temperature and current density profile under varying operating conditions and flow configurations. Figure 2.19 (a) shows the temperature distribution under cross-flow of fuel and air, both at 800 °C at their respective inlets. No air or fuel circulation has been applied to flatten the temperature gradients. The low temperature at the air inlet has been ascribed to the cooling effect from the air. Figure 2.19 (b) shows the corresponding current density distribution. The higher current density at the fuel inlet region, where fuel pressure is high, is due to the higher Nernst effect. The lower current density at the fuel outlet region, where fuel pressure is low, is once again due to the Nernst effect. The temperature effect on the current density can be seen from the current density distribution graph. Consider the vertical line drawn on Figure 2.19 (b). Since this line is parallel to the fuel inlet, the fuel supply can be considered uniform along the line. However, since the temperature increases from the air inlet to the air outlet, the current density has also increased in response to this temperature increase. These simulation results also show the cell performance non-uniformity caused by non-uniform temperature across a cell.

Figure 2.19 Temperature and current density distribution of a planar SOFC under cross-flow configuration (a) the temperature distribution (b) the current density distribution
2.3.5 Temperature Distribution and Thermal Stresses

Besides to the resulting nonhomogeneous performance, the presence of a nonhomogeneous temperature distribution on a cell can potentially be very harmful to the durability of the cell due to thermal stress generation. A number of studies have been carried out to investigate the thermal stress generation due to uneven temperature distribution and the thermal expansion mismatch between cell components. The high operating temperature is itself sufficient to trigger thermal expansion mismatch-driven stresses. Such stresses can be mitigated by matching the thermal expansion coefficient of materials. However, even without having mismatches in thermal expansion coefficient, uneven temperature distributions can generate thermal stresses on the same material due to uneven thermal expansion. Thus, such problems can only be mitigated through eliminating the evolution of detrimental temperature distributions over the cell.

In addition to the previously discussed factors that evolve uneven temperature distribution on a cell, formation of hot-spots on cells can also lead to the formation of thermal cracks or delamination of the cell components due to uneven thermal expansion\[61\]. Hot-spots are generally created due to localised current concentrations. The current-concentrated sites become chemically overactive and hence, liberate more heat creating hot-spots\[62\]. Non-uniform reactant distribution over a cell can generate hot spots / hot regions. The areas which readily get reactants becomes chemically active and consequently, generates more heat while areas starved of reactants generate less heat due to less chemical activity. Thus, uniform distribution of reactants is also an important aspect in preventing thermal stresses. Furthermore, power demand fluctuations and start-up/ shut-down cycles can also generate thermal cycles which promote mechanical failures\[63]\[64\].

Lin et al.\[65\] have computationally simulated the temperature distribution of three-cell SOFC stack in different stages of operation. They have considered an 80 mm × 80 mm cell supported by 100 mm × 150 mm interconnect. A cross-flow configuration of gasses (fuel from the bottom and air from the top) and a current density of 640 mAcm\(^{-2}\) have been assumed for their simulation. Figure 2.20 shows the temperature distribution at different durations from the start-up as well as after reaching steady state operation. (Note: due to the symmetry, only half of the assembly had been simulated). These simulated results show that an in-plane temperature distribution over the cell is evolved during the start-up. Further, even in the steady-state operation, a high-temperature region can be observed near the fuel inlet while a low-temperature zone can be observed near the air-
inlet. High-fuel concentration near fuel inlet has made that region electrochemically highly active, thus; generating more heat. Meanwhile, the air inlet area has less fuel concentration and high-level of cooling due to chilling effect from air. Thus, a relatively low temperature is recorded near the air inlet. The situation could have been different if internal reforming was involved, where the fuel inlet will be a lot cooler. These uneven temperature profiles on a cell, present during start-up as well as in steady-state operation, leads to thermal stresses and potentially damaging the cell depending on the severity of the stress. The three-dimensional temperature distribution of the three-cell stack in the steady-state operation, generated by the same study, is shown in Figure 2.21. This result shows that the cross-plane temperature distribution is less prominent than the in-plane temperature distribution despite minor changes in the sizes of different temperature zones in each plane. This indicates that temperature measurement from each cell of a stack may not be necessary, though the temperature of a cell needs to be measured with high-spatial resolution. Apart from the temperature distributions evolved due to start-ups and fuel concentration sites, changes in operating conditions such as load, flow rates, etc. also generate detrimental evolutions of temperature profiles across cells\textsuperscript{[66]}. Whatever may be

![Figure 2.20 In-plane temperature profiles on the cell and interconnect of a 3-cell SOFC stack model after: (a) 30 s, (b) 1 min, (c) 2 min, (d) 6 min, (e) 14 min from start-up, and (f) steady-stage condition\textsuperscript{[65]}](image-url)
the cause of the temperature distribution evolved on a cell, large temperature gradients can generate thermal stresses causing damage to both cells and stacks.

The exact values and the locations of stress concentration depend on the temperature profile evolved on a cell, which in turn depends on aforementioned factors such as flow-configurations, fuel reforming, current load, fuel concentration, etc. However, for the comprehensiveness of the discussion in this chapter, a simulation result of stresses from a work of literature is presented.

Yakabe et al\textsuperscript{[59]} investigated the temperature and stress profile of a planar SOFC under different operating conditions and considering internal reforming as well. The flow configuration was set as cross-flow. The temperature profile evolved, shown in Figure 2.22 (a), shows that the temperature near fuel inlet is the lowest while that in the middle is the greatest. Lower temperature at the fuel inlet is due to the cooling effects of the endothermic reforming reactions. Temperature near air inlet is also relatively low because of the cooling effect from the air as well as less heat generation due to less fuel concentration. The middle region is free from cooling due to fuel reforming and has good fuel concentration as well. Thus, the temperature is the highest due to high electrochemical activity in that region. The stress distribution shown in Figure 2.22 (b) shows that there is a significant stress concentration near fuel inlet due to the steep temperature gradient present in that region. Since it has already been established that various detrimental temperature profiles can evolve on a cell due to different operating conditions, consequently, detrimental stress levels may also be generated depending on the temperature distribution. Therefore, the formation of cracks in cell and stack components as well as delamination of the cell component is possible, depending on the severity of the stress level.
Figure 2.22 Simulated temperature and corresponding stress distribution on a model electrolyte (a) the temperature distribution, (b) the stress distribution\textsuperscript{[59]}
2.4 Conclusions

The state of art the technology of SOFC is presented and the fundamental sciences behind SOFC operation are discussed. The three key losses in SOFC; activation polarisation, ohmic polarisation, and concentration polarisation along with their impacts on the operational cell voltage are discussed.

The effects of temperature on SOFC, concerning the cell performance and durability, were presented and discussed. The theoretical maximum efficiency of SOFC was defined, and its change with temperature was presented. A theoretical investigation on how to improve the efficiency of high-temperature SOFC by employing a bottoming cycle was presented and discussed. It was shown that waste heat utilisation in high-temperature SOFCs could increase the overall plant efficiency despite the decrease in the ideal thermodynamic cell efficiency.

Entropy change associated with electrochemical reactions as well as irreversibilities are two primary sources of heat generation within SOFC. Among the irreversibilities, the effect of joule heating is substantial. The cooling effects due to reforming reactions, as well as that due to the heat transfer to air supply are found to induce significant temperature variations across a cell. The fuel inlet region becomes the coolest region of a cell when reforming is employed. Consequently, relatively larger stress concentrations can be noticed near such low-temperature regions. In contrary, when internal reforming is not used, the fuel inlet region becomes the hottest part of a cell due to high chemical activity in that area.

Cell performance (the current density and voltage) is directly influenced by the local temperature, where high-temperature regions demonstrate higher current density while low-temperature regions demonstrate low current density. Thus, in parallel with non-uniform temperature distribution, non-uniform power density across a cell can be observed.

The temperature gradient across a stack (between cells) is less prominent than the temperature gradient on a cell; however, this depends on the stack architecture and many other parameters. This may suggest that it may not be necessary to measure temperature from each cell of a stack though temperature from a cell needs to be measured with high spatial resolution to detect accurately and reflect the temperature distribution. However, the exact temperature distribution across a stack may need to be further investigated as it
is likely to be affected by other factors such as the stack size, balance of plant equipment, air/fuel ratio, etc.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review of SOFC Temperature Sensing
Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the state of art SOFC temperature sensing technologies and the potential temperature sensing technologies that can be adapted for SOFC temperature sensing to better reveal the temperature distribution at cell level.

The chapter begins with presenting the applicable temperature sensing technologies for SOFC in Section 3.1 where; thermistor, thermocouple, and RTD technologies are presented in detail in Sections 3.1.2, 3.1.3, and 3.1.4, respectively. Section 3.2 presents the state of art SOFC temperature sensing technologies. The key problems associated with these technologies are also discussed. The aim and objectives of this research are outlined in Section 3.3

Finally, the thermometry selection for this research is presented in Section 3.4 along with the conclusions to the overall chapter.
3.1 Literature Review: Temperature Sensing

3.1.1 Introduction

Temperature sensing technology is a well-matured area in the broad domain of instrumentation technology. Therefore, investigating the potential adaptability of existing sensing technologies as in situ sensors for SOFC was considered as the best approach to start with. The key characteristic requirements sought were:

1) Operating temperature, at least, up to approximately 950 °C
2) Temperature measurability from a surface
3) Compatibility with cell components
4) Adaptability with minimum system modifications
5) Stability in redox environments
6) Less disturbance to cell/stack operation during sensing

IR imaging reveals surface temperature details with excellent spatial resolution. However, the lack of visibility into inner cells does not enable IR imaging to be employed unless significant stack alterations are adapted (attempts on using IR imaging to measure temperature distribution of SOFC are presented later in this chapter). However, a significant level of design modification diverts an SOFC from its normal operation hence; the measurements cannot be claimed as in situ. The in situ measurement is essential to get an accurate understanding of the temperature distribution during normal cell/stack operation. Therefore, all non-contact thermometry were opt-out from the investigation.

The choice needs to be made from contact temperature sensors. Thermocouple, Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD), thermistor, and IC temperature sensor are the currently available contact temperature sensors. Integrated circuit (IC) sensor is applied only for low-temperature measurements, particularly, in consumer electronics industry. It’s not adaptable to SOFC operating conditions. Thus, IC sensors were also eliminated from the investigation at the initial stage. Since the existing methods of SOFC temperature sensing do not measure temperature with sufficiently high spatial resolution, the technological feasibility of thermistors, thermocouples, and RTDs were assessed with the aim of adapting them for high-spatial resolution temperature measurements from SOFCs as described in following sections. The choice of thermometry is presented in Section 3.4
3.1.2 Thermistors

Thermistors are generally made from mixtures of oxides of manganese, nickel, cobalt, iron, and titanium. They are the most sensitive temperature sensors presently used in practice; the typical value of sensitivity is in the order of 50 mV/°C\(^1\). However, their extreme non-linearity, fast aging, cracking, and batch-to-batch tolerance\(^2\) are some drawbacks. Although thermistors generally measure temperatures below 300 °C, there were some research-stage thermistor developments that operate at high temperature and use materials well compatible with SOFC. Following brief discussion starts with an overview to technology and then, focuses more on high-temperature thermistor developments.

3.1.2.1 The Principle of Operation

Temperature dependent resistivity of semiconductor materials is the basis of thermistor operation. A simplified linear temperature-resistance relationship is given in Equation (3.1) where this linearity is valid only for small temperature ranges. Depending on the value of \(k\), thermistors are classified into two categories: positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistors for positive \(k\) values and negative temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistors for negative \(k\) values. A more accurate temperature-resistance relationship is presented by the Steinhart-Hart equation given in Equation (3.2). Values of the device-specific constants must be provided with the corresponding thermistor device.

\[
\Delta R = k \Delta T
\]  \(3.1\)

Where,
\(\Delta R\) – the change of resistance
\(\Delta T\) – the change of temperature
\(k\) – the temperature coefficient of resistance

\[
\frac{1}{T} = a + b \ln(R) + c (\ln(R))^3
\]  \(3.2\)

Where,
\(T\) – absolute temperature
\(R\) – resistance
\(a, b, c\) – device specific constants
A PTC thermistor’s resistance proportionally increases with the temperature to a certain threshold (known as the transition temperature) and then, it abruptly increases making a significant barrier to current flow beyond the transition temperature. Figure 3.1 illustrates this behaviour. (Note: this figure is for illustration purposes only; the actual threshold temperature may vary from material to material.) This feature of PTC has made it quite popular as overcurrent protectors. For instance, Tucker and Cheng\[3\] used a layer of PTC material between the cathode and the interconnect of an SOFC to prevent excessive increase of temperature when current is drawn from the cell. NTC type thermistors, on the other hand, have an inverse correlation between temperature and the resistance: resistance decreases with the increase of temperature. They are being used as temperature sensors, and find broad applications: domestic appliances, bio-medical instruments, manufacturing industries, transportation, and security are to name a few. PEMFC\(^3\) is a common research domain where thermistors are applied\[4\].

![Figure 3.1 Resistivity Vs Temperature curve of a PTC thermistor][5]

3.1.2.2 High-Temperature Thermistors

High-temperature thermistor development is relatively a new research area. Yttria appears to be the most widely used material for applications around or beyond 1,000 °C. Maintaining the stability at high temperature (above 1,000 °C) due to fast aging, reproducibility, lead wire material selection, and techniques for lead wire attachment

\(^3\) Polymer Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
remain as the key challenges to commercialise high-temperature thermistors\(^6\). Banerjee and Akbar\(^7\) developed a new method to fabricate thermistors from high purity (99.99\%) yttria, and they claim to have eliminated the aging problem and lead wire connection problem. However, they failed at showing good reproducibility. Wang et al\(^8\) studied the suitability of yttria and calcium zirconate as raw materials for high-temperature (above 1,000 °C) thermistors. There were six samples of yttria used with varying amount of zirconia doping: un-doped yttria, 0.15, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 15, 20 mole\% of zirconia. A slight decrease in the sensitivity was observed with increase in zirconia content. Since the electrical properties are very sensitive to composition and impurity (dopant)\(^9\), reproducibility becomes an obvious challenge when the composite ceramic is used. The influence of wetness to electrical properties of yttria is another problem that needs further investigation\(^10\). Despite the exciting promises of thermistors for high-temperature applications, they are still in highly research stage.

### 3.1.3 Thermocouples

The thermocouple is the most widely applied thermometry in industrial applications, particularly, in high-temperature applications and harsh environments. The wide operating temperature range (usually from -200 °C to about 1,800 °C), rugged yet simple construction, and low cost are a few attractive characteristics behind its popularity. An S-type thermocouple was used in establishing the international temperature scale (IPTS-1968)\(^11\). However, instability caused by oxidation, evaporation, and migration of rhodium\(^12\) eliminated thermocouple thermometry in ITS-90 international standards since 1\(^{st}\) of January 1990. Nevertheless, their widespread application in the industry remains intact. Table 3.1 briefly summarises the temperature range and the accuracy of commonly used thermocouple types.
In addition to market available bulk material thermocouples, custom built thin-film thermocouples have gained a significant attention during the recent past in a broad spectrum of research. For example, Chu et al.\cite{14} developed a thin film gold/ nickel nano-thermocouple with junction size of 100 nm × 100 nm for applications in laser and electron beam irradiation. Other applications include, but not limited to, time-resolved surface temperature mapping\cite{15,16}, temperature measurements in machining\cite{17-20}, ultrasonic welding\cite{21,22}, medical applications\cite{23}, engines\cite{24}, gas turbines\cite{25}, batteries\cite{26}, and high-temperature PEM fuel cells\cite{27}. Thin-film thermocouple made from conductive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermocouple type</th>
<th>Overall temperature range (°C)</th>
<th>Typical accuracy °C (at 0 °C, unless otherwise stated)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type E (Chromel/ Constantan)</td>
<td>-200 to 900</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Has high sensitivity (68 μV/K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type J (Iron/ Constantan)</td>
<td>-40 to 760</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Permanent de-calibration occurs if used above the range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type K (Chromel/ Alumel)</td>
<td>-200 to 1,300</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Sensitivity is approximately 48 μV/K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type N (Nicrosil/ Nisil)</td>
<td>-200 to 1,300</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>High stability and high-temperature oxidation resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type T (Copper/ Constantan)</td>
<td>-200 to 400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Best accuracy. Often used for food monitoring and environmental observations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B (Pt:Rh 30:70 by wt/ Pt: Rh 6:94 by wt.)</td>
<td>100 to 1,800</td>
<td>5 (at 1,000 °C)</td>
<td>Suitable for high-temperature measurements. Not suitable for below 50 °C, because it gives the same reading for 42 °C and 0 °C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type R (Pt:Rh 87:13 by wt./ Pt)</td>
<td>-50 to 1,760</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type S (Pt:Rh 90:10 by wt. / Pt)</td>
<td>-50 to 1,760</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Low sensitivity 10 μV/K. Expensive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ceramics is an exciting research area with potential applicability into SOFC. Table 3.2 summarises some ceramic materials and their characteristics demonstrated as thermoelement materials. Unlike bulk-material thermocouples, thin-film thermocouples are fast responsive to temperature changes. Response times as short as 10 nS have been recorded in the literature\textsuperscript{[28]}. However, an important factor to consider in using thin-film thermocouples is their dimensional influence on the performance. Table 3.3 summarises some literature evidences on how the dimensions affect the performance.

Table 3.2 Ceramic thermocouple materials and characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>Linear temperature-emf relationship from room temperature to about 1,700 °C</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>Very complex relationship between temperature and Seebeck coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano composite comprised of NiCoCrAlY and aluminium oxide</td>
<td>Very high Seebeck coefficient of 375 μV/K (relative to platinum) Enhanced high temperature stability</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Demonstrated operation up to 1,500 °C in gas turbine operating environments. Very linear temperature-emf relationship was demonstrated. Difference in Seebeck coefficient has been obtained by changing the sputtering conditions.</td>
<td>[31][32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.3: Dimensional and fabrication influence on thermocouple performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Influence</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Influence of film thickness on sensitivity</td>
<td>Sensitivity of Cu/ Cu-Ni thermocouples was observed to be decreasing with increase in film thickness.</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of deposition rate on sensitivity</td>
<td>A study on thickness-emf relationship of thin film copper-constantan thermocouples reveals that the induced emf was independent of thickness above 1200 Å for copper and 1000 Å for constantan.</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of surface roughness on sensitivity</td>
<td>The dependence of Seebeck coefficient (hence, sensitivity) on film thickness varies with the deposition rate. Experiments were carried out on iron films with depositions rates of 12 Ås(^{-1}), 2 Ås(^{-1}), and 8 Ås(^{-1}). Sensitivity was found to be almost independent of film thickness for films deposited at a rate of 8 Ås(^{-1}).</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of junction size on sensitivity</td>
<td>Seebeck coefficient is independent of film surface roughness when film thickness is more than 400 Å for iron films.</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of junction size on sensitivity</td>
<td>Induced emf has no obvious dependence on junction size up to (3\times3) (\mu m^2) for Ni-Cr thin film thermocouples.</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

3.1.3.1 The Principle of Operation

The operation of a thermocouple is based on the principle of thermoelectricity, which is the direct conversion of heat energy into electricity in a conductor. The amount of electricity produced (the electromotive force) is used as a measure of the temperature in thermocouples. When two dissimilar metals are joined to form a loop, and the two junctions are at two different temperatures, an electric current can be observed to flow through the closed circuit. This effect is known as the Seebeck effect. Figure 3.2 illustrates the Seebeck current flows (denoted by the two arrows) when the two dissimilar metals (A and B), which form a loop, has two temperatures at their junctions ($T_1$ and $T_2$). When current flows from thermoelement A to B at the cold junction, the thermoelement A is considered to be positive with respect to thermoelement B. The Seebeck effect is independent of any temperature distributions along the conductor as long as the conductors are homogenous\textsuperscript{[36]}, it relies on the temperature gradient between the two junctions.

![Figure 3.2 A schematic diagram of a thermoelectric loop](image)

The Seebeck coefficient is used to calculate the magnitude of the voltage induced across a conductor when it is subjected to a given temperature gradient. Equation (3.3) defines the Seebeck coefficient where, $S$, $\Delta V$, and $\Delta T$ are the Seebeck coefficient, the induced voltage, and the temperature gradient across the conductor, respectively. The Seebeck coefficient is a temperature dependant, materials specific (microstructure, impurities, etc.) function. The Seebeck coefficient of a few standard thermocouple materials at different temperatures are listed in Table 3.4. It can be noted that the Seebeck coefficient of some materials are positive while that of some others are negative. This can be understood by investigating the fundamental mechanisms behind the Seebeck effect, as briefly discussed next.

$$S = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)
Although the Seebeck current was discovered in the early 1820s by the great scientist Sir Thomas Seebeck, the underlying mechanism behind the Seebeck effect (named after him for his discovery) could be explained only with the emergence of quantum mechanics. The reason for a conductor to induce a voltage across its ends, when they are under a temperature gradient, is ascribed to the thermal diffusion of the majority charge carriers (electrons or holes) of the conductor. Even for metals, the thermally activated majority carriers can be holes instead of electrons. This is why the Seebeck coefficients of different materials have different signs, even though all are metals. The positive and negative Seebeck coefficients of materials are described in terms of the curvature of Fermi surface of materials [38]. Those metals have holes as majority thermally driven charge carriers have positive Seebeck coefficients and those having electrons as the majority charge carriers have negative Seebeck coefficients. The phenomena of Seebeck voltage is depicted in Figure 3.3 in terms of charge carriers (either holes or electrons). When the conductor is heated at its one end, the charge carriers diffuse into the cold end. Therefore, an electric field is generated in the conductor due to the imbalance of charge. The generated electric field opposes further movement of charge carriers. For example, when electrons move from the hot end to the cold end making the hot end electrically positive with respect to the cold end, the direction of the built electric field is from the hot end to the cold end. This electric field opposes the movement of electrons from the hot end to the cold end.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Seebeck Coefficient (μV/°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>-20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>-24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4 Seebeck coefficients of some commercial thermocouple materials [37]

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram showing the thermal diffusion of charge carriers under a temperature gradient
and the movements are sufficiently restricted as the field strength is built beyond a certain threshold value. The potential difference between the hot and the cold end at this threshold is the Seebeck voltage for that particular temperature gradient for that particular material.

Although the induced voltage across a single conductor is a measure of the temperature gradient that the conductor experience; this voltage cannot be measured directly. When a voltmeter probe is connected to the conductor, the probe itself is subjected to the same temperature gradient and a voltage is induced along the voltmeter probe due to this temperature gradient. Therefore, the measured voltage is the algebraic sum of the two voltages. This is why a thermocouple needs two thermoelements in order to measure the temperature at a point. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram of a thermocouple and a voltmeter connected across its free ends. The free ends are at a temperature of $T_0$ while the junction is at a temperature of $T_J$. Two thermoelements are made of two different materials, namely $A$ and $B$, whose Seebeck coefficients are $S_A$ and $S_B$, respectively. Since there is no temperature gradient across the voltmeter, no voltage is induced across it as per Equation (3.3). Based on the definition of the Seebeck coefficient, the voltage induced across the two open ends of the thermocouple can be expressed as Equation (3.4). This equation shows that if the two thermoelements have the same Seebeck coefficient, no voltage will be induced across the open ends of the thermocouple. This is why a thermocouple must be made by joining two dissimilar materials. Further, it shows that the greater the difference in the Seebeck coefficients between the two thermoelements, the greater the induced voltage, thus better the resolution of temperature measurements. This is why thermocouples are formed by using materials having Seebeck coefficients of opposite signs.

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of a thermocouple with a voltmeter connected across it
\[ V = \int_{T_0}^{T_J} S_A \, dT + \int_{T_J}^{T_0} S_B \, dT = \int_{T_0}^{T_J} (S_A - S_B) \, dT \]  

Where;

- \( V \) – thermally induced voltage (electromotive force)
- \( S_A, S_B \) – Seebeck coefficient of A and B, respectively
- \( T_J, T_0 \) – temperature at the junction and at open ends, respectively

### 3.1.3.2 Cold Junction Compensation

It is evident from Equation (3.4) that the voltage induced across the open ends of the thermoelements is not a measure of the temperature at the junction. Instead, it is a measure of the temperature gradient between the free ends and the junction. Thus, only if the temperature at the free ends is known, the temperature at the junction can be calculated based on the measured voltage. If the free ends are kept at 0 °C (ice point), the measured voltage across the open ends is a measure of the temperature at the junction. However, in general, the open ends are at the room temperature, which is not 0 °C in most cases. In order to compensate this and to directly measure the actual temperature at the junction, thermocouple data logging systems use a feature called Cold Junction Compensation, which enables thermocouples to measure the true temperature at its junction without having to maintain its open ends at 0 °C.

There are two types of cold junction compensation mechanism: hardware compensation and software compensation. In both methods, the temperature at the open ends (known as the cold junction or reference junction) is measured separately using integrated circuit temperature sensor. In the hardware compensation, a voltage equivalent to the temperature at the open ends is externally applied across the open ends. Therefore, what the data logger records is the sum of the two voltages (the induced voltage described in Equation (3.4) and the externally applied voltage). Thus, the recorded voltage is equivalent to the voltage that the logger would record if the open ends were at ice point. In the software compensation, instead of applying an external voltage across the open ends, the equivalent voltage is computed within the software by taking the temperature at the open end as a reference. This voltage is added to the measured voltage every time a temperature is read. Since the software compensation involves extra computing steps at each temperature measurement, it has slower response than the hardware compensation.
3.1.4 Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD)

RTD is, perhaps, the most stable and accurate temperature sensor in industrial scale. Platinum is the most expensive, most reliable, and the most linear RTD material with an excellent stability at elevated temperatures. Other common RTD materials include Ni, Cu, Au, W, and Ag. A standard platinum resistance temperature detector (SPRTD) is used in ITS-90 as the standard instrument to interpolate temperatures from 13.8033 K (triple point of hydrogen) to 1,234.93 K (freezing point of silver)\[^{[39]}\]. However, the upper-temperature limit of most industrial scale RTD sensors is approximately 750 °C. The standardised performance for platinum RTDs under BS1904:1984 and IEC 751:1983 is also limited to a maximum 850 °C. RTDs are very sensitive to strains and it must ensure strain free at all times of operation\[^{[40]}\]. Although platinum group materials are generally considered as oxidation resistant materials, at higher temperatures, volatile oxides are formed. PtO₂ is formed above 630 °C, and evaporation of these volatile oxides results in material loss at higher operating temperatures\[^{[41]}\] causing measurement instability of RTD. Characteristics of thin-film RTD have been assessed in research, but they were not successful beyond 400 °C\[^{[42],[43]}\]. A research-level development of ceramic RTD that operates up to 1,400 °C was available in the literature\[^{[44]}\].

3.1.4.1 Principle of Operation

The positive correlation between the electrical resistivity and the temperature of metals is the fundamental physics behind the development of resistance temperature detectors. The physical meaning of the electrical resistance is the difficulty the material imposes on the free flow of electrons under the force of an electric field. This is a result of electrons’ collision with atoms in the lattice structure; the higher the number of collisions the higher the resistivity. As the temperature increases, the internal energy of a substance increases (in this case, metal). Therefore, the atoms / molecules have higher vibrational kinetic energy. Because of these increased vibrations, the collisions between electrons and the molecules increases imposing more difficulties for the electrons to flow under a given electric field; thus, the electrical resistivity increases. The electrical resistivity is defined in Equation (3.5). According to this equation, the resistivity of a conductor can be defined as the resistance of a conductor across 1 m length of it, whose cross-sectional area is 1 m².
\[ \rho = R \frac{A}{l} \] (3.5)

Where,
\( \rho \) – Resistivity
\( R \) – Resistance
\( A \) – Cross-sectional area
\( l \) – Length of the conductor

Platinum is the most widely used material for RTDs. The change of the electrical resistance of platinum with temperature, known as the temperature coefficient of resistance, is defined as Equation (3.6) in the British Standards BS:1904:1984. The same standards define the resistance at temperature \( t \) for platinum RTDs as given in Equation (3.7) for temperatures from -200 °C to 0 °C and as Equation (3.8) for temperatures between 0 °C and 850 °C. The standard resistance values at operating temperatures are tabulated in BS:1904:1984. Therefore, measuring the resistance and comparing the measured value against the standardised resistance values reveals the temperature the RTD is subjected to.

\[ \alpha = \frac{R_{100} - R_0}{100 \times R_0} \] (3.6)

Where,
\( \alpha \) - Temperature coefficient of resistance
\( R_{100} \) – Resistance at 100 °C
\( R_0 \) – Resistance at 0 °C

\[ R_t = R_0(1 + At + Bt^2 + C(t - 100 \degree C)t^3) \] (3.7)
\[ R_t = R_0(1 + At + Bt^2) \] (3.8)

Where,
\( R_t \) – Resistance at temperature \( t \)
\( R_0 \) – Resistance at 0 °C
\( t \) – Temperature in degree Celsius
A – A constant of value $3.90802 \times 10^{-3} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$

B – A constant of value $-5.802 \times 10^{-7} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-2}$

C – A constant of value $-4.27350 \times 10^{-12} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-4}$

3.1.4.2 Resistance Measurements

Unlike thermocouples, which measure the temperature difference between the hot and the cold junctions, RTDs give the absolute temperature at the measuring point. Therefore, a RDT’s measurement is a direct temperature measurement. However, unlike voltage measurements, resistance measurement is not a straightforward process. A known current is passed through the resistor, and the resulting voltage drop across the resistor is measured. Then, from the Ohms law, given in Equation (3.9), the resistance is calculated. Therefore, in order to measure the resistance (thus, temperature using RTD), a current source is needed. Based on the way the resistor element in the RTD is powered, there are three configurations of RTD namely, two-wire, three-wire, and four-wire configuration.

$$V = IR \quad (3.9)$$

Where,

$V$ – Potential difference across the resistor

$I$ – current through the resistor

$R$ – Resistance of the resistor

**Two-wire configuration**

In this arrangement, schematically shown in Figure 3.5, the two lead wires of the resistance element are shared by the current source and the voltmeter. Since the current passes along the lead wires, the resistance in the lead wires causes voltage drop along the wires. In the way the voltmeter is connected, it records the voltage drop along the wires as well as that across the resistance element. Therefore, the measurements are associated with a significant level of errors. If the resistance of the lead wires is known, this error can be reduced to some extent through computation. However, the temperature effects on the wire resistance are difficult to assess during operation. Therefore, the measurement can still have significant errors.
Three-wire configuration

Figure 3.6 shows a schematic diagram of the three-wire configuration. As the diagram shows, differently to the two-wire configuration, only one lead wire of the resistance element is shared by the current source and the voltmeter. There is no voltage drop along the lead wire of the voltmeter as its high internal impedance does not permit current to flow through the voltmeter. Therefore, only the voltage drop along the shared lead wire of the resistance element will introduce errors in measurements. Hence, the three-wire configuration is more accurate than the two-wire configuration. However, each temperature sensing point requires three external wires for temperature measurements. This is not a favourable condition for multi-point temperature sensing in space constraint applications, such as fuel cells.
Four-wire configuration

The four-wire configuration is schematically shown in Figure 3.7. As the diagram depicts, two separate lead wires are used to connect the voltmeter. Since no current is permitted to flow along these wires due to the high internal impedance of the voltmeter, there is no voltage drop along the voltmeter’s lead wires. Although there is a voltage drop on the resistance element’s lead wires because of the current source, since those wires are not shared with the voltmeter the voltmeter does not record those voltage drops. Thus, the voltmeter reading is a more accurate measure of the voltage drop across the resistance element compared to the other two configurations. Therefore, this arrangement gives the
greatest accuracy among all three configurations. However, on the other hand, this arrangement requires the largest number of wires per single temperature sensing points – four wires per sensing point. This is again not a favourable condition for space constrained applications when high spatial resolution is required in temperature measurements.
3.2 State of the Art SOFC Temperature Sensing

Present efforts on understanding the temperature distribution over cells and stack are predominantly based on simulations. In which, application of physical modelling as well as data-driven modelling, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), are noticeable. Physical models rely on a variety of assumptions and simplifications of operating conditions, which may not realistically exist in an operating stack. Therefore, these models need to be experimentally validated under different operating conditions prior to use for temperature predictions. In contrast, data-driven models eliminate the necessity of having an accurate knowledge of the cell operation. Data-driven models map input data onto output data without paying any insight into the cell operation. Hence, ANN models are free from simplifications assumptions that physical models require. However, the accuracy of an ANN model is governed by the accuracy of the training data set. Thus, it also requires an accurate experimental data set representing some different operating conditions. Further, although the chemical reactions within fuel cells are relatively straightforward, there are a number of reaction mechanisms that depend on the material and microstructure. Thus, the exact reaction mechanism is impossible to determine with any degree of certainty. Therefore, the experimental temperature measurement from operating SOFC stacks is a task with a significant importance.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, the simulations pave an excellent way to get a theoretical overview of the temperature distribution on a cell under various operating conditions. These results can be used as a guideline in experimental measurements, particularly, to determine the locations of importance in temperature sensing and the spatial resolution of measurements. For example, Figure 3.8 shows the simulated temperature distribution on 130 mm × 130 mm cell having electrochemically active cell are of 100 mm × 100 mm under three flow configurations. The cell is simulated to perform reforming reactions as well. The temperature distribution under counter-flow, co-flow, and cross-flow patterns are shown in Figure 3.8 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Having investigated these temperature profiles on the cell, it can be estimated that a spatial resolution of approximate 10 mm × 10 mm would be necessary for experimental temperature measurements to better understand the temperature distribution. Another study by Iwata et al. also reveals the presence of a similar temperature distribution for cross-flow configuration as shown in Figure 3.9 for 100 mm × 100 mm cell with pure hydrogen. This result also suggests the need of approximately 10 mm × 10 mm resolution for experimental temperature measurements.
Figure 3.8 Simulated temperature distribution under different flow configurations (a) Counter-flow (b) co-flow (c) cross-flow\cite{60}

Figure 3.9 Simulated temperature distribution under cross-flow configuration\cite{59}
The number of experimental approaches to measure the cell/stack temperature is very limited in the literature compared to simulations. In fact, only one of such was found when the literature survey was carried out, except the attempts made to measure the temperature of small pallet cells. However, a few such efforts were later published, though they have not met the specific research gap this thesis addresses. All those literature were critically evaluated, analysed, and synthesised to continuously refine the direction of the author’s research.

In a study to investigate the steam-methane reforming process within a direct internal reforming SOFC, Saunders and Davy\textsuperscript{[61]} employed infrared thermometry to measure the surface temperature of a reformer anode (100 mm × 50 mm). A schematic diagram of the setup is given in Figure 3.10. Temperature measurements were made normal to the anode surface at 10 mm intervals along the centre line of the anode by focusing the thermometer (Omega Vanzetti Model No. 1562, 203.1 mm focal length, 0.91 mm spot size) through the sapphire window above the anode. The exact experimental setup is published elsewhere\textsuperscript{[62]}. Figure 3.11 shows the anode arrangement with sapphire window above it and Figure 3.12 shows the oven where the test setup was placed in.

Figure 3.10 The schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to measure the anode temperature using IR thermometry\textsuperscript{[61]}
Figure 3.11 Special anode arrangement for IR temperature sensing\[62\]

Figure 3.12 The oven with front window panel removed to provide optical access to the anode\[62\]
This experimental setup had not been published by the time the literature survey was carried out. However, although non-contact thermometry was eliminated from the candidate methods; this experimental setup was still carefully investigated as IR thermometry is a good technique to get surface temperature profile with an excellent spatial resolution.

The use of IR thermometry in this setup is limited for point measurements. However, replacing the IR thermometer with a suitable IR imaging camera (ex: FLIR GF309 Infrared Camera), may facilitate obtaining proper surface temperature profiles. However, this kind of a special test rig arrangement cannot be adapted for commercial level stacks or even laboratory scale multi-cell stacks. On the other hand, the significant level of modifications done to the system disqualifies this being called as in situ measurements. Since this thesis is focused on in situ temperature measurements, this test rig arrangement does not provide tangible benefits. Instead, it re-confirmed that non-contact thermometry is not a candidate method. Although there are other approaches of using IR thermometry for SOFC temperature sensing from small cells, the focus of this thesis is laid on relatively larger cells (approx. 10 cm² or above active cell area) where, a larger temperature gradient can be expected. Thus, such works are not discussed here.

Razbani et al.[63][64] have made a more direct approach to measuring the operating temperature of a 6-cell SOFC stack by using commercial thermocouples (K-type, Ø0.5 mm). Five thermocouples were inserted into the stack through air channels between third and fourth cells. It was assumed that the difference between gas temperature and the electrode surface temperature is negligible. However, no evidence to justify this assumption is given. Because of the flow field of gas and the heat transfer characteristics of the electrode and gas, there may be a discrepancy between the gas temperature and the electrode temperature. Figure 3.14 shows the approximate locations of temperature sensing points in a cell (86 mm × 110 mm) and Figure 3.13 shows the stack with thermocouples inserted. Celik et al.[65] also claim to have used 5 K-type thermocouples to measure temperature from two sets of SOFC short stacks of active cell area 16 cm² and 81 cm². Figure 3.15 shows the locations of temperature probes in their experimental setup. These research findings confirm that thermocouple thermometry is applicable for SOFC temperature sensing. However, there remain two significant problems to address: 1) the measured temperature may not reflect the cell surface temperature where reactions take place 2) spatial resolution of measurements may not be sufficient to get a clear understanding of the role of temperature on the performance and the degradation.
Figure 3.13 SOFC stack with thermocouples

Figure 3.14 Temperature probe locations
Figure 3.15 Different temperature probe locations\textsuperscript{[65]}
3.3 Aim and Objectives

3.3.1 Aim

The aim of this research is to develop a sensing technology to monitor *in situ* the cell surface temperature distribution of an operating SOFC.

3.3.2 Objectives

The objectives established to streamline the accomplishment of the aim are:

1) To critically evaluate the present methods of SOFC temperature sensing.
2) To understand the merits and limitations of presently available temperature sensing technologies with respect to SOFC temperature sensing.
3) To develop a sensing technology that can appreciably overcome the limitations associated with the present sensing technologies identified in objective 3.
4) To understand the cell temperature response under arbitrary operating conditions.
5) To qualitatively assess the significance of the surface temperature measurements compared with near-surface temperature measurements and to provide suggestions where appropriate.
3.4 Conclusions

The knowledge on temperature distribution at the cell level, where reactions take place, is vital to get a thorough understanding of different degradation mechanisms as well as performance characteristics of SOFC. Simulations provide a good foundation to understand temperature distribution under different operating conditions. However, \textit{in situ} temperature measurements can provide very accurate information on the temperature distribution under a number of different operating conditions than the simulations could predict. Further, \textit{in situ} temperature monitoring can be used as a performance measuring technique when testing new cell materials. This cannot be done with simulations unless the electrochemistry of such new materials is fully known. Therefore, the importance of \textit{in situ} temperature sensing is well evident.

The literature on simulated temperature distributions presented in this chapter showed very dramatic temperature variations on a small cell under varying operating conditions. These results suggest the need of approximately 10 mm $\times$ 10 mm spatial resolution for experimental temperature measurements in order to get a better view of the thermal behaviour of a cell. However, the existing methods of temperature sensing from SOFC, except small button cells, does not either measure the cell level temperature distribution or measure it with sufficient spatial resolution. Therefore, the knowledge on the cell level temperature distribution with sufficiently higher spatial resolution can be identified as a significant research gap in the SOFC development cycle.

The thermometry selection is vital for an \textit{in situ} sensing from SOFC. Among three sensing technologies investigated, thermocouple thermometry appears as the strongest candidate. Its prior applications in a number of other harsh environments build the confidence on its capability to meet the required operational characteristics within the SOFC environment. Although thermistors made from yttria also appear as a good choice, the technology is still at a highly research stage with many problems yet to be solved. On the other hand, the presently available temperature range of RTDs is not adequate to cover the operating temperature range of a typical SOFC. Although high-temperature RTD has been researched, the performance of such sensors is not yet standardised. Therefore, employing such non-standard technologies in already a complicated task of SOFC temperature sensing may lead to complex questions, which are difficult to investigate without extensively broadening the research scope. Therefore, thermistors and RTDs were eliminated from this research. In fact, when thermocouple thermometry provides a promising direction, there is no need to take an aerial route unless
thermocouples are found to be inappropriate. Therefore, thermocouple thermometry is chosen as the basis to *in situ* monitor the temperature from SOFC.

Although thermocouple thermometry has already been used for SOFC temperature sensing, enhancing the spatial resolution of measurement with thermocouples is a significant challenge. Since each sensing point of a thermocouple is composed of two unique thermoelements, use of thermocouples for multi-point temperature sensing requires \(2N\) number of thermoelements for \(N\) number of sensing points. Even if the two thermoelements of a thermocouple are bundled together forming a single wire, it still requires \(N\) number of wires passing into a stack. Although there shouldn't be a much problem in sending a couple of tens of wires into a stack, as the number of sensing points increases to increase the spatial resolution of measurements, the problem becomes very acute causing disturbance to the normal operation of the stack. Thus, the present architecture of thermocouples is a significant barrier in employing thermocouple thermometry for *in situ* temperature sensing from SOFC with higher spatial resolutions.

Therefore, to address the fundamental knowledge gap of knowing the cell temperature distribution of operating SOFCs with higher spatial resolutions, the aforementioned technical barrier of thermocouple thermometry in measuring multi-point temperature sensing needs to be overcome first. Thus, this research project needs to first focus on utilising thermocouple thermometry for multi-point temperature sensing while preserving the meritorious characteristics of the thermometry.
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Chapter 4: Design and Numerical Calculations of Multi-Junction Thermocouples
Chapter Summary

This chapter presents two multi-junction thermocouple architectures, namely, the array and the grid architecture for multi-point temperature measurements from SOFC with fewer thermoelements. The thermoelectric performances of these architectures in temperature measurement are numerically calculated based on Seebeck theory.

Section 4.1 introduces the rational for the proposed architectures. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 describe the underline science. The array and the grid architectures are described in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, respectively. Section 4.2 is dedicated to describe the detailed procedure of numerical calculations where, Section 4.2.1 describes the method of Seebeck coefficient calculation at different temperature and Section 4.2.2 describe the method employed to calculate the temperature using numerical data. Section 4.2.3 describes how the thermocouple materials were chosen for rest of the calculations in this chapter. The performance of the array architecture under different operating conditions is presented and discussed in Section 4.3, while the performance of the grid architecture is presented and discussed in Section 4.4. Chapter concludes with some conclusions made based on the results of the numerical calculations, in Section 4.5.
CHAPTER 4

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, a conclusion was systematically drawn that the thermocouple thermometry is the most convincing form of thermometry for in situ temperature sensing from solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). However, the design constraint of thermocouples requiring two thermoelements per each independent sensing point was identified as a barrier to increasing the spatial resolution of temperature measurements from SOFC without causing significant adverse effects on fuel cell performance. Difficulty in passing a large number of wires through the gas-tight sealing is one of the significant technical challenges in increasing the spatial resolution of measurement when using conventional thermocouples. Further, the potential disturbance that these wires may cause to a stack’s operation might divert the stack from its normal operation. Therefore, the measured temperature may not be accurate enough to represent a cell’s temperature under normal operation. To measure the cell surface temperature distribution with sufficiently higher spatial resolution (approximately 10 mm × 10 mm as stated in Chapter 3) while reducing the aforementioned disadvantages of using thermocouples, this chapter proposes two thermocouple architectures based on the same concept of sharing thermoelements between sensing points to measure temperatures from multiple points with fewer number of thermoelements than sets of thermocouples would require for the same number of temperature measuring points. The underlying science of operation of these multi-junction thermocouples is the same Seebeck effect that thermocouple thermometry is based on. In addition, the law of intermediate conductors in thermocouple thermometry is also used to introduce intermediate junctions along thermoelements to reduce the number of thermoelement requirement by sharing thermoelements between sensing points.

4.1.1 Seebeck Effect

When two dissimilar conductors (for example, wires) are joined at their ends forming a closed loop, and when the two joints are at two different temperatures; a very small electric current can be observed to flow through the closed loop. This temperature-driven flow of current is due to the Seebeck effect. The name Seebeck is given to this phenomenon as an honour to Sir Thomas Seebeck, who first observed this phenomenon. In other words, when the two ends of an open-ended conductor are kept at two different temperatures, thus, subjecting the conductor to a temperature gradient along its length, an electromotive force (EMF) is induced along the length of the conductor. This is depicted in Figure 4.1 where, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are the temperatures at the ends and, \( \Delta V \) is the induced

---

4 Each of the two conductors that form a thermocouple by joining together is called a thermoelement.
voltage due to Seebeck effect. (A detailed description of the Seebeck effect is presented in Chapter 3)

The magnitude of the induced voltage per unit temperature gradient is mainly a material specific, temperature-dependent property called “Seebeck coefficient”. The Seebeck coefficient \((S)\) is defined in Equation (4.1). The equation is written in differential form because, the Seebeck coefficient, so as the Seebeck effect, varies with temperature. However, if the Seebeck coefficient does not change very sharply with temperature for any material, then, the Seebeck coefficient of such material at any temperature can be expressed as Equation (4.2) without introducing significant errors into calculations.

\[
S = \frac{dV}{dT} \tag{4.1}
\]

Where;
\(dV\) – the potential difference across the conductor at a given temperature
\(dT\) – the temperature gradient across the conductor

\[
S = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta T} \tag{4.2}
\]

Where;
\(\Delta V\) – the potential difference across the conductor at a given temperature
\(\Delta T\) – the temperature gradient across the conductor

### 4.1.2 The Law of Intermediate Conductors

The underlying science of multi-junction thermocouples, proposed for SOFC temperature sensing in this thesis, is the law of intermediate conductors for thermocouples. Therefore, before explaining the mathematical calculations, the law is described below.

The law of intermediate conductors states that “the sum of the absolute thermoelectric powers of dissimilar conductors is zero when their ends are at the same
uniform temperature’ ([36], p.122). This law has been used as the basis to develop multi-junction thermocouples that share thermoelements between sensing points to reduce the number of thermoelements required in multi-point temperature sensing.

This law can be proven mathematically using Seebeck theory described previously. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic diagram of a thermocouple having an intermediate conductor in one of its thermoelements (the section b-c on the thermoelement a-d). Thermoelements a-b and c-d are made of the same material having Seebeck coefficient $S_A$. Thermoelement e-d is made of a different material having Seebeck coefficient $S_B$ (essentially, $S_A \neq S_B$ for the functioning of the thermocouple). The Seebeck coefficient of the intermediate conductor, b-c, is $S_C$, which must be different than $S_A$, but it can be similar to or different than $S_B$. The distal ends of the thermocouple leads are at temperature $T_0$, and the hot junction is at $T_J$. The temperatures at b and c are $T_B$ and $T_C$, respectively. $V_{emf}$ is the electromotive force (EMF) induced across the distal ends of the thermoelements due to the temperature gradient between the junction and distal ends of the thermoelements. This voltage can be calculated by rearranging Equation (4.1) and performing cyclic-integration over the entire temperature cycle (from $T_0$ to $T_0$ via $T_B$, $T_C$, and $T_J$) along thermoelements as given in Equation (4.3). The result of the cyclic integration is given in Equation (4.4).

![Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of a thermocouple with an intermediate conductor](image)

$$V_{emf} = \int S \, dT$$

(4.3)

Where,

$S$ – Seebeck Coefficient of the thermoelement concerned at its temperature

$$V_{emf} = \int_{T_0}^{T_J} S_B \,dT + \int_{T_J}^{T_C} S_A \,dT + \int_{T_C}^{T_B} S_C \,dT + \int_{T_B}^{T_0} S_A \,dT$$

(4.4)
If there is no temperature gradient present across the intermediate thermoelement (b-c) thus; $T_B = T_C$, the integration term associated with $S_c$ in Equation (4.4) yields zero. Therefore, mathematically, Equation (4.4) simplifies to Equation (4.5) where Equation (4.5) is equivalent to the voltage induced across a thermocouple made of two thermoelements having Seebeck coefficients $S_A$ and $S_B$ and the junction at temperature $T_J$ while the distal ends are at temperature $T_0$. Therefore, the presence of an intermediate conductor does not influence the temperature measurements when there is no temperature gradient across the intermediate conductor. This shows the potential of making intermediated junctions on thermoelements to produce multi-junction thermocouples to make multi-point temperature measurements with a reduced number of thermoelements.

\[
V_{emf} = \int_{T_0}^{T_J} S_B dT + \int_{T_J}^{T_0} S_A dT
\]  

Based on this scientific foundation, two multi-junction thermocouple architectures, namely the array architecture and the grid architecture, were investigated. The array architecture is the foundation design of the multi-junction thermocouples while; the grid architecture is a derivative of it. Although the concept of multi-junction thermocouples is scientifically sound, practical implementation requires extensive investigations to understand the factors influencing the performance. Thus, some numerical calculations to understand the performance under different fabrication and operating conditions were performed.
4.1.3 Array Architecture

The recursive unit of the array architecture is schematically shown in Figure 4.3. Thermoelement \(c\) must be made of a material different from that of both thermoelements \(a\) and \(b\). The thermoelement material of \(a\) and \(b\) can either be the same or distinct from each other. The intersection of thermoelements \(c\) and \(b\) forms the first temperature measuring junction \((J_1)\), and the intersection of thermoelements \(c\) and \(a\) forms the second temperature measuring junction \((J_2)\). Any external circuitry (such as a data logger) interfaces with the thermocouple array at the connection-pads denoted by \(p1\), \(p2\), and \(p3\) to measure the electromotive forces (EMFs) generated as a result of the temperature at junctions. The EMF \(v_1\) is a measure of the temperature gradient between \(J_1\) and the connection-pads. The EMF \(v_2\) is a measure of the temperature gradient between \(J_2\) and the connection-pads. Therefore, in general, the temperature at the connection-pads must be known in order to compute a junction’s temperature (refer Chapter 2 for the operational principle of thermocouples). If connection-pads maintain the same constant temperature, a single temperature measurement of a pad is sufficient, making the process simpler. Thus, the enclosed region denoted by \(k\) is considered an isothermal region, whose temperature may be measured separately with a commercial temperature sensor. In a special case where the connection-pads are at the same temperature as the data logger, the cold junction compensation feature of a data logger (e.g., NI 9213\(^{[2]}\)) can directly compute the junctions’ temperatures without requiring the connection-pads’ temperatures to be measured separately (refer Chapter 2 for a description on cold junction compensation).

Three different designs of the array architecture, based on the above recursive unit, are shown in Figure 4.4; each colour represents a unique material. The designs are different in the number of isotherms. All designs have nine independent temperature sensing points, numbered from 1 to 9. The design in Figure 4.4(a) requires the lowest number of thermoelements among all: it requires \(N+1\) number of thermoelements for
The number of temperature sensing points. However, this arrangement has only one 
isothenr covering all the connection-pads (the rectangle drawn in dashed line 
comprising all the connection-pads). Unless the connection-pads are at room 
temperature, maintaining a large isotherm is a challenging task, particularly with a large 
number of junctions. The second design, shown in Figure 4.4(b), has two isotherms. 
Therefore, one set of connection-pads can stay at one temperature while the others remain 
at another temperature. Although this arrangement reduces the size of the isotherm, the 
number of thermoelements has increased to 11. Therefore, this arrangement requires 
\(N+2\) number of thermoelements for \(N\) number of temperature measuring points. The 
third design, shown in Figure 4.4(c), further increases the number of isotherms to three, 
and consequently, it requires \(N+3\) number of thermoelements for \(N\) temperature 
measuring points. Since reducing the number of isotherms increases the number of 
thermoelements, an appropriate balance must be reached considering application-specific 
constraints and requirements.

If multi-junction thermocouples are made of wires, sufficiently long wires can be 
used to ensure that thermoelements are directly connected to the data logger at data 
logger’s temperature. However, if thermoelements are made integral to cells as thin-films, 
the external wire connection must be made at the cell’s temperature. Nevertheless, if the 
external wires are chosen from the same thermoelement material, the functional 
connection can still be brought to the data logger’s temperature although the physical 
connection is made at the cell’s temperature. Under these conditions, the need of 
maintaining isotherms can be avoided. This is, in fact, a widely adopted method to extend 
thermocouples’ lead wires. A detailed discussion of this approach is presented in Chapter 
5.
(a) N+1 architecture

(b) N+2 architecture

(c) N+3 architecture

Figure 4.4 Three iterations of the array architecture
4.1.4 Grid Architecture

The grid architecture requires even fewer thermoelements than the array architecture requires. While the array architecture requires at least one thermoelement in excess to the number of temperature measuring points, the grid architecture measures temperatures at $\lceil N^2 \rceil$ number of points with only $\lceil 2N \rceil$ number of thermoelements. Therefore, the grid delivers the greatest reduction in the number of thermoelements required for multi-point temperature sensing. The reduction of thermoelements becomes more prominent when the number of temperature sensing points increases. For example, a grid of 100 temperature sensing points (junctions) can be made with only 20 thermoelements. This is a significant advantage in enhancing the spatial resolution of measurements.

The recursive unit of the grid architecture is schematically shown in Figure 4.5. Thermoelements $a$ and $b$ are made of one material, and thermoelements $c$ and $d$ are made of a second material. The intersection of thermoelements $a$ and $c$ forms junction $J_1$, and that of $a$ and $d$ forms junction $J_2$. Similarly, the intersection of thermoelements $c$ and $b$ forms junction $J_3$, and that of $b$ and $d$ forms junction $J_4$. The primary criterion in selecting thermoelements is: any two thermoelements that form a junction by intersection must be made of different materials. (In fact, the “difference” is the difference in their Seebeck coefficients, not necessarily the chemical composition). Connection-pads, $p_1$ to $p_4$, are where the external circuitry, such a data logger, interfaces with the thermocouple grid to measure the thermoelectric EMF generated along thermoelements. For example, the EMF measured between connection-pads $p_1$ and $p_3$ is a measure of the temperature gradient.

![Figure 4.5 The recursive unit of the grid architecture](image-url)
between \( J_1 \) and the connection-pads. Similarly, the EMF measured between \( p_2 \) and \( p_4 \) is a measure of the temperature gradient between \( J_4 \) and the connection-pads. The requirement of maintaining isotherms (the dotted enclosure denoted by \( k \)) and the arrangement to avoid that requirement are the same with the array architecture presented previously.

A multi-junction thermocouple grid having nine temperature measuring points is schematically shown in Figure 4.6. Hence, it is equivalent to the array architecture presented previously concerning the number of temperature measuring points. As the sketch depicts, this design requires only six thermoelements for nine independent temperature sensing points (equivalent to \( \{N\} = 3 \)). The dotted enclosure is the isotherm as described previously.

![Figure 4.6 A grid architecture with nine temperature sensing points](image)

Although the \( \{N^2\} \) to \( \{2N\} \) arrangement restricts the number of temperature measuring points to a second order pattern of an integer (e.g., 4, 9, 16, etc.), a different plurality of the recursive unit can easily break this restriction; however, this occurs at the expense of increasing the number of thermoelements. For example, appending more recursive units to the sketch in Figure 4.6 will yield 11 temperature measuring points with seven thermoelements. Although the \( \{N^2\} \) to \( \{2N\} \) relationship is broken in this instance, the number of thermoelements is still less than what would be required with thermocouples or array architecture for 11 temperature measuring points.
4.2 Numerical Calculation of Performance

Although both architectures have a scientific basis supported by the Seebeck theory and the law of intermediate conductors for thermocouples, it is advantageous to evaluate the performance numerically to investigate operational restrictions and effectiveness prior to laboratory testing. Therefore, a set of numerical calculations were performed using purposely written MATLAB codes to assess the performance of the array and the grid architectures under different fabrication and operational conditions. The calculations were carried out over a temperature range from 700 °C to 900 °C to adequately cover the typical operating temperature range of an operating SOFC.

Since NIST\(^5\) stipulated performance data are available for commercial thermocouple materials, those materials were the material choice for the calculations. Among them, K type (alumel and chromel), S type (Pt / Rh 87% / 13% and Pt), R type (Pt/Rh 90%/10% and Pt), and N type (nicrosil and nisil) were specifically chosen considering their high-temperature applicability.

4.2.1 Method of Seebeck Coefficient Calculation

Seebeck coefficients of the chosen materials from 0 °C to 1,000 °C with 200 °C intervals were taken from published data (Table 4.1). The Seebeck coefficients at other temperatures, at 1 °C interval, were obtained using polynomial regression. The criterion for selecting the degree of polynomial was to ensure the estimation error, defined in Equation (4.6) to be a minimum within the temperature range from 700 °C to 900 °C; this is the temperature range within which the thermocouple network (array or grid) is expected to be most accurate during its operation. Fifth order polynomial regression was found to minimise the estimation error. The polynomial regression equation is given in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Seebeck Coefficient (μV/°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>-20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>-24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5\) National Institute of Standards and Technology
Equation (4.7) and the polynomial coefficients are listed in Appendix I. Further improvement in estimation accuracy with K-type materials could be achieved by changing the Seebeck coefficient of alumel at 200 °C to -17.35 \( \mu V/\circ C \) from its measured value of -16.2 \( \mu V/\circ C \). Although this change was not experimentally or otherwise supported, the change was adapted to increase the accuracy of calculations because the accuracy of temperature estimation is more important than the accuracy of the Seebeck coefficient at one temperature. These interpolated Seebeck coefficients were used for all the calculations presented in this chapter.

\[
estimation\ error = |T_{true} - T_{estimate}|
\]  
(4.6)

Where,

\( T_{true} \) – true temperature (i.e. the set temperature in calculations)

\( T_{estimate} \) – estimated temperature based on the numerically generated EMFs

\[
S_t = \sum_{i=0}^{n} (a_{n-i})t^i
\]

(4.7)

Where,

\( S_t \) – Seebeck coefficient at temperature \( t \°C \)

\( a_{n-i} \) – The polynomial coefficient of the (n-i)th element

\( t \) – temperature in °C

\( n \) – degree of the polynomial

4.2.2 Method of Temperature Calculation

In order to calculate the temperature at a junction, the electromotive force (EMF) induced at the junction must be calculated first. Once the EMF is known, the corresponding temperature can be calculated using standardised conversion functions, generally known as inverse temperature functions. (The inverse temperature functions for all commercial thermocouple materials are available in NIST database).

Since the Seebeck coefficient is a function of temperature, if that function is known correctly, the EMF for a given temperature gradient can be calculated by evaluating the integral given in Equation (4.8). However, there are no standardised functions for Seebeck coefficient in terms of temperature; only standardised EMF values for each
commercial thermocouple type at different temperatures are available in NIST database. Therefore, it is impossible to use integration to calculate EMFs. Thus, a simple numerical technique, which can make sufficiently accurate temperature estimations, was adapted to estimate the EMF generated under all temperature gradients considered in the calculations as described below.

$$EMF = \int_{T_1}^{T_2} SdT$$

(4.8)

Where;

$S$ – Seebeck coefficient

$T_1 / T_2$ – End values of the temperature gradient concerned

As described previously, for small temperature gradients, the Seebeck coefficient can be considered as a constant without introducing significant errors into calculations for materials whose Seebeck coefficient does not change very sharply with temperature. Thus, Equation (4.8) can be re-written as Equation (4.9) for small temperature gradients $\Delta T$ at each temperature. When the temperature gradient ($\Delta T$) is taken as 1 °C, the induced EMF is equal to the sum of the Seebeck coefficients in the temperature range considered as given in Equation (4.10). Since 1 °C is a sufficiently small temperature gradient across which the Seebeck coefficient can be regarded as constant, Equation (4.10) was used to estimate the EMF induced at different temperatures. Since the Seebeck coefficients were interpolated with 1 °C intervals as described previously, adding the Seebeck coefficients between a given temperature range yields the EMF induced in that temperature range.

$$EMF = (\Delta T)_{T_1} S_1 + (\Delta T)_{T_2} S_2 + (\Delta T)_{T_3} S_3 + \cdots + (\Delta T)_{T_n} S_n$$

(4.9)

Where;

$(\Delta T)_{T_i}$ – A temperature difference of $\Delta T$ at temperature $T_i$

$S_i$ – Seebeck coefficient of the material at temperature $T_i$

$$EMF = S_1 + S_2 + S_3 + \cdots + S_n$$

(4.10)
Once the EMF generated for a given temperature gradient is calculated as described above, the temperature corresponding to the EMF can be back-calculated by NIST approved inverse temperature function given in Equation (4.11). The inverse coefficients were taken from NIST database, whose values for K-type thermocouples are given in Table 4.2.

\[ t_{90} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} d_i (V_{emf})^i \]  

(4.11)

Where,

- \( t_{90} \) – temperature in \(^\circ\)C according to ITS-90 standards
- \( V_{emf} \) – Induced EMF
- \( d_i \) – inverse coefficients
- \( n = 9 \) for K, N, and S-type; \( n = 10 \) for R-type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient symbol</th>
<th>Value of inverse coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between 0 – 500 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d0</td>
<td>0.000000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d1</td>
<td>2.508355E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d2</td>
<td>7.860106E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d3</td>
<td>-2.503131E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d4</td>
<td>8.315270E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d5</td>
<td>-1.228034E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d6</td>
<td>9.804036E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d7</td>
<td>-4.413030E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d8</td>
<td>1.057734E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d9</td>
<td>-1.052755E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.3 Material Selection for Calculations

Since the aim of the numerical calculations is to assess qualitatively the factors affecting the accuracy of multi-junction thermocouples, these calculations are independent of the material type. Thus, the thermocouple type that gives the minimum error in calculations is to be chosen.

The electromotive forces (EMFs) produced by K, S, R, and N-type thermocouples at temperatures from 0 °C to 1,000 °C were calculated and the temperatures corresponding to these EMFs were calculated following the method described in Section 4.3.2. Taking the set temperatures (0 °C to 1,000 °C) as the true temperature, the estimation error was calculated by subtracting the estimated temperature from the true temperature. The estimation error was plotted against the true temperature as shown in Figure 4.7. K-type thermocouple produced the least error in temperature estimation in the range from 700 °C to 900 °C. Thus, K-type materials were chosen for rest of the calculations presented in this chapter. The errors associated with the other types are not characteristic errors of those thermocouple types; instead, they should have been caused by errors in the Seebeck coefficients chosen. However, when K-type thermocouples already provide sufficiently accurate estimations, no further investigations were carried out to improve the estimation accuracy of other materials.

![Figure 4.7 The estimation errors resulted by K, S, R, and N type thermocouples at different temperatures during temperature calculations](image-url)
4.3 Calculations 1: Array Architecture \( \{N+1\} \)

The multi-junction thermocouple array, schematically shown in Figure 4.8 is considered for the calculations. The four temperature measuring junctions are denoted by \( J_1 \) to \( J_4 \). Thermoelement \( a-b \) is considered made of chromel and thermoelements \( c-d, e-f, g-h, \) and \( i-j \) are considered made of alumel. Therefore, each junction is equivalent to a K-type thermocouple with the exception that there is an intermediate material, alumel, on the shared thermoelement because of the intermediate junctions.

The junction fabrication process might alter the structural integrity of thermoelements at junctions. Therefore, the Seebeck coefficient of thermoelements at each junction is considered to be different than their corresponding base material’s Seebeck coefficient. The region where the Seebeck coefficient is considered to be different is referred to as the “dissimilar zone” in the remaining sections of this chapter. The dissimilar zones are the locations where two solid lines meet, and marked as dotted circles in the diagram (Figure 4.8). The point of intersection of the circle and a thermoelement defines the zonal boundary on the corresponding thermoelement. The exact properties within dissimilar zones are not known. Therefore, the Seebeck coefficient of the segment of thermoelement that lies within the dissimilar zone is expressed as a percentage of the corresponding thermoelement’s base material Seebeck coefficient. For example, the Seebeck coefficient of the segments of thermoelement \( a-b \) within the dissimilar zone at \( J_1 \) to \( J_4 \) is expressed as a percentage (e.g. 5% higher or lower) of the...
Seebeck coefficient of chromel. This percentage can be altered in the computer code to investigate the effects of Seebeck coefficient changes.

Temperatures at junctions $J_1$ to $J_4$ are denoted by $T_c$, $T_e$, $T_g$, and $T_i$, respectively. The temperatures denoted by a numbered subscript represent the temperature at the boundary of a dissimilar zone on the corresponding thermoelement; for example, $T_{c1}$, $T_{c3}$, $T_{e3}$ are the temperatures at the dissimilar zone boundary of thermoelement $a-c$, $c-d$, and the $e-f$, respectively. (As previously defined, a dissimilar zone boundary is the point of intersection of a dotted circle and a thermoelement.) Each thermoelement, $c-e$, $e-g$, and $i-g$, has two dissimilar zone boundaries at both of their ends. The junction temperatures were allowed to change randomly within a pre-defined temperature range, and the temperature at zonal boundaries can also vary as a percentage of the corresponding junction’s temperature; the range of the percentage change can also be defined in the code.

Thermoelectric voltages $V_{ad}$, $V_{af}$, $V_{ah}$, and $V_{aj}$ are a measure of the temperature at junction $J_1$ to $J_4$, respectively. The induced thermoelectric voltage can be calculated from Equation (4.12), which is based on the definition of the Seebeck coefficient (see Section 4.1.1). All the distal ends ($a$, $d$, $f$, $h$, $j$ in Figure 4.8) of the multi-junction thermocouples are considered to stay at a constant temperature of $T_0$. Performing the cyclic integration along the two thermoelements of sensing points $J_1$, $J_2$, $J_3$, and $J_4$, the induced EMF across their distal ends ($V_{ad}$, $V_{af}$, $V_{ah}$, and $V_{aj}$, respectively) can be commonly expressed as Equation (4.13). However, the actual EMF values and the corresponding temperatures based on the numerical values of Seebeck coefficients were calculated following the method described Section 4.2.2. This is because no standardised expression of the Seebeck coefficient as a function of the temperature available to perform integrations to estimate the EMFs.

\[
V_{emf} = \int S \, dT \quad (4.12)
\]

Where,

$S$ – Seebeck coefficient of the thermoelement concerned
Although the mean error in temperature estimation over a number of iterations is a reliable statistical tool to compare accuracies under different operating conditions, the estimation error can either be positive or negative thus, likely to cancel some effects when the mean is taken. Therefore, root-mean-square value of the measurement error, calculated according to Equation (4.14), is used to compare accuracy in temperature estimation. To enhance the unbiasedness of the error, RMS value over 50,000 iterations were considered in each of the calculations presented in this chapter. The use of over 30,000 iterations eliminated the biasedness of error. However, 50,000 iterations were chosen to further enhance the unbiasedness of the error as increasing the number of iterations does not consume too much of the computing power for these types of simple calculations.

\[ V_{xy} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} S \, dT \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

Where:

- \( V_{xy} \) – Thermoelectric voltage induced across the distal ends of a junction (for example, \( V_{ad} \) for junction J1)
- \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) – temperatures at the ends of a thermoelement segment of a junction where a segment is the part of a thermoelement whose Seebeck coefficient is constant throughout.
- \( S \) – Seebeck coefficient of the thermoelement concerned

\[
RMS\ error = \sqrt{\frac{\sum(T_{true} - T_{est})^2}{\text{number of iterations}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

Where;

- \( T_{true} \) – set temperature for a given junction (represents the true temperature)
- \( T_{est} \) – the estimated temperature using EMF values generated at the junction
4.3.1 Performance without Dissimilar Zones

In these calculations, the dissimilar zones were considered non-existent. Thus, there is no change of the Seebeck coefficient along any thermoelement. These calculations were performed as the baseline to assess the effects of dissimilar zones. In each of the iterations, four random numbers, in the range from 700 to 900, were generated to represent the temperatures at four junctions. Since there is no dissimilar zone exists, there is no zonal boundary. Temperatures at the distal ends of all thermoelements were set to 0 °C. Thus, the estimated temperature gradient between a junction and its distal ends represents the true temperature at the junction. The EMF induced under each random temperature and the temperatures corresponding to the EMFs were calculated by following the method described previously. The estimation error for each of the four junctions was calculated by subtracting the estimated temperature from the set temperature of the corresponding junction. The RMS values of the temperature estimation error at each of the four junctions were calculated over 50,000 iterations using Equation (4.14).

4.3.2 Influence of Dissimilar Zones

Investigating the influence of dissimilar zones to the measurement accuracy of the array is crucial. A simple fabrication technique like spot-welding can be expected to form junctions with very small heat-affected zones. Thus, there can be hardly any temperature gradient across such a short length. However, it is still worthwhile to understand the effects of the dissimilar zone on accuracy, especially when the multi-junction thermocouple is applied in an unknown environment within a fuel cell. Two sets of calculations were carried out: 1) the effect on accuracy by Seebeck coefficient change at a dissimilar zone, and 2) the influence of the boundary temperature on the accuracy for a given change in the Seebeck coefficient at a dissimilar zone.

4.3.2.1 The Effect of Seebeck Coefficient Change

The Seebeck coefficient of alumel was increased by 5%, and that of chromel was decreased by 5% within the dissimilar zones. Temperatures at the zonal boundaries were set to change randomly within a range of ±2 °C from the corresponding junction’s temperature. Four random numbers in the range from 700 to 900 were generated to represent the temperatures at four junctions in each of the iterations. The EMF generated and the temperature corresponding to that EMF were calculated following the method described previously. Calculations were performed over 50,000 iterations, and the RMS error in temperature estimation for each junction was calculated based on Equation (4.14).
4.3.2.2 Influence of the Boundary Temperature on Accuracy

As the Equation (4.13) suggests, the zonal boundary temperature affects the induced voltage across a dissimilar zone adversely affecting the measurement accuracy. Therefore, it is important to gain a brief idea about how the boundary temperature will affect the measurement accuracy.

The change of the Seebeck coefficient within dissimilar zones was kept unchanged from previous calculation as 5% increase for alumel and 5% decrease for chromel to ensure the effect from Seebeck coefficient change remains unchanged from the previous estimates. The range over which a boundary temperature could randomly vary was increased from its previous value of ±2 °C to ±5 °C. The junction temperatures were randomly chosen between 700 °C to 900 °C. The method of temperature estimation, and the RMS error calculation was unchanged. The RMS errors produced by each of the four junctions were recorded over the same 50,000 iterations.
4.3.3 Results and Discussion

The RMS errors generated in temperature-estimation by the four junctions without the presence of any dissimilar zone are given in Table 4.3 where, $J_1$, $J_2$, $J_3$, and $J_4$ are the four junctions as shown in Figure 4.8. The error values are rounded to two decimal places. Accuracy to two decimal places of a degree Celsius is sufficient to compare the estimation error under the different conditions tested. Since the temperatures corresponding to EMFs were calculated based on the standard equations, the estimation errors should be due to errors in Seebeck coefficient calculations and the errors in the method of temperature estimation. Although the Seebeck coefficient was considered to remain constant over $1 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ temperature gradient, that assumption is not perfectly accurate as the Seebeck coefficient is a continuous function of temperature. Therefore, that assumption is likely to introduce some errors no matter how trivial that error is. Despite these known error sources, the measurements were accurate to ±0.07 $^\circ\text{C}$ as the results show. This is a level well above the Class 1 accuracy range under BS EN 60584-1:2013 standard specifications (The most accurate thermocouples demonstrate accuracy in class 1 range). Thus, no further actions on accuracy improvements were considered necessary. Most importantly, the estimation error for all four junctions remains identical and has no correlation with the location of the junction. Since junction $J_1$ has no intermediate junctions on its thermoelements, $J_1$ is essentially a conventional thermocouple. Other three junctions showing the identical accuracy as $J_1$ proves that all four junctions could measure temperature (mathematically) as accurately as a set of four conventional thermocouples when there is no dissimilar zone exists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>$J_1$</th>
<th>$J_2$</th>
<th>$J_3$</th>
<th>$J_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error ($^\circ\text{C}$)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 presents the RMS errors generated at four junctions when the Seebeck coefficient of alumel was increased by 5% and that of chromel was decreased by 5% within the dissimilar zones and when the zonal boundary temperature is ±2 $^\circ\text{C}$ different to the corresponding junction’s temperature. The values are rounded to two decimal places as before.
Comparing with the results with no dissimilar zones (given in Table 4.3), the measurement accuracy can be identified to deteriorate when there are dissimilar zones exist near junctions. A dissimilar zone is, as described previously, a region where the Seebeck coefficient is different from the base metal’s Seebeck coefficient. Therefore, the electromotive force induced across these dissimilar zones is different to that would be induced if the Seebeck coefficient was not altered (remain at the value of the base metal). The induced EMF is higher than that would be induced with base metal if the altered Seebeck coefficient is greater than the base metal’s Seebeck coefficient and vice versa.

When estimating the temperature at a junction, the total EMF induced across the distal ends is counted for each junction. Therefore, all these local changes in EMF affect the EMF across the distal ends. Thus, the generated EMF is different than that would be generated by a K-type thermocouple for the same temperature. However, Equation (4.11) gives the temperature corresponding to the EMF produced by a standard K-type thermocouple. Thus, when the inaccurate EMF values for a given temperature is substituted to Equation (4.11) to calculate the temperature, it generates an incorrect temperature. For example, if the estimated EMF is higher than the standard EMF produced by a K-type thermocouple (due to the influence by dissimilar zones) for the same temperature, Equation (4.11) yields a higher temperature than the true temperature and vice versa. This is the reason for the observed increase in RMS error.

A similar phenomenon happens in practical applications of temperature sensing as well. When the Seebeck coefficients of thermoelements are altered, the induced voltage for a given temperature is different to that would be induced by a K-type thermocouple. However, if the data logging device is set to measure temperature from a K-type thermocouple, it compares the measured EMF with the standard K-type EMF values and returns the temperature corresponding to that EMF value. Thus, the recorded temperature is different to the true temperature at the junction causing measurement errors. Therefore, the presence of dissimilar zones affects practical temperature measurements in a similar fashion to that affected the numerical calculations performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>J_1</th>
<th>J_2</th>
<th>J_3</th>
<th>J_4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error (°C)</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 RMS errors with dissimilar zones and ± 2 °C boundary temperature
Besides to having an overall adverse effect on the accuracy, importantly, there is a clear correlation between the measurement error and the location of the junction where the error increases from $J_1$ to $J_4$. Since $J_1$ has only one dissimilar zone (near its junction), it has one section that possibly generate a different EMF than the standard K-type thermoelement would generate. Thus, the estimation error is less. On the other hand, $J_2$ has two dissimilar zones, one formed at its junction and the other near $J_1$ junction. Thus, it has two sections that generate inaccurate EMFs. Consequently, the measurement error of $J_2$ is higher than that of $J_1$. The same reason explains why the measurement error of $J_3$ is greater than that of $J_2$ and the measurement error of $J_4$ is the highest. The results of this calculation suggest that if it is not possible to prevent the formation of dissimilar zones during junction forming process, location-dependant measurement errors should be expected. Further, an application-dependent agreement needs to be reached on the number of multiple junctions employed and how far the measurement accuracy can be compromised.

The change of the Seebeck coefficients and the change of the zonal boundary temperatures considered in these calculations are purely arbitrary values and have no experimental support. Thus, the results remain only as a qualitative assessment. In order to assess the accuracy in practical applications, it is necessary to calibrate individual junctions separately.

The RMS errors given in Table 4.5 shows the measurement error induced when the zonal boundary was allowed to change $\pm 5 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$ from the corresponding junction’s temperature while the change of the Seebeck coefficient remained unchanged at $5\%$ increase for alumel and $5\%$ decrease for chromel. The results show deterioration of the accuracy with the increase of the boundary temperature. The reason for this error is as same as described previously. The thermoelectric EMF is a product of Seebeck coefficient and the temperature gradient, thus; the higher the temperature gradient, the higher the induced EMF. Therefore, when the zonal boundary temperature increases, the magnitude of the erroneous EMF induced across the dissimilar zones increases. Thus, the EMF across the distal ends diverts further away from the real EMF across the distal ends for a given temperature. This explains the observed increase in RMS error with the increase of the zonal boundary temperature. The explanation for the locational correlation of the junction and the error is the same as before.
Table 4.6 lists the RMS errors produced when there is no temperature gradient across the dissimilar zone though the dissimilar zones exist. The change of Seebeck coefficients of alumel and chromel remains unchanged from previous calculations at 5% increase for alumel and 5% decrease for chromel. However, the temperature gradient across dissimilar zones was set to zero. The measurements errors are identical to those produced when there is no dissimilar zone exist (see Table 4.3). Thus, as the mathematics already suggested in Equation (4.13), when there is no temperature gradient across dissimilar zones, no adverse effects on the accuracy will occur despite having areas with altered Seebeck coefficients along thermoelement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>J₁</th>
<th>J₂</th>
<th>J₃</th>
<th>J₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error (°C)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all previous calculations, where there exist dissimilar zones, the change of Seebeck coefficients of thermoelement was the same. In order to investigate any biasedness of that to the results, the changes of Seebeck coefficients were swapped: alumel’s was decreased and chromel’s was increased by a magnitude of 5% for each. The zonal boundary temperature was allowed to vary within a range of ± 5 °C from the corresponding junction’s temperature. The RMS values of the estimation errors generated over 50,000 iterations are listed in Table 4.7. These errors are similar to those presented in Table 4.5 where the Seebeck coefficient changes were swapped while boundary temperature range is the same. Thus, the absence of any biasedness in results is sufficiently proven.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>J₁</th>
<th>J₂</th>
<th>J₃</th>
<th>J₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error (°C)</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Calculations 2: Grid Architecture \sim \{N^2 \text{ to } 2N\}

The grid architecture and the array architecture share the same scientific reasoning: the theory of intermediate conductors described in Section 4.1.2. However, these two designs are structurally different from one another. All thermoelements in the grid architecture consist of intermediate materials, while only one thermoelement in the array architecture has intermediate materials. These structural differences may influence the array and the grid architectures to perform differently from each other. Therefore, a set of calculations focused on assessing the grid architecture’s performance under varying operating conditions was carried out. The multi-junction thermocouple grid having nine junctions (denoted by \( J_1 \) to \( J_9 \)), shown in Figure 4.9, was considered for the calculations. Each junction is formed by intersecting an alumel and a chromel thermoelement. The horizontal thermoelements (\( o-c \), \( n-f \), and \( m-i \)) are considered to be made of chromel, and the three vertical thermoelements are considered to be made of alumel. The dissimilar zones are marked with dotted circles, and the temperatures at zonal boundaries are marked in the diagram with a numbered subscript (ex: \( T_{a1} \), \( T_{b2} \)). The voltage across distal ends of thermoelements is a measure of the corresponding junction’s temperature. For
example, $V_{ok}$, $V_{oj}$, $V_{nj}$ and $V_{nl}$ represent the temperature at junctions $J_2$, $J_3$, $J_6$, and $J_7$, respectively.

The thermoelectric voltages induced across the distal ends of thermoelements can be commonly expressed as Equation (4.15). However, calculation of these voltages based on available Seebeck coefficient values and corresponding temperatures were performed by following the same method used for previous calculations due to lack of proper expressions for Seebeck coefficient in terms of temperature to perform integrations. Calculation of the RMS error is also same as that of the array calculations. The number of iterations done in calculating the RMS errors remained unchanged from previous estimates at 50,000 iterations due to the same reason.

$$V_{xy} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} S \, dT$$

\hspace{1cm} (4.15)

Where;

$V_{xy}$ – Thermoelectric voltage induced across the distal ends of a junction (for example, $V_{ol}$ for junction $J1$)

t$_1$ and t$_2$ – temperatures at the ends of a thermoelement segment of a junction where a segment is the part of a thermoelement whose Seebeck coefficient is constant throughout.

$S$ – Seebeck coefficient of the thermoelement concerned
4.4.1 Performance without Dissimilar Zones

These calculations were performed to set the baseline for accuracy comparison under the effect of dissimilar zones. The methodology is similar to that followed by the array architecture under no dissimilar zones. Nine random numbers were generated in each of the 50,000 iterations, in the range from 700 to 900, to represent the temperatures at nine junctions. The induced EMF and the corresponding temperatures were calculated following the method described in Section 4.2.2. The RMS values of the temperature estimation error at each of the nine junctions were calculated over the entire set of iterations using Equation (4.14).

4.4.2 Influence of Dissimilar Zones

As with the array architecture, two sets of calculations were carried out to investigate the effects of 1) Seebeck coefficient change and, 2) zonal boundary temperature on the measurement accuracy as described below.

4.4.2.1 The effect of Seebeck coefficient change

The Seebeck coefficient of alumel was increased by 5%, and that of chromel was decreased by 5% within the dissimilar zones. The boundary temperatures of dissimilar zones were also allowed to change randomly within a range of ±2 °C from the corresponding junction’s temperature. A set of nine random numbers were generated, within the range from 700 to 900, in each of the iterations to represent junction temperatures. The EMF produced, and the corresponding temperatures were calculated as described before. The RMS error at each junction over the entire set of iterations was calculated and recorded.

4.4.2.2 Influence of the Boundary Temperature on Accuracy

The calculations performed with the array architecture showed an increase of the error with the increase of the boundary temperature due to the increased of the erroneous voltage induced. However, since the grid architecture has intermediate junctions on all thermoelements while the array had intermediate junctions only on one thermoelement, the influence of the boundary temperature is likely to be different in the grid architecture.

Changes of Seebeck coefficients were left unchanged at 5% increase for alumel and 5% decrease for chromel. The range at which the zonal boundary can vary was increased to ± 5 °C from the corresponding junction’s temperature. The RMS errors in estimation were recorded over 50,000 iterations.
4.4.3 Results and Discussion

The RMS estimation error produced at nine junctions when there are no dissimilar zones exist is listed in Table 4.8. The values are rounded to two decimal places. The errors are identical for each junction and they are the same produced with the array with the absence of a dissimilar zone (see Table 4.3). The explanations for the observed error with the array, presented in Section 4.3.3, describes the error observed with the grid as well. Since there are no intermediate junctions on the thermoelements that form junction \( J_7 \), it is essentially a conventional thermocouple in its function. (Although there are intermediate junctions on its thermoelements beyond the junction, they are not affecting the junction’s temperature measurements). Since all the other junctions also demonstrate the same accuracy; that implies all the nine junctions have functioned as accurately as a set of conventional thermocouples when there are no dissimilar zones.

Table 4.8 RMS error under no dissimilar zone for the grid architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>( J_1 )</th>
<th>( J_2 )</th>
<th>( J_3 )</th>
<th>( J_4 )</th>
<th>( J_5 )</th>
<th>( J_6 )</th>
<th>( J_7 )</th>
<th>( J_8 )</th>
<th>( J_9 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error (°C)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9 shows the RMS estimation error for the nine junctions when the Seebeck coefficient of alumel was increased by 5% and that of chromel was decreased by 5% while allowing the boundary temperature to vary within a range of ± 2 °C from corresponding junction’s temperature. Junction \( J_7 \), which has no intermediate junctions along its thermoelements, shows the least error. In fact, junctions \( J_7, J_8, \) and \( J_9 \) are architecturally similar to junctions \( J_1, J_2, \) and \( J_3 \) on the array, respectively because both these set of junctions have only one thermoelement shared among junctions. The errors produced by the array architecture at junctions \( J_1, J_2, \) and \( J_3 \) are 5.28, 6.26, and 7.11 °C, respectively (see Table 4.4). These errors are almost identical with the errors produced by \( J_7, J_8, \) and \( J_9 \) junctions of the grid architecture. Thus, the two sets of junctions are not only architecturally similar but also functionally similar.

Table 4.9 RMS error under dissimilar zone and ± 2 °C boundary temperature range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>( J_1 )</th>
<th>( J_2 )</th>
<th>( J_3 )</th>
<th>( J_4 )</th>
<th>( J_5 )</th>
<th>( J_6 )</th>
<th>( J_7 )</th>
<th>( J_8 )</th>
<th>( J_9 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error (°C)</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>7.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The middle row of junctions \((J_4, J_5, J_6)\), each of which has one intermediate junction along their alumel thermoelement (because of junctions \(J_7, J_8, \) and \(J_9\)) has a higher error than the bottom row of junctions. This is because of having an intermediate junction on their respective alumel thermoelement. The measurement error has already shown to increase proportionally with the number of intermediate junctions on thermoelements. Further, the error can be identified to increase from \(J_4\) to \(J_6\). This is because of the addition of intermediate junctions along the chromel thermoelement as junctions progressed from \(J_4\) to \(J_6\). A similar pattern can be observed with the top row of junctions having \(J_3\) as the least accurate junction out of all nine junctions. This is because; it has the highest number of intermediate junctions on both of its thermoelements: two junctions on each thermoelement. These results, once again, shows that the presence of intermediate junctions along thermoelements adversely affects the measurement accuracy when the Seebeck coefficients are altered. Also, the locational correlation between junction and the magnitude of the error is, once again, demonstrated. The reason for the error has already been described with the array architecture and the same reason applies to the grid architecture as well.

The RMS measurement error recorded for the same level of Seebeck coefficient change but for \(\pm 5\, ^\circ C\) boundary temperature ranges is listed in Table 4.10. These results also show a similar correlation between the magnitude of the error and the position of the junction as observed and described previously. The magnitude of the error appears to have increased with the increase of the zonal boundary temperature. The reason for this increase has already been described in Section 4.3.3 as an increase of the erroneous EMF with the increase of temperature gradient across dissimilar zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction</th>
<th>(J_1)</th>
<th>(J_2)</th>
<th>(J_3)</th>
<th>(J_4)</th>
<th>(J_5)</th>
<th>(J_6)</th>
<th>(J_7)</th>
<th>(J_8)</th>
<th>(J_9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error ((^\circ C))</td>
<td>21.69</td>
<td>23.04</td>
<td>24.07</td>
<td>17.56</td>
<td>19.07</td>
<td>20.55</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>15.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above presented RMS errors generated when the dissimilar zones are subjected to \(\pm 2\, ^\circ C\) and \(\pm 5\, ^\circ C\) temperature gradients are graphically shown in Figure 4.10. These graphs show that the error at a given junction increases with the increase of zonal boundary temperature. Further, locational correlation of the error is also clearly visible where \(S1\) showing the greatest error while \(S7\) showing the least error.
Figure 4.10 Change of error with the increase of boundary temperature range
4.5 Conclusions

Multi-junction thermocouples that share thermoelements across different sensing points to reduce the total number of thermoelement required in multi-point temperature sensing from SOFC are proposed. The concept is built based on the theory of intermediate conductors for thermocouples. Based on this science, two multi-junction thermocouple architectures, namely, the array and the grid architecture were designed. The array architecture can measure temperatures at \( N \) number of points with only \( N + 1 \) number of thermoelements. The grid architecture, on the other hand, requires only \( 2N \) number of thermoelements for \( N^2 \) number of sensing points.

A set of numerical calculations were performed based on Seebeck theory to qualitatively assess the thermoelectric influences of multiple junctions on the temperature measurement accuracy of the two architectures. These calculations showed that the array architecture and the grid architecture could function equally accurately as thermocouples when the junction forming method does not alter the Seebeck coefficient at junctions. Thus, the multi-junction thermocouple architectures can, fundamentally, be used for multi-point temperature sensing with a reduced number of thermoelements.

When the junction forming method alters the Seebeck coefficient at junctions, the measurement accuracy was found to be significantly affected. Further, the measurement error was found to have a proportionality with the number of intermediate junctions on thermoelements: the higher the number of intermediate junctions, the greater the error. However, if there is no temperature gradient across the dissimilar zones, the measurement accuracy is left intact despite having dissimilar zones.

The level of influence on the accuracy depends not only on the change of the Seebeck coefficient at the junctions but also on the temperature at the dissimilar zone’s boundary. The larger the temperature gradient across a dissimilar zone the greater the measurement error for a given change in the Seebeck coefficient. Therefore, if it is impossible to prevent changes to the Seebeck coefficient during junction forming, care must be taken to minimise the dimensions of the affected areas such that the temperature gradient across the boundary of such an affected area is negligibly small. If that can be assured, temperature measurements with multi-junction thermocouples can still be performed with only a minimal sacrifice on the accuracy.

All the calculations considered only the thermoelectric effects only. Since the aim of the calculations was to ensure the conceptual verity of the multi-junction thermocouple
concept, potential error sources, such as heat transfer along thermoelements, were not considered in above assessment. Such investigations need to be performed when developing data logging systems to eliminate errors.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Investigation of Performance of Multi-Junction Thermocouples
Chapter Summary

Experimental investigations of the effects of using multiple thermocouple-junctions on thermoelements to produce multi-junction thermocouples are presented and discussed in this chapter. Section 5.1 presents the material selection for thermoelements. Section 5.2 describes the criteria behind external wire selection. The effect of having multiple junctions on a thermoelement on measurement accuracy is examined and discussed in Section 5.3. Whether multi-junction thermocouples can measure temperature independently without any thermoelectric interference from their adjacent sensing points is investigated in Section 5.4. A multi-junction thermocouple grid was employed to detect temperature changes on a surface; the methodology and the results are presented and discussed in Section 5.5. Finally, the chapter describes conclusions drawn from the experimental investigations in Section 5.6.
5.1 Introduction

The mathematical calculations presented and discussed in Chapter 4 suggested that if the junction-forming process does not alter the Seebeck coefficient of thermoelements, the presence of multiple junctions along a thermoelement does not introduce errors into temperature measurements of multi-junction thermocouples. Thus, a multi-junction thermocouple can function as accurately as sets of conventional thermocouples. Furthermore, the same calculation suggested that if there are any measurement inaccuracies due to multiple junctions, the magnitude of the error has a relationship with the location of the sensing point: the higher the number of intermediate junctions along the thermoelement of a junction, the greater the measurement error of that sensing point (junction). Thus, this locational correlation can be used to identify measurement errors caused by multiple junctions. Based on that, this chapter focuses on investigating whether spot-welded multi-junction thermocouples can function as a set of conventional thermocouples and the ability of multi-junction thermocouples to measure spatial temperature variations in a given space.

The choice of materials determines the balance between the quality and the economy of experiments. Devoting considerable attention to both aspects, K-type thermocouple materials (alumel-Ni:Al:Mn:Si 95:2:2:1 by wt. and chromel-Ni:Cr 90:10 by wt.) were chosen for thermoelement materials. K-type materials can operate well above the expected operating temperature range of a typical SOFC, and they have NIST\textsuperscript{6} standardised performance up to 1,372 °C\textsuperscript{[1]}. Furthermore, they have a very linear temperature-EMF relationship that makes it easier to identify and calibrate any measurement errors. The widespread use of K-type thermocouples in several industrial applications is also a strong, although non-scientific, reason to rationalise the choice. In terms of the economic point of view, K-type materials are more economical than other high-temperature materials such as platinum and platinum alloys for S-type or R-type thermocouples. Despite the aforementioned merits of K-type materials that make them suitable under the experimental conditions encountered in this research project, the adverse effects on the quality of measurements must be noted, particularly under prolonged application in SOFC.

The adverse effects of using K-type materials, particularly chromel, in an SOFC environment for prolonged operation are dual-faceted: (a) Thermoelements deteriorates the performance of the cell, and (b) SOFC environment deteriorates the thermoelements.

\textsuperscript{6} National Institute of Standards and Technology
causing time-dependant measurement inaccuracies. One of the two constituents of chromel is chromium (Cr), 10% by weight. If chromium is liberated from chromel and migrates into the cathode (made of LSM\textsuperscript{7}), it interferes with the oxygen reduction process at the cathode and causes significant cell performance deterioration. This phenomenon is known as “chromium poisoning”, and it is one of the major degradation mechanisms of SOFC. Although an in-depth discussion on chromium poisoning is beyond the scope of this research, a comprehensive discussion is presented elsewhere\cite{1}. On the other hand, the reducing environment within an SOFC can deteriorate the performance of K-type thermocouple materials by a commonly known process called “green rot attack” on chromium (chromium oxidation). This results in rapid deterioration of the EMF produced and thus the accuracy of measurements\cite{3}. Although these facts suggest that K-type materials are not suitable for long-term application within SOFCs, there is no evidence for refraining from using them for short-term testing aimed at concept verification and temperature distribution measurement from an operating SOFC.

The domain for material selection was confined only to standard thermocouple materials because of the availability of their standardised performance data. Having such data makes performance evaluation of the proposed multi-junction thermocouple architectures much simpler and more accurate. However, ideally, only two constraints apply in selecting thermoelements materials: (1) Each thermoelement should have its unique Seebeck coefficient at any given temperature, and (2) the temperature-EMF relationship must be characterised by one-to-one mapping (i.e., it must not generate the same EMF at two or more temperatures).

The data logging systems that the author developed (briefly described in Appendices III and IV) were used for data recording in experiments described throughout this chapter. However, there are a number of different ways to record data depending on the application requirements.

The term “sensor” is used in this text to commonly represent either/both the array or/and grid architectures of multi-junction thermocouples. Unless otherwise stated, the terms “array” and “grid” are used in isolation to represent the multi-junction thermocouple array architecture and the multi-junction thermocouple grid architecture, respectively.

\textsuperscript{7} Lanthanum Strontium Manganite
5.2 External Wire Selection

The sensor is generally located inside the SOFC stack during the operation, while the data logging device (NI-9213 for temperature data, in this research) is outside. Unless the sensor is made with sufficiently long lead wires, enabling it to connect directly to the data logger, external wires are needed to couple the data logger to the sensor. This method becomes essential when the sensor is fabricated integral to the cell as a thin-film sensor. It is highly unlikely that the connection points between the sensor and the external wires will remain at the data logger’s terminal temperature (of course, it is impossible with thin-film sensors because thermoelements end, at most, at the edge of the cell, which is at the operating temperature of the SOFC). Therefore, unless the external wire is made of a material similar to the corresponding thermoelements, it forms an intermediate junction at the connection point. This intermediate junction produces a voltage in relationship to its temperature, and that influences the temperature measurements. This influence was simulated developing MATLAB code with the aid of the thermocouple schematically shown in Figure 5.1. Since each sensing point of a multi-junction thermocouple is essentially a thermocouple, the simulation with conventional thermocouple architecture sufficiently reflects the effect on multi-junction architectures.

Thermoelements 1 and 2, which form junction $J$, are made of two materials having Seebeck coefficients $S_b$ and $S_c$, respectively. The external lead wires (3 and 4) connect with the thermoelements at connection points denoted by $p_1$ and $p_2$. These connection points are at a common temperature of $T_c$. Both external wires are made of the same material and hence have the same Seebeck coefficient of $S_a$. Junction $J$ is at temperature $T_j$, whereas the data logger terminals are at temperature $T_0$. $V_{emf}$ is the thermoelectric voltage induced across the data logger’s terminals as a result of the temperature gradient between the junction and the data logger’s terminal. This voltage is a measure of the

![Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of a thermocouple attached to a data logger](image)
temperature at the junction. The induced thermoelectric voltage, $V_{emf}$, can ideally be calculated from Equation (5.1) when the Seebeck coefficients are known as functions of temperature.

$$V_{emf} = \int_{T_o}^{T_c} S_a dT + \int_{T_e}^{T_j} S_b dT + \int_{T_j}^{T_e} S_c dT + \int_{T_e}^{T_0} S_a dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)$$

where:

$S_a$—Seebeck coefficient of external wires 3 and 4

$S_b$—Seebeck coefficient of thermoelement 1

$S_c$—Seebeck coefficient of thermoelement 2

$T_j$—Temperature at hot-junction ($J$)

$T_c$—Temperature at external wire connection points (p1 and p2)

$T_0$—Temperature at the data logger’s terminals

$V_{emf}$—Induced thermoelectric EMF

The selected materials for thermoelements and external wires for the simulation are given in Table 5.1. Seebeck coefficients of the materials at certain temperatures were taken from a reference as given in Table 5.2. The values for the other temperatures were estimated using polynomial curve fitting. A detailed discussion of the selection criterion of the degree of the polynomial is presented in Chapter 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermoelement</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chromel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alumel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and 4</td>
<td>Nicrosil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The temperature at the junction was incremented from 0 °C to 1,000 °C with 1 °C steps. The temperature at connection points ($T_c$) was set as a percentage of the junction’s temperature (from 45% to 95% with 10% increments). The objective of the simulation is to visualise the effect of the external wires’ material on the measurements, rather than estimating it. Thus, the range of percentages was chosen in a way that the actual temperature at the connection point can plausibly fall within the selected range. The lower limit of the percentage was restricted to 45% because if the connection point is at an even lower temperature, it is highly likely that the connection occurs at a distal point from the hot region of the stack. If the connection could be taken to a place having less than 45% of the stack’s temperature, there should not be much difficulty in taking it directly to the data logger’s terminal, eliminating the need for external wires. The temperature at the data logger’s terminal, $T_0$, was taken as 0 °C. Although this is not true under experimental conditions in which it remains at room temperature, the cold junction compensation artificially enforces 0 °C at the terminal either computationally or electronically. Thus, this setting does not divert the simulation from reality.

Figure 5.2 shows the induced voltages ($V_{emf}$) at different junction temperatures and under different connection point temperatures. The thermoelements of the simulation are presumed to be made from K-type materials. The graph with legend “K-type” is the thermoelectric voltage induced when external wires are made from the same thermoelements materials (or when the thermoelements are directly connected to the data logger without any intermediate connection wires). Therefore, this is the voltage induced when there is no influence from external wires on the measurements. Thus, in this simulation, the graph “K-type” represents the voltage that a conventional K-type thermocouple should produce at the given temperatures. The graphs show that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Seebeck Coefficient (μV/K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>-20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>-24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Seebeck coefficients of the selected materials[^37]
magnitude of measurement error increases with the increase of the connection points’ temperature. Since the source of error is the connection points’ temperature, which may vary over time, it is essential to measure it to estimate the true temperature at the junction based on the measured temperature. However, measuring the connection points’ temperature is not simple, particularly when they are located inside the fuel cell stack. Furthermore, as seen from the graphs, the sensitivity of measurements significantly decreases with increases of the connection points’ temperature. The reduction of sensitivity is prone to cause measurement errors that may be difficult to filter out. Therefore, it was decided to use external wires made of the same material as the corresponding thermoelements to eliminate the aforementioned problems encountered when using different materials. Hence, in all experiments that use alumel and chromel thermoelements, an alumel wire is connected to an alumel thermoelement, and a chromel wire is connected to a chromel thermoelement throughout this chapter and the thesis.

Figure 5.2 Variation of EMF at different connection point temperatures when the external wires are made of nicrosil
5.3 Effects of Multiple Junctions on Measurement Accuracy

The effects of having multiple junctions on a thermoelement on the measurement accuracy of multi-junction thermocouples were numerically investigated in Chapter 4. It was found that if the junction-forming method alters the Seebeck coefficient of thermoelements at the junction and if there exists a temperature gradient across such Seebeck coefficient altered zones (called dissimilar zones in Chapter 4), the accuracy of measurements is adversely affected (this can also be predicted from the law of intermediate conductors). Thus, whether spot-welded multi-junction thermocouples experience such adverse effects on measurement accuracy was investigated prior to applying this technology for SOFC temperature measurements.

A multi-junction thermocouple array of four sensing points, hence, having five thermoelements, was fabricated by spot-welding Ø0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic diagram of the array. Thermoelements 1 is made of alumel, and all the others (2-5) are made of chromel. S1-S4 are the four sensing points of the array. The distance between two adjacent sensing points is approximately 10 mm.

![Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the architecture (the array)](image)

Four K-type thermocouples (1.5 mm probe diameter) were fixed with the array such that there is one thermocouple at each sensing point (see Figure 5.4). The thermocouples were calibrated according to UKAS\(^8\) calibration standards. Thermocouples did not touch the array, and the distances between the array’s sensing point and the corresponding thermocouple were approximately 1 mm for S2, S3, and S4, while that for S1 was approximately 2 mm. The setup (array and thermocouples) was placed in a furnace and heated from room temperature to 700 °C at 400 °C/hour. Although this methodology ideally keeps the entire thermocouple array at the same temperature, in practice, there are temperature gradients inside the furnace. Temperature measured by the calibrated

\(^8\) United Kingdom Accreditation Service
thermocouples confirms this. Thus, this experimental methodology can subject the array to different temperatures across its sensing points. The sensor was placed towards the middle of the furnace where the two heating elements were approximately 10 cm and 20 cm from $S_4$ and $S_1$, respectively. Temperatures from the four sensing points of the array and from the four thermocouples were recorded at 1Hz.

![Figure 5.4 Multi-junction thermocouple with four commercial thermocouples (S1-S4: four sensing points of array; TC-S1 to TC-S4: four thermocouples at S1 to S4)](image)

### 5.3.1 Results and Discussion

Table 5.3 shows the calibration data of the four thermocouples at 650 °C and 700 °C. $TC-S_1$, $TC-S_2$, $TC-S_3$, and $TC-S_4$ are the thermocouples placed adjacent to $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$, respectively. The upper temperature limit of the experiment was limited to 700 °C because heating beyond that caused the temperature at the insulated cable connection to thermocouples to reach unsafe levels due to heat transfer from the furnace. However, since 700 °C already covered two calibrated points of thermocouples, this limitation has no adverse impact on achieving the objective of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TC-S1</th>
<th>TC-S2</th>
<th>TC-S3</th>
<th>TC-S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error at 650 °C</td>
<td>2.07 °C</td>
<td>1.45 °C</td>
<td>2.30 °C</td>
<td>1.89 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error at 700 °C</td>
<td>2.00 °C</td>
<td>1.51 °C</td>
<td>2.30 °C</td>
<td>1.86 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty at each temperature</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4 shows temperatures measured by the four sensing points and their corresponding thermocouples at 650 °C and 700 °C nominal temperatures. The results show that S2 was the most accurate sensing point of the array at 650 °C and S4 and S1 were the second and third accurate sensing points, respectively. S3 appears to be the least accurate sensing point of the array, having a significantly greater temperature gap with its thermocouple. This temperature difference of S3 must be compared with the accuracy of its thermocouple (TC-S3). The calibration data shows that TC-S3 is the least accurate thermocouple among the four at 650 °C. Furthermore, it has 2.8 °C uncertainty in error. Therefore, it can be speculated that the calculated temperature difference between S3 and TC-S3 might largely be influenced by the measurement error and the uncertainty of TC-S3. This abnormality of S3 can be observed at 700 °C as well. The measurement error and the uncertainty of the thermocouple TC-S3 remains unchanged at its 650 °C values. Thus, the same explanation applies to the discrepancy observed at 700 °C.

Table 5.4 Temperatures measured by thermocouples and the array at calibration temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At 650 °C nominal temperature</th>
<th>At 700 °C nominal temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC-S1 = 650.024 °C</td>
<td>TC-S1 = 700.040 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 = 648.691 °C</td>
<td>S1 = 700.176 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference = 1.333 °C</td>
<td>Difference = -0.136 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S2 = 650.061 °C</td>
<td>TC-S2 = 700.142 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 = 649.824 °C</td>
<td>S2 = 700.376 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference = 0.237 °C</td>
<td>Difference = -0.334 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S3 = 649.986 °C</td>
<td>TC-S3 = 699.999 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 = 645.165 °C</td>
<td>S3 = 696.561 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference = 4.821 °C</td>
<td>Difference = 3.438 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S4 = 650.061 °C</td>
<td>TC-S4 = 700.004 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 = 649.104 °C</td>
<td>S4 = 700.813 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference = 0.957 °C</td>
<td>Difference = -0.809 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the numerical calculations on performance presented in Chapter 4, if the intermediate junctions have contributed the measurement error, the sensing point having the largest number of intermediate junctions should have the greatest measurement error while that having the least number of intermediate junctions on its thermoelements should have the least error. Therefore, $S_4$ should be the least accurate sensing point, and $S_1$ should be most accurate sensing point if multiple junctions contribute the observed measurement error. However, $S_4$ was the most accurate sensing point, while $S_1$ was the third most accurate sensing point at 650 °C.

However, at 700 °C, $S_1$ was the most accurate sensing point, while $S_2$ and $S_4$ were the second and third most accurate sensing points, respectively. If $S_3$ is eliminated from the investigation due to its thermocouple’s large uncertainty, the measurement error of the remaining three sensing points is well aligned with what can be explained by the effect of multiple junctions on accuracy.

There is one possibility that the effect of multiple junctions on the accuracy will not affect the measurement accuracy at one temperature while it is affected at another temperature. As the numerical calculations in Chapter 4 suggested, if there is no temperature gradient across a dissimilar zone, the presence of dissimilar zones does not affect the accuracy. However, the temperature gradient across the array at 650 °C and 700 °C were 6.619 °C and 6.319 °C, respectively. These values are reasonably close enough that the aforementioned phenomenon is extremely unlikely. Therefore, the locational correlation of the error at 700 °C can be considered purely random. Since Seebeck coefficient changes with temperature, that change caused this random behaviour.

Table 5.5 lists the temperatures measured by the four thermocouples at two instances of time around 650 °C and 700 °C. The data show the presence of a temperature gradient across the multi-junction array at each of the tested temperatures. Therefore, the temperature difference between a sensing point of the array and its corresponding thermocouple, calculated to three decimal places, should not entirely be due to measurement error of the array. There can be at least a fraction of a degree Celsius temperature gradient across the gap between a sensing point and its corresponding thermocouple. On the other hand, considering the length of that gap (2 mm for $S_1$ and 1 mm for the others) and the temperature gradient across the array, the total difference cannot be due to the temperature gradient. Therefore, it is evident that the array has some measurement errors, as the thermocouples have. However, the measurement error is not due to any effect from the multiple junctions on thermoelements.
Although the experiment was primarily designed to investigate any influence of multiple junctions on measurement accuracy, the presence of a temperature gradient within the furnace additionally revealed the ability of multi-junction thermocouples in measuring spatial temperature variations. Table 5.6 shows the temperature measured by the array and by the four thermocouples at a random instance of time. The data show that thermocouple arrays could measure the temperature, having been subjected to previously established accuracy levels (or differences), while the array was subjected to a temperature gradient of approximately 6.57 °C (measured by commercial thermocouples). Thus, the results confirm that the multi-junction thermocouple array could detect spatial temperature variations across it. The Bespoke experiments to investigate the ability of multi-junction thermocouples in detecting spatial temperature variations are discussed in the next section.

Table 5.6 Temperature at a random instance of time near 650 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The instance of time</th>
<th>TC-S1</th>
<th>TC-S2</th>
<th>TC-S3</th>
<th>TC-S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>near 650 °C</td>
<td>650.034 °C</td>
<td>653.304 °C</td>
<td>656.653 °C</td>
<td>655.399 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>near 700 °C</td>
<td>695.044 °C</td>
<td>698.225 °C</td>
<td>701.363 °C</td>
<td>700.003 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 Temperature measured by thermocouples at two instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The instance of time</th>
<th>TC-S1</th>
<th>TC-S2</th>
<th>TC-S3</th>
<th>TC-S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>near 650 °C</td>
<td>650.034 °C</td>
<td>653.304 °C</td>
<td>656.653 °C</td>
<td>655.399 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>near 700 °C</td>
<td>695.044 °C</td>
<td>698.225 °C</td>
<td>701.363 °C</td>
<td>700.003 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1.1 Measurement of Spatial Temperature Variations

Although the experiment was primarily designed to investigate any influence of multiple junctions on measurement accuracy, the presence of a temperature gradient within the furnace additionally revealed the ability of multi-junction thermocouples in measuring spatial temperature variations. Table 5.6 shows the temperature measured by the array and by the four thermocouples at a random instance of time. The data show that thermocouple arrays could measure the temperature, having been subjected to previously established accuracy levels (or differences), while the array was subjected to a temperature gradient of approximately 6.57 °C (measured by commercial thermocouples). Thus, the results confirm that the multi-junction thermocouple array could detect spatial temperature variations across it. The Bespoke experiments to investigate the ability of multi-junction thermocouples in detecting spatial temperature variations are discussed in the next section.

Table 5.6 Temperature at a random instance of time near 650 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature by thermocouple</th>
<th>Temperature by the array</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC-S1 = 654.125 °C</td>
<td>S1 = 652.815 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S2 = 657.384 °C</td>
<td>S2 = 657.161 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S3 = 660.699 °C</td>
<td>S3 = 655.852 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S4 = 659.436 °C</td>
<td>S4 = 658.480 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Multi-Junction Thermocouples: Concept Validation

Although the previous experiment inadvertently demonstrated that different junctions could measure different temperatures at the same time, a more focused investigation was carried out to study whether sharing thermoelements between sensing points will cause the multi-junction thermocouples to measure an average temperature due to shared thermoelectric effects between sensing points or whether they can independently measure different temperatures without thermoelectric influences from adjacent junctions.

A multi-junction thermocouple having three sensing points, as schematically shown in Figure 5.5, was fabricated by spot welding Ø0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires. The chromel thermoelement is shared between three sensing points (junctions) denoted by \( S1 \) to \( S3 \). The distance between two adjacent sensing points is approximately 10 mm. Three K-type thermocouples (1.5 mm probe diameter) were fixed with the array so there is one thermocouple at each sensing point of the multi-junction array. The two thermocouples adjacent to \( S1 \) and \( S2 \) had been calibrated according to UKAS calibration standards, while the one next to \( S3 \) was not calibrated. Although initially a calibrated thermocouple was used at that point as well, the thermocouple failed halfway during the experiment. Therefore, the experiment had to be repeated with a non-calibrated thermocouple having identical manufacturer’s specifications to the other two thermocouples (RS Pro, product code 397-1236). The distances between sensing points of the array and its corresponding thermocouple were approximately 1 mm for \( S1 \) and \( S2 \) and approximately 3 mm for \( S3 \). The setup (the array and the three commercial thermocouples) were fixed in atmospheric air inside the lab with all the thermoelements lying almost horizontally. The sensing points and their corresponding thermocouples were subjected to different temperatures by pouring water of different temperatures. The horizontal arrangement of the array

![Figure 5.5 A schematic diagram of the three-point multi-junction thermocouple](image)

Figure 5.5 A schematic diagram of the three-point multi-junction thermocouple
facilitated pouring water only at the intended point without flowing into other junctions. Temperatures from the multi-junction thermocouple and the commercial thermocouples were recorded while the sensing points were subjected to different temperatures. The data logging system described in Appendix IV was used to record temperatures.

5.4.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.6 show the temperatures recorded by the three sensing points of the multi-junction array and their corresponding thermocouples at four random instances of time. The absolute values of the temperature differences between a sensing point and its corresponding thermocouple are also marked on the graph.

The maximum difference between a sensing point’s temperature and a thermocouple’s temperature is 1.5 °C. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that the multi-junction thermocouple measured temperature with very close accuracy to the commercial thermocouples. However, since the two calibrated thermocouples were also not calibrated at the experiment’s operating temperature, a reliable assessment of accuracy cannot be made based on these measurements. In fact, since the accuracy assessment has already

Figure 5.6 Spatial temperatures measured by the multi-junction thermocouple and conventional thermocouples. (a) to (d) are four random instances of time.
been performed previously, this investigation did not intend to re-assess accuracy. The purpose of having commercial thermocouples adjacent to sensing points of the array was only to make a rough comparison of accuracy.

There are two plausible reasons for the measurements of the array not fully complying with those of the commercial thermocouples. Firstly, there can be intrinsic measurement inaccuracies in the thermocouples as well as in the array. Secondly, a sensing point and its adjacent thermocouple may not have been heated uniformly while manually pouring hot water using a jar. If the rate of mass flow touching the sensing point and thermocouple is different or if water is not uniformly heated (perhaps due to air bubbles formed during pouring), a sensing point and its corresponding thermocouple can be subjected to different temperatures. Thus, measurement discrepancies between the array and the commercial thermocouples can be expected.

Despite the observed minor measurement discrepancies, the results show that the multi-junction thermocouple could measure different temperatures from its sensing points despite sharing a thermoelement between sensing points. Thus, sharing thermoelements between sensing points does not contribute any thermoelectric interferences that prevent different sensing points from measuring temperature independently from one another.

The core temperature sensing methodology proposed in this thesis for SOFC temperature sensing is the method of sharing thermoelements between sensing points to reduce the total number of thermoelements required for multi-point temperature sensing. The array and grid are two different architectures based on this concept, while different architectures may be derived using the same concept. However, all these architectures are thermoelectrically similar to one another because they are built on the concept of sharing thermoelements. Therefore, all other architectures built by sharing thermoelements should be free from thermoelectric interferences between adjacent sensing points.

An explicit validation of the temperature measured by a multi-junction thermocouple grid on working and non-working SOFCs was performed (see Chapter 6). Therefore, that investigation is not repeated in this chapter.

Despite the results showing that multi-junction thermocouples can measure spatial temperature variations independent from any thermoelectric interference from adjacent sensing points, there can still be implications depending on the application. Since metals are highly thermal conductors, heat from a hot point to a cold point can flow along a thermoelement, causing the temperature at a cold point to increase while the temperature at the hot point decreases. Thus, the measured temperature can change without much effect on the temperature of the object being measured. However, the time it takes to raise
the temperature of a nearby sensing point through heat transfer along thermoelements depends on the temperature gradient across the two sensing points: the higher the temperature gradient, the shorter the time due to the high rate of heat transfer. When the array or grid is in good thermal contact with the SOFC, part of the heat transfer along thermoelements transfers back to the cell at the cold point. Thus, only part of the heat transferred along the thermoelement actually contributes to raising the temperature at the cold sensing point. Furthermore, the electrical noses may also affect multiple sensing points at the same time because the thermoelements are shared between sensing points. This problem is rather acute in the grid architecture because of relatively highly dense sensing points compared to the array.

Because of these effects, there is a possibility that multi-junction thermocouples can show overall temperature increases across a cell while only one point has actually increased in temperature. If such a problem becomes serious, that may possibly be solved by advancing the data logging system appropriately (see Chapter 8). Since the SOFC temperature sensing experiments presented in this thesis did not show such a problem, no such efforts were made. However, the author would like to alert users who attempt to use this technology in other applications to be vigilant about these potential implications. Since the concept of multi-junction thermocouple was proven independent of the application domain and the theory of intermediate conductors is independent of the application domain, multi-junction thermocouples should be usable in any application other than SOFC. However, application-specific data logging systems may be needed to overcome the aforementioned issues, if they exist.
5.5 Surface Temperature Measurements

Having confirmed the necessary performance parameters of the multi-junction thermocouples required to qualify for SOFC temperature sensing, the other important investigation was to see how well a multi-junction thermocouple can detect temperature changes on a surface. The grid architecture was specifically chosen for this experiment because it is more useful than the array architecture in detecting two-dimensional temperature variations on a surface. This investigation is important because temperature evolutions in the cell of an operating SOFC are driven by chemical reactions. Thus, air/gas temperatures might be slightly different than surface temperature, and the sensor should measure the surface temperature accurately irrespective of the gas temperature. The experiment was designed to provide a controlled slight cooling to a substrate, from which temperature is measured by the grid while the surrounding remains at a different temperature. If the grid could detect any cooling of the substrate, that indicates it can detect surface temperature independent of surrounding gas/air temperature.

The multi-junction thermocouple concept validation presented in Section 5.4 showed that the presence of multiple junctions on a thermoelement does not thermoelectrically affect the adjacent sensing point, thus causing the entire array to measure a single temperature. Instead, the experiment confirmed that different sensing points could measure different temperatures that they are subjected to. This is, in fact, a re-validation of the theory of intermediate conductors. When operating as a thermocouple network, the functional difference between the array and the grid is that the array has multiple junctions on one thermoelement of a junction, while the grid has multiple junctions on both the thermoelements of a junction (an exception to this applies to junctions at some corners/ends that are identical to conventional thermocouples—no junctions on any of their functional parts of the thermoelements; the functional part is the segment of a thermoelement up to the junction from the data logging device). Since having intermediate junctions on one thermoelement did not cause thermoelectric interference to adjacent junctions, in principle, having multiple junctions on both thermoelements should also not cause any thermoelectric interference. Furthermore, the theory of intermediate conductors that the concept of multi-junction thermocouples is based on is not restricted to one thermoelement. Thus, the principle of operation of the multi-junction thermocouples as validated in Section 5.4 is equally valid for the grid as well (possibly, to any other architecture as well that shares thermoelements between junctions). Nonetheless, a middle sensing point of the array is connected to three conductors (for example, $S2$ of Figure 5.5), while the middle sensing point of the grid is
generally connected to four conductors (for example, \( S_5 \) of Figure 5.7 (a)). Thus, the paths of heat transfer to some junctions in the grid are higher than those of the array. Consequently, the measurement accuracy of some points of the grid may be inferior to the accuracy of the array in applications in which heat transfer along thermoelements is significant. Therefore, not only application specific data logging systems will be needed in such applications, but as suggested previously, the data logging system may also need to consider the architecture of the multi-junction thermocouple (whether array or grid) when rectifying measurement errors caused by heat transfer along thermoelements. However, since the grid’s measurements reasonably agreed with the calibrated thermocouples when applied to SOFC temperature sensing in this research (see Chapter 6), no investigation into heat transfer phenomena along thermoelement was carried out. However, the author has briefly presented a conceptual methodology in Chapter 8 that can be used to rectify potential errors caused by heat transfer along thermoelements.

Figure 5.7(a) shows the nine-point multi-junction thermocouple grid used for the experiment. The grid was fabricated by spot-welding alumel and chromel wires of 0.5 mm diameter. An SOFC test cell (5 cm × 5 cm, \( \text{NextCell}^{\text{TM}} \)) fitted into the SOFC test rig, shown in Figure 5.7(b), was used as the temperature-controlled substrate. The test cell is an electrolyte-supported cell having an effective electrode area of 4 cm × 4 cm. The cathode is facing up in Figure 5.7(b). The grid was placed on the cell (more specifically, on the cathode) and forced onto the cathode surface by means of a dead weight (approximately 20 g) to maintain good thermal contact between the grid and the cell.

The cathode and the grid were open to air inside the furnace. The other side of the cell, the anode, was in the gas chamber of the test rig. A K-type commercial thermocouple was fixed in the air approximately 5 mm above the \( S_1 \) sensing point on the cathode to measure air temperature near the surface. Figure 5.8 shows the setup inside the furnace (Carbolite VST/200). The heated length (the height of the heating element) of the furnace is 20 cm, and the internal diameter is approximately 11 cm. As Figure 5.8 shows, the cell was in the upper half of the heated length. The maximum power of the furnace is 1 kW, and maximum achievable temperature is 1,100 °C. Once the thermocouple grid was placed inside the furnace, the top of the furnace was covered with thermal insulating fibre (Superwool 607, RS Components) to reduce convective cooling and maintain the inside temperature close to the set point.

The furnace was heated at a rate of 400 °C/hour. Some temperature interruptions were intentionally introduced during the heating process by changing the heating rate to investigate the response of the grid. Temperature measurements from the grid as well as
from the thermocouple were recorded at 3 second intervals. While the temperature was being recorded under normal heating conditions, a flow of nitrogen (500 cm³/min) was supplied to the anode chamber around 520 °C to force-cool the cell. Pressure of nitrogen before entering the mass flow controller was set to 3.5 bar. As per the setup of the test rig, the nitrogen impinges on the cell perpendicularly to it approximately from its centre.

Figure 5.7 (a) nine-point thermocouple grid; (b) SOFC test cell fitted onto the cell holder having its 4 cm × 4 cm cathode facing up
Figure 5.8 SOFC test rig with the cell in place. The dead weight was used to force the grid onto the cathode.
5.5.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.9 shows the temperature recorded from the grid and the thermocouple. The region where nitrogen was fed into the anode chamber is marked on the figure. The non-uniform heating pattern is a result of the intentional interruption introduced to heating. As evident from the graph, introduction of nitrogen around 520 °C caused the cell to cool as expected. However, no cooling effect can be noticed by inspecting only the cell’s temperature measured by the grid because the furnace was in a rapid heating cycle while nitrogen was introduced. Thus, temperature continued to increase. However, it can clearly be seen that the cell, which was at a higher temperature than the air, suddenly starts demonstrating a lower temperature than the air, and this continues throughout the rest of the experiment. This implies that the air temperature has increased more rapidly than the cell temperature. This is because cooling from nitrogen has suppressed the heating rate of the cell.

The average cell temperature variation with time shown in Figure 5.10 shows more clearly how the cell heating was suppressed by cold nitrogen flow. Prior to introducing nitrogen, the cell temperature was higher than the thermocouple temperature. For example, the cell temperature at the 80th minute was 34 °C higher than the thermocouple. However,
after introducing nitrogen, the cell temperature dropped below the thermocouple’s measurement of the cathode air temperature. For example, the cell temperature at the 140th and 180th minutes was lower than the thermocouple by 25 °C and 21 °C, respectively. The drop of cell temperature after introducing nitrogen was due to cell cooling. Therefore, the cooling effect on the cell due to the flow of nitrogen is evident. Importantly, the grid could well detect the temperature change on the cell surface.

Figure 5.10 Change of average cell temperature and the cathode air temperature (Tavg represents average cell temperature and TC represents thermocouple temperature)

Table 5.7 shows temperatures measured by the grid from its nine sensing points. These values show that the grid has recorded different temperatures from its different sensing points. The reason for the presence of a temperature gradient across the grid should be due to differences in the cooling effects on the cell caused by different gas distribution across the cell. Importantly, these results inadvertently show that the grid measured different temperatures from its different sensing points despite sharing thermoelements.

Table 5.7 Different temperatures measured by different sensing points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensing point</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature at 75th minute (°C)</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.6 Conclusions

The thermoelectric influences of having multiple junctions on a thermoelement on measurement accuracy, as suggested by the numerical calculations presented in Chapter 4, were experimentally investigated with a spot-welded multi-junction thermocouple array with four sensing points. The experimental results revealed that the junctions formed by spot-welding did not influence measurement accuracy. Although there were measurement inaccuracies (established by the calibrated thermocouples), they were purely random in nature and had no correlation to the location of the sensing point on the array. Therefore, it was experimentally confirmed that the use of multiple junctions on a thermoelement is a plausible technique to reduce the number of thermoelements/external wires required in multi-point temperature sensing.

The ability of multi-junction thermocouples to measure spatial temperatures without any thermoelectric interference caused by shared thermoelement is experimentally confirmed. Thus, despite sharing thermoelements between sensing points, a multi-junction thermocouple does not show an average temperature that it is subjected to. Therefore, they can be used for spatial temperature measurements.

A multi-junction thermocouple grid was employed to measure the surface temperature changes of an SOFC test cell while it was being heated. The results showed that the grid could successfully detect temperature changes on the surface while the air near the surface had a different temperature. Thus, the ability to employ multi-junction thermocouples for surface temperature measurement from SOFC was confirmed.

The use of spot-welding for junction fabrication is proven successful, although the spot-welding of very thin wires (less than Ø0.5 mm) is somewhat difficult. Furthermore, inconsistencies in the junction-forming method are likely to cause batch-wise inconsistencies in accuracy. Hence, controlling quality in the fabrication process is essential for better reliability of the sensor.
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Chapter 6: SOFC Temperature Sensing
Chapter Summary

This chapter focuses on applying the proposed multi-junction thermocouple concept to study the influences of temperature on the performance of SOFC and, to investigate how the dynamic operating conditions, such as load changes, affect the cell temperature.

The chapter begins with introducing the experimental setup and the SOFC test cells being used in Section 6.1. Before investigating the SOFC performance, the effects of the thermocouple grid on an operating SOFC is first assessed as presented in Section 6.2. Two case studies on assessing the temperature distribution of non-working SOFCs are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4; temperatures from the grid on a non-working cell also validated in these studies. Section 6.5 is dedicated to investigating the temperature and performance relationships of working SOFC under different operating conditions. Further, the temperature measurements from the grid are validated on a working fuel cell as well. Finally, the chapter concludes with some conclusions drawn based on the findings in Section 6.6.
6.1 Introduction

Out of the two multi-junction thermocouple architectures proposed, the grid was chosen for SOFC performance investigations because it delivers a better spatial resolution in temperature measurements than the array. Further, it requires fewer thermoelements than the array for the same number of sensing points, which makes handling easy. The ease of placing the grid on the electrode than putting the array was an added advantage. However, the choice of the grid for this experiment is only a case study where any different architecture built on the concept of multi-junction thermocouples may be used for SOFC temperature sensing, for example, the array can also be used.

Typical SOFCs, either planar or tubular, have two accessible surfaces to take temperature measurements: the anode and the cathode. Selecting one of them was a primary choice to make. Although the temperature from a cathode and an anode may divulge different operational characteristics of an SOFC, the selection of the electrode for temperature sensing was primarily governed by the simplicity in application and the safety in operation. The anode chamber requires gas-tight sealing, whereas the cathode of the test rig used in this research is open to atmosphere. Thus, placing the grid on the cathode is simpler than placing it on the anode. Therefore, the cathode was chosen as the temperature sensing electrode. Thus, the cathode temperature is considered as the cell temperature.

Electrolyte-supported 5 cm × 5 cm test cells (NextCell-5) were used for the experiments throughout. The cathode of these cells is made of lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM) and the anode is made of nickel oxide-yttria stabilised zirconia (NiO-YSZ). Each electrode is approximately 50 μm in thickness and square in shape with side length 4 cm. The electrolyte is made of a confidential, proprietary formulation called Hionic™, whose conductivity and strength are said to be similar to those of 10ScSZ and 6ScSZ, respectively. The thickness of the electrolyte is approximately 0.13 mm to 0.17 mm.

The data logging system that the author developed and briefly described in Appendix IV was used for data recording.
6.2 Effects of Thermocouple Grid on SOFC Performance

Before applying the thermocouple grid for temperature sensing from SOFC, it is important to assess if the thermocouple grid’s operation as a sensor causes any influence to the performance of the SOFCs being investigated. This can be accomplished by comparing the performances of a cell with and without the thermocouple grid. Two methods were initially considered to carry out this investigation as described below.

**Method I: Physical Isolation**

In this method, an SOFC is tested at a known set of operating conditions (temperature, current, flow rate, and flow composition) without fixing the grid on the cathode. Then, the thermocouple grid is attached to the cathode, and the cell is tested under the same operating conditions. Comparing the polarisation curves in the two cases enables to assess any influence from the grid on the performance of the SOFC.

**Method II: Electrical Isolation**

In this method, the thermocouple grid stays on the cell at all times of the SOFC operation. However, from time to time, the grid is electrically disconnected from the data logging system (by mechanically disconnecting it from the data logger) to stop its operation. Because of the electrical disconnection of the grid from the data logging system, the grid has no electrical activity on it. Thus, the sensor becomes only a piece of metal grid staying on the cathode of an SOFC. Since K-type thermocouples are used for cathode temperature measurements in these experiments, the presence of the grid (made of K-type materials) does not introduce any new material into the cathode chamber. Placing a grid on the cathode does not prevent oxygen from making contact with the cathode (with the absence of any forced air flow on the cathode, no disturbance to flow can happen). Thus, having a non-operating thermocouple grid on the cathode can, reasonably, be expected not to make any influence on the performance of a cell. While running the SOFC at pre-determined operating conditions (temperature, current, flow rates, and flow composition), the performance of the cell is recorded when the sensor is electrically connected to / disconnected from the data logging system. Comparing the performance under the two cases enables to assess any influence from the grid’s operation as a sensor to the performance the SOFC.
6.2.1 Method Selection

Method I requires connecting or disconnecting the thermocouple grid between two performance tests, which then needs cooling down the cell to room temperature between the two tests. Therefore, there is a potential risk of cell degradation or failure due to anode re-oxidation\(^1\). Consequently, the two cell-operations will not be adequately comparable and may lead to performance disparities that are difficult to distinguish whether caused by the grid or not. Assembly or disassembly of the grid involves a significant level of manual handling. This manual handling may result in movements of the current collector on the cathode causing its contact points with the cathode to be different in the two performance test. Since contact points contribute to overall electrical resistance in the current carrying path, changes in contact points is likely to influence the current and the voltage across the load. Further, the position of the cell inside the furnace may not be identical in the two tests causing disparities in the temperature distribution across the cell. Therefore, because of the aforementioned reasons, the performance of the cell in the two tests will be different from one another even without any influence from the thermocouple grid. In contrast, Method II is free from all the above problems caused by assembly and disassembly of the grid between the two tests. The presence of some excess amount of K-type material, which has chromium, on the cathode is the key plausible detrimental impact that can be expected on the SOFC performance when Method II is employed. However, if the performance test does not last for any more than a couple of hours (circa, 2-3 hours), degradation due to chromium poisoning cannot expect to be noticeable/exist\(^2\). Thus, Method II was chosen to investigate any effects of having the grid on the cathode on the performance of an SOFC.

6.2.2 Methodology

A thermocouple grid having nine sensing points was fabricated by spot-welding of Ø0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires. A schematic diagram of the grid is shown in Figure 6.1. The grid was placed on the cathode (properties are as described in Section 6.1) towards the middle of it. The cathode current collector (a platinum mesh) was placed towards a corner of the cathode as schematically shown in Figure 6.2. A variable resistor (maximum resistance 10 k\(\Omega\)) was connected across the cell, as the DC\(^9\) load of the cell, to alter the current drawn from the cell. The anode was reduced at 800 °C for over 3 hours using a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen with a volumetric composition of 60 ml/min and 240 ml/min, respectively.

---

\(^9\) Direct Current
The cell was operated at 800 °C with a fuel mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen with a volumetric composition of 100 ml/min H₂ and 200 ml/min N₂. The DC load (variable resistor) was adjusted to draw a current of approximately 30 mA from the cell. The current was chosen as 30 mA to bring the cell into a moderately active operation (neither overactive nor underactive). The grid was kept electrically disconnected from NI-9213 temperature data logger for approximately 30 min. Thereafter, it was connected to the data logger for rest of the operation. Current, voltage, and cell temperature were recorded at 2 second intervals. Power output of the cell was calculated by multiplying the current and the voltage (power = voltage × current) as a measure of the cell performance.

Figure 6.1 A schematic diagram of the nine-point K-type thermocouple grid (each wire is 0.5 mm in diameter)

Figure 6.2 A schematic diagram of the locations of the grid and the current collector on the 4 cm × 4 cm cathode of NextCell-5
6.2.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.3 shows the power output the cell delivered throughout the experiment. The regions where the grid was electrically connected to / disconnected from the data logging circuitry are marked on the graph. The mean power output in each region was 23.8 mW. If the functioning of the grid as a sensor affected the performance of the cell, the power output should be different in the two regions. The absence of any such differences confirmed that the functioning of the grid on the cathode as a sensor does not influence the performance of the cell. (Reasons behind the very low power output are discussed later in this chapter.)

Long-term operation of an SOFC while having K-type thermocouple materials on the cathode may cause premature degradation of the cell due to chromium poisoning. However, this experiment did not focus on such long-term impact assessment; rather, it focused on assessing the effects of having a sensor grid on the performance of a cell. If K-type materials are not suitable for the operating conditions required, changing the material is not a technically tough step (choice of K-type materials for this research and its potential implications were discussed in Chapter 5).

![Figure 6.3 Change of the cell current over time with and without the thermocouple grid operating on the cell. (Pavg: the average power output)](image)
6.3 Temperature of a Non-Working Cell: Case I – Grid Only

In this section, the cell surface temperature distribution of an SOFC measured during the anode reduction process and when the cell is in open-circuit mode (non-working) are presented and discussed.

A thermocouple grid fabricated by spot-welding of Ø 0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires was used for the experiment (Figure 6.4), which is the same grid used for the surface temperature measurement experiment presented in Chapter 5. The distance along a thermoelement between two adjacent sensing points is approximately 10 mm. Thus, the grid measured temperatures from nine points within an approximate area of 4 cm² from the cathode’ active area.

![Figure 6.4 The nine-point thermocouple grid](image)

A nickel mesh and a platinum mesh were used as current collectors on the anode and the cathode, respectively. The thermocouple grid was placed on the platinum mesh, and a dead weight as been put on top of the grid, as shown in Figure 6.5, to retain the contact between the grid and the mesh on the cathode. The approximate locations of the temperature sensing points on the cathode are shown in Figure 6.6. A commercial K-type thermocouple was placed in the air-chamber adjacent to S1 sensing point and approximately 7 mm above the cathode to measure the air temperature near cathode surface. Current collecting wires from the two electrodes were connected to NI-USB-6210 data logger for OCV measurements. The thermocouple grid and the commercial thermocouple were connected to NI-9213 data logger for temperature measurements.
The test rig with the sensor attached cell in place was heated at an approximate rate of 400 °C/hour up to 800 °C. The complete test rig arrangement is shown in Figure 6.7. Nitrogen was introduced into the anode chamber at a rate of approximately 180 ml/min from the beginning of the heating process to expel any air inside the anode chamber to facilitate anode reduction. Hydrogen was introduced to the anode chamber at around 630 °C with a volumetric flow rate of approximately 15 ml/min to initiate the reduction of NiO into Ni. The volumetric composition of nitrogen and hydrogen was set as approximately 5% H₂ and 95% N₂ out of total volume following published data[1].
gas supply was continued for approximately 65 minutes to allow a substantial time for the anode reduction process to complete. The furnace remained at 800 °C for roughly 60% of the total reduction time (approximately 40 minutes). The hydrogen supply was disconnected 65 minutes after its introduction to complete the reduction process. However, nitrogen was continued to provide for further 5 minutes to expel any residual hydrogen from the anode chamber. The purpose of removing hydrogen from the anode chamber was to investigate the cell’s response to a fresh flow of hydrogen once the cell operation is commenced, which was merely a curiosity-led step to see how quickly the cell voltage changes with the introduction of hydrogen. However, the data recording frequency was not the ideal one to investigate the time response.

Once the nitrogen supply was disconnected, hydrogen was supplied to the anode chamber at variable volumetric flow rates given in Table 6.1. Different flow rates of hydrogen were employed to investigate any corresponding variations in cell temperature due to varying flow rates. The period of existence of each flow rate was determined such that the cell temperature and the OCV become stable at a given flow rate. The flow rates were cycled to investigate the repeatability of measurements. The pressure of hydrogen at the entrance to the mass flow controller was approximately at 3.5 bar; the test rig did not facilitate the anode chamber pressure monitoring. Since the cathode was freely open to atmosphere, the air supply onto the cathode was not controllable. Neither the air nor the
hydrogen was preheated. The furnace’s control system maintained the set temperature at 800 °C with an accuracy of ±1 °C throughout the experiment. Temperatures from the grid and the commercial thermocouple as well as the OCV were monitored and recorded at 3 second intervals.

Table 6.1 Hydrogen flow rates with approximate duration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>H₂ flow rate (cm³/min)</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.1 Results and Discussion

Temperatures measured from the grid and the commercial thermocouple during the anode reduction process are shown in Figure 6.8. The temperature sketch drawn on the graph shows the average temperature from nine sensing points of the grid between the 45th and 68th minute of the operation and that of the thermocouple (positioning of the sensing points on the sketch is similar to the actual position of the sensing points – see Figure 6.6). The maximum of the standard division of temperature measured by each sensing point in this period is 0.32 °C. Therefore, the calculated values of the average temperature of a sensing point is a reasonably accurate figure to represent the respective sensing point’s temperature over the entire period considered.

Since the grid was in thermal contact with the cell, its measurements can represent the cell’s surface temperature with a satisfactory degree of verity. The results show that the commercial thermocouple, held approximately 7 mm above the cathode, has recorded slightly a higher temperature than the thermocouple grid recorded (approximately 21 °C greater than the average cell temperature). A similar behaviour was observed previously under forced-cool surface temperature measurement experiment discussed in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5 due to cell cooling. Although the total volumetric flow rate of the gas mixture employed in this study was much lower than that used in the surface temperature measurement experiment, the observed temperature disparity between the thermocouple and the grid may be attributed to a chilling effect enforced by the cold gas mixture. Importantly, S8 records the lowest temperature of 776.2 °C while S5 records the second
lowest temperature of 777.4 °C. Although S5 was positioned almost above the gas pipe in the anode chamber, the pipe was not perfectly vertical. If its slight inclination caused the gas to focus towards S8’s position than onto S5, the lowest temperature at S8 could also be explained by the same chilling effect. The maximum temperature gradient across the cell (10.2 °C) is recorded between S8 and S3. This temperature gradient may be a combined effect of the cell-chilling and characteristic temperature gradients present within the furnace.

Importantly, the results show that the introduction of hydrogen (around 630 °C) and the subsequent reduction process has not altered the cell’s temperature profile in any noticeable magnitude. The slight overshoot of the temperature as it reached 800 °C set-point was made by the temperature controller’s controlling characteristics. The PID\textsuperscript{10} controller of the furnace was unable to reach 800 °C smoothly; instead, it slightly overshot before settling at the set point.

Figure 6.8 Temperature distribution during the anode reduction and the average temperatures over 45\textsuperscript{th} and 70\textsuperscript{th} minute (TC: commercial thermocouple S1-S9: nine sensing points of the grid. Temperature values are in degree Celsius)

\textsuperscript{10} Proportional-integral-derivative
Figure 6.9 shows the temperature distribution and the OCV of the cell under different hydrogen flow rates. The marked regions (from A to I) represent the different hydrogen flow rates given in Table 6.1. The graphs are plotted with raw data (without any processing); hence, the minor fluctuations on measurements might be some noises in the recorded signals. Since these noises do not distract distinguishing the overall trends, they were not eliminated with data filtering. The grid’s temperature distribution shows the presence of a relatively significant temperature gradient across the small region (2 cm × 2 cm) that the grid occupied. The greatest temperature gradient of 14.1 °C occurred between S5 and S9 in the flow region I, where S9 is higher than S5. This temperature gradient is slightly greater than the gradient observed during the anode reduction process (10.2 °C). In general, S8 and S5 sensing points, which recorded the lowest temperatures during anode reduction, continued to record the lowest temperature during most of the experiment, except under 500 ml/min flow rate regions. This behaviour could be attributed to local cooling caused by cold gasses impinging on the cell as explained previously under the reduction process. The slight abnormality of S8 during 500 ml/min flow rate regions could be due to flow leakages as described below.

Figure 6.9 Temperature and OCV over cell operation
(TC: thermocouple, S1-S9: sensing points of the grid, OCV: open circuit voltage of the cell)
The average cell temperature shows a proportional variation with the hydrogen flow rate as shown in Figure 6.10 where the lowest cell temperature corresponds to the lowest volumetric flow rate of hydrogen (region $E$) and the highest temperature corresponds to the highest volumetric flow rate (region $A$ and $I$). If the observed average cell temperature profile was generated solely by a chilling effect of the cold stream of hydrogen; then, the lowest temperature should correspond to the highest volumetric flow rate and vice versa. However, the observed temperature versus flow relationship is quite opposite to what could ideally be explained with a chilling effect. Thus, the observed cell temperature changes to varying flow rates cannot be wholly ascribed to a chilling effect. (However, the overall cell cooling is possible due to chilling effect causing the average cell temperature to stay below the furnace temperature at certain flow rates.) The higher flow rates of hydrogen appear to have released more heat energy than the lower flow rates making the cathode hotter at higher flow rates. This behaviour could happen due to a gas leakage through the sealing or through a defective electrolyte enabling hydrogen to combust directly on the cathode surface. The higher flow rates of hydrogen may enhance the leakage, and thus, the direct combustion may take place at a higher rate liberating more heat to the cathode. The behaviour of $S8$ sensing point can also be explained in terms of a gas leakage. Although $S8$ was the coolest sensing point during the anode reduction, its temperature has dramatically increased under 500 ml/min flow rate, as

![Figure 6.10 Variation of average cell temperature with hydrogen flow rate](image)

"Decrease"- Temperature during flow rate was decreased from 500 ml/min to 50 ml/min  
"Increase"- Temperature during flow rate was increased from 50 ml/min to 500 ml/min
shown in Figure 6.9. Further, it can be seen that its temperature gradually decreases with the reduction of hydrogen flow rate making it, once again, the coolest point under 50 ml/min flow rate. The gas leakage, which is likely to be proportional to the flow rate, has made temperature at $S8$ higher at higher flow rates by burning more fuel adjacent to it. This may be why $S8$ could not continue to remain as the lowest sensing point while $S5$ continued to be in the lowest two positions.

A leakage test carried out later revealed the presence of gas leakages from the anode chamber to outside air in the furnace, which is the cathode chamber. Importantly, diagnosis of the gas leakage was driven by the cell surface temperature profile obtained by surface temperature sensing because the temperature variations the commercial thermocouple demonstrated with varying flow rates was subtle compared to those the variations demonstrated by the grid.

The temperature measured by the commercial thermocouple (labelled as TC in Figure 6.9) was almost non-responsive to the dramatic temperature changes took place in the cell. The thermocouple continued to record nearly a constant temperature, yet slightly higher than the furnace’s set temperature, all over the experiment. The disparity between the thermocouple’s measurement and the furnace’s setting was observed during the anode reduction process as well. Thus, it can be speculated that the temperature within the furnace was slightly higher than what the controller’s display shown. In fact, such temperature gradients are possible to take place within a furnace. Importantly, comparing the surface temperatures measured by the thermocouple grid and the near-surface temperature measured by the commercial thermocouple sufficiently convince the significance of surface temperature sensing over near-surface temperature sensing.

The average cell temperature in each flow region plotted against the flow rate, shown in Figure 6.10, shows that the cell temperature was also reproduced adequately when the flow rates were cycled. However, a slightly lower temperature was recorded at 500 ml/min flow rate in the first half of the experiment. This discrepancy can be understood concerning the fuel composition of the anodic gas. Prior to beginning the performance test, nitrogen was continued to supply to expel hydrogen from the anode chamber. As a result, the anode chamber should have been enriched with nitrogen by the commencement of the performance test. Accordingly, a diluted hydrogen mixture could be present at the beginning of the experiment. As fuel leakage from the test rig explained the flow-rate-temperature relationship, when a diluted mixture of hydrogen is leaked out
it produces less heat energy as nitrogen does not burn. Therefore, the resulting cell temperature could be lower at the beginning of the experiment. As the experiment progresses, nitrogen may have gradually expelled increasing the composition of hydrogen in the anode chamber. Thus, leaking a mixture with a higher composition of hydrogen can release more heat by direct combustion and thus; the temperature could increase more prominently.

The average OCV produced at each flow rate was calculated and plotted against the flow rate as shown in Figure 6.11. The legend “Decrease” represents the OCV recorded when the flow rate decreased from 500 ml/min to 50 ml/min (during the first half of the experiment). The legend “Increase” represents the OCV recorded when the flow rate increased back to 500 ml/min from 50 ml/min passing through the same flow rates (second half of the experiment). The graph shows that the OCV increased with the increase of flow rate. However, at higher flow rates, the cell temperature was also high (as shown in Figure 6.10). Thus, theoretically, the OCV should be lower at higher temperatures. However, suppressing the effect of increasing temperature, the OCV has increased. Therefore, with the increase of flow rate, the partial pressure of hydrogen should have increased. This can happen in two ways. Although pure hydrogen was used for the experiment, the residual nitrogen within the anode chamber might have mixed with hydrogen making a fuel mixture. Thus, at higher flow rates of hydrogen, the partial pressure of hydrogen increases causing the OCV to increase due to Nernst effect. This

![Figure 6.11 Variation of OCV with hydrogen flow rate](image-url)
The hypothesis of residual nitrogen in the anode chamber adequately explains the slightly lower OCV at the first half of the experiment as well. At the first half, hydrogen composition should be low because more nitrogen should be there in the anode chamber at the beginning of the experiment thus, causing a low partial pressure of hydrogen. Since nitrogen was not supplied, over the cause of time, the partial pressure of nitrogen decreases while that of hydrogen increases. Thus, the OCV produced in the second half of the experiment is higher due to the higher partial pressure of hydrogen. The second explanation for the growth of OCV with the increase of the hydrogen flow considers a blockage in the vent pipe system of the test rig causing a slow removal of gasses from the anode chamber. Because of the blockage, the pressure inside the anode chamber could build up with the increase in the flow rate. Thus, even without the presence of nitrogen, the partial pressure of hydrogen increases causing the OCV to increase. However, considering the low flow rates of hydrogen employed, the presence of residual nitrogen causing the OCV increase with the increased flow rate is a more plausible explanation than the second explanation.

The average OCV in each flow region was calculated and plotted against the mean cell temperature in the corresponding flow region as shown in Figure 6.12. The graph manifests a positive correlation between the cell temperature and the OCV. This behaviour is against the well-known understanding of OCV-temperature relationship.
explained by Nernst equation and Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (discussed in Chapter 2) where the OCV should decrease with the increase of temperature due to the decrease in the Gibbs free energy.

The proportionally of OCV to fuel flow rate was previously described as a Nernst effect. Proportionality of the cell temperature to flow rate was also explained as caused by leakages. Above mutually exclusive influences of the flow rate on the OCV and on the cell temperature may have appeared as a bogus positive correlation between the OCV and the cell temperature; this is why Figure 6.12 shows a result that is against the established science: increasing OCV with increasing temperature.
6.4 Temperature of a Non-Working: Case II – Grid with Thermocouples

The cell temperature measurements in the previous experiment were made only by the thermocouple grid. Therefore, although the accuracy level of multi-junction thermocouples had been established previously (Chapter 5), an in-situ validation was deemed to be more relevant because of potential batch-wise inconsistencies in fabrication. This section describes the experimental validation of the grid’s measurements using three commercial thermocouples.

The same thermocouple grid used for the previous experiment was used for this validation test as well. The platinum mesh (cathode current collector) was firmly flattened and placed on the cathode. An edge of the mesh was wrapped around the current collector wire to ensure substantial electrical connectivity between the mesh and the wire. The grid was placed on the platinum mesh as shown in Figure 6.13 where S1 to S9 are the nine sensing points of the grid. Instead of putting a dead weight to keep the grid in touch with the cell, the grid’s lead wires themselves and the current collector wire was used to fix the grid firmly in contact with the current collector and the cell. The cathode chamber air temperature sensing thermocouple was placed in adjacent to S5 sensing point and approximately 2-3 mm above the cell. This thermocouple was deliberately placed more closely to the cell than in the previous experiment to investigate any improvements in its

Figure 6.13 SOFC test cell with the thermocouple grid in place
ability to follow the cell temperature once it is placed closer to the cell. Three more commercial thermocouples were attached approximately 2-3 mm adjacent to $S1$, $S5$, and $S7$ having their tips in touch with the cell. These three thermocouples were expected to establish the level of validity of the grid’s measurements. Another thermocouple was inserted from the bottom of the anode chamber to measure the anodic gas exhaust temperature. Figure 6.14 shows the whereabouts of this thermocouple.

![Figure 6.14 Location of the anode’s thermocouple](image)

The cell was first reduced in the presence of nitrogen and hydrogen with a volumetric composition of 300 ml/min and 15 ml/min, respectively. The furnace was heated at a rate of approximately 500 °C/hour up to 800 °C. While the furnace was at its early stage of heating, the anode chamber was fed with nitrogen to purge any residual air inside (the anode chamber fills with air when the piping is disconnected from it). Hydrogen was introduced as the furnace temperature reached approximately 650 °C. Temperatures from the grid, as well as that from thermocouples, were recorded at 1 Hz. The cell’s OCV was also recorded as an indicator for the anode reduction. Once the cell continued to produce an OCV close to 1 V, the hydrogen supply was disconnected to end the reduction process. The reduction process took place approximately 25 min at a temperature above 750 °C. Nitrogen was continued to provide for further 5 min to remove hydrogen for the same purpose as before.
The hydrogen supply was restarted with variable volumetric flow rates given in Table 6.2 to commence the cell operation. The experiment was run at each flow rate for approximately 8 minutes except for the first flow rate, which was maintained for approximately 15 minutes because of the long settling time. Flow rates were cycled to investigate the repeatability of measurements. The hydrogen supply was cut off once a complete cycle was performed. The OCV and temperatures from the grid as well as from thermocouples were recorded at 1 Hz.

### Table 6.2 Hydrogen flow rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>$\text{H}_2$ flow rate (cm$^3$/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.4.1 Results and Discussion

Temperatures of the cell during the anode reduction process are shown in Figure 6.15. The legends $S1$ to $S9$ represent the temperatures from the grid; $TC-S1$, $TC-S5$, and $TC-S5$ represent the temperatures from the commercial thermocouples kept in touch with the cathode in adjacency to $S1$, $S5$, and $S7$, respectively. $TC-Cathode$ is the temperature measured by the commercial thermocouple in the cathode chamber. Temperatures at the 80th, 90th and the 100th minutes are given in Table 6.3. The maximum temperature gradients across the cell, measured by the grid, at above three time intervals are 5 °C, 5.9 °C, and 4.9 °C, respectively. Further, the differences between the average cell temperature and the cathode chamber temperature at the 80th, 90th and the 100th minute are 6.2 °C, 3.0 °C and, 4.8 °C, respectively. This is a relatively small difference compared to the temperature difference observed previously during the anode reduction process (see Figure 6.8). Placing the cathode chamber’s thermocouple more closely (approx. 2 mm) to the cathode than in the previous placement (approx. 7 mm) could have enabled the thermocouple to follow the cell’s temperature more closely. Thus, the difference may have been reduced.
### Table 6.3 Temperatures at 80th, 90th, and 100th minutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensing point</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at 80th minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>781.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>782.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>780.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>780.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>781.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>779.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>778.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>779.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>777.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S1</td>
<td>783.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S5</td>
<td>783.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S7</td>
<td>779.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-Cathode</td>
<td>786.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.15 Temperature during the anode reduction
(S1 to S9: temperatures from the grid, TC-S1, TC-S5, TC-S7: thermocouples near S1, S5, and S5, respectively. TC-Cathode: Cathode thermocouple)
A rapid growth of OCV was observed with the introduction of hydrogen around 650 °C while, the average OCV produced during the anode reduction process was 0.98 V. This is a good indication that the anode had been reduced by this time. In fact, the cell had previously been used for testing thus; it should have remained reduced despite being cooled down to room temperature. The temperature drop seen in Figure 6.15 between 80th and 90th minutes was a deliberate change imposed to briefly visualise the temperature effect on the OCV. However, this was a not a comprehensive investigation. An extensive study on the OCV-temperature relationship is presented and discussed later in this chapter.

The method of using OCV as an indication of the level anode reduction was sufficient for this experiment as the cell performance was not investigated in this study. However, when the cell performance is assessed, the OCV should not be taken as an indication to the level of anode reduction because a cell can produce OCV even if only the anode is partly reduced.

Figure 6.16 shows how the OCV and the cell temperature varied with varying volumetric flow rates of hydrogen. Average temperatures measured by the nine sensing points of the grid at each flow rate are given in Figure 6.17. The locations of the sensing points indicated in this sketch are similar to the actual locations as depicted in Figure 6.13. Analogous to the previous experiment, an increase of the cell temperature and the OCV could be observed when the flow rate was increased. However, the changes were subtle compared with the previous experiment where high volumetric flow rates of hydrogen were involved. Since the leakages in the test rig were not eliminated in this experiment, the OCV-temperature relationship can be explained as before considering gas leakages. The less prominent temperature changes with the flow rate in this study could be due to low fuel leakages at the low flow rates used in this experiment. The previous explanation on the growth of OCV with the increase of flow rate is applicable for these results as well.

Temperature measurements from the cathode chamber thermocouple (TC-Cathode) show that reducing the gap between the cell and the thermocouple has enabled it to follow the cell temperature more closely.
Figure 6.16 OCV and temperature response during cell operation
The anode chamber’s exhaust temperature variation with time is shown in Figure 6.18. The continuous increase of the anode chamber temperature shows that it has not reached steady state condition. The low anode gas temperature, as discussed previously, may have contributed to the overall cell temperature to remain lower than the furnace temperature. However, it has not contributed to any noticeable level to the dramatic temperature changes took place on the cell. Thus, the effect of cold anodic gasses is more likely to move down the average cell temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{25} = 789.6 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 789.2 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 788.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{50} = 790.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 789.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 788.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{100} = 791.2 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 790.3 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 789.6 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{150} = 792.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 791.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 790.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{200} = 793.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 792.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 791.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{250} = 793.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 792.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 791.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>S6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{25} = 791.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 790.6 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 789.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{50} = 791.3 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 790.7 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 789.8 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{100} = 792.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 792.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 790.8 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{150} = 793.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 793.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 791.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{200} = 794.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 794.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 792.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{250} = 794.2 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 794.2 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 792.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{25} = 793.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 792.8 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{25} = 791.8 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{50} = 793.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 793.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{50} = 792.2 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{100} = 795.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 793.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{100} = 793.6 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{150} = 795.7 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 795.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{150} = 794.3 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{200} = 796.8 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 796.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{200} = 795.4 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{250} = 797.0 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 796.1 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
<td>$T_{250} = 795.5 , ^{\circ}C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.17 Average cell temperature sketch at each flow rate

($T_x =$ average temperature at $x$ ml/min flow rate)
The temperatures measured by $S1$, $S5$, $S7$ and their corresponding adjacent thermocouples ($TC-S1$, $TC-S5$, and $TC-S7$) are given in Figure 6.19 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. These graphs show that the grid’s temperature and corresponding thermocouple’s temperature maintained almost identical profiles with only slight differences in magnitudes. The temperature difference between each of the three sensing points and their corresponding thermocouples is given in Figure 6.19(d). This shows that the maximum difference is less than $4.5\degree C$. These differences in measurement may partly be ascribed to inaccuracies associated with in-house fabricated multi-junction thermocouples as discussed in Chapter 5. On the other hand, the grid’s sensing points might not have maintained a good thermal contact with the cell as their corresponding thermocouples did maintain. Since the commercial thermocouples were much thinner than the thermoelements of the grid, the flexibility of the thermocouples enabled them to maintain a very good contact with the cell. Although heat transfer along thermoelements could result in measurement errors in multi-junction thermocouples, as discussed in Chapter 5, the comparison made with the commercial thermocouples does not show the presence of such errors in this setup. However, a different test setup may generate such errors. Thus, an in-depth investigation on the heat transfer characteristics of multi-junction thermocouples may need to be carried out and, an advanced data logging system may need to be developed to eliminate the errors due to heat transfer as discussed in Chapter 8 under further research.
Figure 6.19 Temperature from the grid and adjacent thermocouples
(a) S1 and TC-S1  (b) S5 and TC-S5  (c) S7 and TC-S7  (d) difference between grid points and their corresponding thermocouples
Placing the grid on the current collector leading to potential short-circuiting of thermoelements was an overwhelming scientific criticism raised against the arrangement. This argument has already been invalidated with the experimental validation discussed above as the grid could accurately follow the temperature profile recorded by commercial thermocouples. However, following discussion explains how the problem of short-circuiting could affect temperature measurements and how to overcome it.

A junction’s temperature of a thermocouple is a measure of the thermoelectric voltage induced across the entire length of each thermoelements. Short-circuiting the two thermoelements is electrically equivalent to two thermocouples connected in parallel. Thus, the measured temperature is an average temperature of the two junctions. When these multiple junctions remain at almost the same temperature, the measurement inaccuracy becomes negligibly small. Apart from this general explanation, the particular arrangement of the grid on the cell in preceding experiments had little chance for short-circuiting. When the thermocouple grid was fabricated by spot-welding, one thermoelement always remained above the others; the image of the grid shown in Figure 6.4 elaborates this. Thus, when the grid was placed on the well-flattened current collector, only one set of thermoelements were actually in touch with the current collector. The other thermoelement might come into contact with the grid, only at locations where the current collector had lost its flatness and formed an uneven surface, i.e. warps. However, the formation of such sharp warps at many places was less probable as the grid firmly pressed the mesh against the cell. Thus, the number of short-circuiting paths, if there any, is not significant. The grid being able to measure temperature independently in previously described experiments justifies the argument on non-short-circuiting. Therefore, the criticism on short-circuiting does not hold a significant value, though it may be a potential risk on certain cells and stack. In circumstances where, short-circuiting is a genuine problem, that may be overcome by coating thermoelement with a dielectric material such as alumina.
6.5 Temperature Measurements from a Working Cell

The preceding sections presented and discussed the temperature distribution over a cell during anode reduction and while the cell was in open circuit. In this section, the performance of an operating SOFC measured along with the cell temperature distribution under different operating conditions is presented and discussed. Further, validation of the temperature measurements by the grid with calibrated commercial thermocouples is discussed.

A thermocouple grid having nine sensing points was fabricated by spot-welding of Ø0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires. The grid was fixed onto the cathode of NextCell-5 cell. A platinum mesh and a nickel mesh were connected to the cathode and the anode, respectively to collect current from the two electrodes. Silver paste was used as the bonding agent to attach the meshes. Curing silver at 100 °C for 2 hours solidified the paste attaching the two meshes onto their respective electrodes. Once silver was solidified, the cell was firmly fixed to the test rig. Two gaskets (Thermiculite 866) were used at either side of the electrolyte surface to prevent gas leakages through the cell-seating on the test rig. A 0.2 mm thick gasket was used at the anode side, and 0.5 mm thick one was used at the cathode side (the difference in thickness is to fit it better into the shape of the cell holder). Therefore, the exposed section of the electrolyte, which is used to support the cell, was sandwiched between two gaskets. A variable resistor (maximum resistance 10 kΩ) was connected to the cell as the load.

The grid was firmly placed onto the cathode. Three K-type thermocouples, calibrated in line with UKAS\textsuperscript{11} calibration standards, were also attached to the test rig having their tips touching the cathode to validate the temperature measurements from the grid. The approximate positioning of the nine sensing points of the grid and three thermocouples are as depicted in Figure 6.20 where S1 to S9 are the nine sensing points of the grid. The positioning of the three thermocouples, with respect to the grid, is as depicted in Figure 6.21, where TC-S1, TC-S5, and TC-S9 are the three thermocouples placed adjacent to S1, S5, and S9 sensing points of the grid, respectively.

Cell was heated from room temperature to 800 °C at a rate of 5 °C/ min. Nitrogen was continuously supplied to the anode chamber at a rate of 300 ml/min throughout the heating process to expel air inside the anode chamber. Once the furnace reached 800 °C, a

\textsuperscript{11} United Kingdom Accreditation Service
mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen with a volumetric composition of 60 ml/min H₂ and 240 ml/min N₂ was supplied over 3 hours for the anode reduction to take place.

Figure 6.20 A schematic diagram of the location of the grid, thermocouples, and the current collector on the 4 cm × 4 cm cathode

Figure 6.21 Dimensions of the grid and the positioning of thermocouples
After the anode reduction process, the cell was operated at 700 °C, 750 °C, 800 °C, and 850 °C with a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen of volumetric composition 250 ml/min H₂ and 50 ml/min N₂. At each operation, different currents were drawn from the cell by changing the variable resistor to investigate the temperature response to changing loads. OCVs at each operating temperature were also recorded to study the OCV-temperature relationship.

While the cell was operating at 850 °C and 70.8 mA current, the volumetric composition of fuel mixture was altered to investigate the cell’s temperature response to fuel composition and flow rates. For the first 10 minutes, a fuel composition of 275 ml/min H₂ and 25 ml/min N₂ was supplied while rest of the parameters were kept unchanged. In the second 10 minutes, the fuel composition was changed to 295 ml/min H₂ and 20 ml/min N₂.

Data were recorded at 1 Hz using the data logging system described in Appendix IV. When the cell testing was not performed, the cell was set to remain at 700 °C while nitrogen being fed into the anode chamber at 300 ml/min to prevent any chance of anode re-oxidation.
6.5.1 Results and Discussion

The anode reduction temperature was chosen as 800 °C differently to previous experiments, in which the reduction was allowed from around 650 °C. High-temperature anode reduction has been selected because it delivers better performance over low-temperature reduction for hydrogen\[^3\]. Reducing the anode at high temperature produces nickel particles that are well connected to each other. Since nickel is an excellent electrical conductor, well-connected nickel particles make a good passage for electrons to reach the current collector reducing the ohmic polarization on the anode.

Since the cell temperature was lower than the furnace temperature at all times, the term “nominal operating temperature” is used in the following discussion to represent the temperatures at which the cell was expected to operate at (700 °C, 750 °C, 800 °C, and 850 °C).

The average cell temperature (measured by the grid and thermocouples) over the course of operation at each nominal operating temperature was less than the furnace’s operating temperature by approximately 20 – 24 °C. Meanwhile, the average anode exhaust gas temperature was approximately 440 °C lower than the furnace temperature at each nominal operating temperature. Therefore, the temperature difference between the cell and the furnace can be ascribed to overall cell cooling due to heat transfer to cold gasses from the cell. However, the temperature difference between the cell and the furnace’s set temperature was generally smaller than the above-recorded difference in the open-circuit experiments presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. This higher difference is possibly due to no (or low) gas leakage obtained in the current experimental settings by using gaskets. When the fuel leaked out in the previous experiment, the heat liberated by direct combustion of hydrogen and oxygen contributed to raising the overall cell temperature. Thus, the cooling effect is suppressed to some extent. Therefore, the temperature gap between the cell and the furnace’s set temperature might have been decreased. With the absence of leakages, the cell cooling is more pronounced; consequently, the difference between cell temperature and the furnace temperature increases.

6.5.1.1 Voltage and Cell Temperature Relationship

The average OCV produced at each nominal operating temperature was calculated by taking approximately 150 OCV values per each temperature; the results are listed in Table 6.4. The average cell temperature (computed from the measurements of the
thermocouple grid and the three commercial thermocouples) at each nominal operating temperature is also listed in the same table. A decrease in the OCV can be observed with the increase of temperature. Although this decline is subtle, this is well-aligned with the theoretical explanation of OCV- temperature relationship where OCV decreases with the increase of temperature due to the decrease in the Gibbs free energy.

Table 6.4 Change of OCV with temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furnace Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>750</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCV (V)</td>
<td>1.1256</td>
<td>1.1055</td>
<td>1.0963</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cell temperature (°C)</td>
<td>680.67</td>
<td>729.20</td>
<td>779.27</td>
<td>827.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 shows the cell temperature recorded for approximately 60 mA current over the four nominal operating temperatures. To minimize the effects of any measurement inaccuracies, the values were averaged for over 100 measurements at each nominal operating temperature. The data shows a marginal increase of the cell voltage with the increase of the operating temperature. Although the OCV decreases with the increase of operating temperature, the operating cell voltage has increased with the increase of temperature. This increase of cell voltage is due to the decrease of resistance in the electrolyte to ionic conduction at higher temperatures. When the resistance decreases, the ohmic polarisation decreases enabling a cell to provide a higher voltage for a given current density (thus, higher power output).

The magnitude of temperature increase between each operating temperatures is relatively a constant (approximately 50 °C). However, the voltage increase resulted from the increase of operating temperature does not show any linearity with the temperature. This is because; the change of resistance (decrease of electrolyte’s resistance and the increase of rest of the conductors’ resistance) with temperature is not a linear function. Thus, voltage change also does not show linearity with the temperature.

Table 6.5 Change of cell voltage different temperature under 60 mA current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furnace Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>750</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell voltage (I = 60 mA)</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.5.1.2 Load-Temperature Relationship

The polarisation curve and the temperature at each current at the 850 °C nominal operating temperature are shown in Figure 6.22. The polarisation curve does not show any activation polarisation. However, very clear ohmic polarisation can be observed. It is accepted that the activation polarisation of SOFC is not very prominent because the high operating temperature makes the reaction spices to remain sufficiently energised to overcome the activation barrier. A slight increase of the steepness of the polarisation curve can be identified from approximately 72 mA. This is an indication of concentration polarisation becomes active due to high current drawn from the cell. The cell temperature, measured by the grid as well as by the three commercial thermocouples, increased with the increase of current. When current is drawn from a cell, the cell becomes electrochemically active producing heat. As the current increases, the level of electrochemical activity of the cell increases to provide a higher flow of electrons. Thus, at higher currents, more heat is liberated causing the cell temperature to increase. Table 6.6 lists the cell temperature when the cell was delivering no current (open-circuit) and when it was producing approximately 71 mA current. The mean of cell temperature

![Figure 6.22 Polarisation curve at 850 °C operations along with cell temperature](image_url)

(S1-S9: nine sensing points of the grid, TC-S1, TC-S5, TC-S9 are the thermocouples near S1, S5, and S9, respectively)
increase between the two currents is 0.53 °C. The low increase of temperature is due to the low increase of electrochemical activity of the cell. Although the cell current was increased, the magnitude of the increase was less than 100 mA. This current increase should only have marginally increased the electrochemical activity of the cell causing only a little extra heat to release. Thus, the magnitude of the temperature increase is small. Despite the magnitude, cell temperature measurements clearly show an increase of the cell temperature with increase of the load (current). Thus, cell temperature changes due to load changes are clearly demonstrated. When a cell produces larger current density, the resulting temperature increase should also be large causing relatively large temperature gradients to present across a cell. (The reason for low current density is discussed later).

Table 6.6 Cell temperature at open circuit and 71 mA current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensing point</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I = 0 mA</td>
<td>I = 71 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>826.06</td>
<td>826.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>824.60</td>
<td>825.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>824.74</td>
<td>825.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>826.30</td>
<td>826.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>824.71</td>
<td>825.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>824.91</td>
<td>825.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>828.25</td>
<td>828.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>826.69</td>
<td>827.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>826.93</td>
<td>827.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S1</td>
<td>830.87</td>
<td>831.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S5</td>
<td>830.36</td>
<td>830.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC-S9</td>
<td>828.59</td>
<td>828.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a similar manner to detecting the increase of cell temperature with the increase of current, formation of hot-spots could also be identified by observing the temperature distribution. A hot-spot is, generally, an electrochemically highly active region where high level of heat is generated. Thus, the temperature in these regions abruptly increases. Detecting such abruptly high-temperature zones is a way to detect hot-spots. However, with the absence of such abrupt temperature changes in above results, it can be suggested
that there were no hot-spots formed during the operation, at least, in the vicinity of sensing points.

The cell temperature shows a relatively steep increase as the cell entered into concentration polarisation region (beyond approx. 72 mA). Concentration polarisation is an irreversibility, which causes entropy generation. With the increase of entropy, the portion of enthalpy being converted to heat increases where part of this heat contributes to increase the cell temperature. Thus, relatively steep increase of cell temperature can be expected under concentration polarisation in parallel with the steep decrease of cell voltage. Since concentration polarisation occurs due to reactant starvation (fuel / oxidant), cell temperature measurements may be used to identify the regions in a stack which don’t get sufficient gas supply.

Figure 6.22 further shows another steep temperature increase at the beginning of the cell operation. However, the steepness of the increase gradually flattens as the current increases. An increase of the cell temperature with the start of cell operation can be expected because of the start of an imbalanced electrochemical activity. However, the vague fact is the sharp increase in temperature and then gradual flattening of the growth. This could be explained concerning entropy generation in activation polarisation, if there was any activation polarisation. However, the cell does not show any sign of activation polarisation from its polarisation curve. Therefore, this sharp increase and then gradual flattening of temperature could, perhaps, be due to the changes in heat loss from the cell. As the cell temperature increases, the rate of heat loss from the cell also increases. Thus, the increase of cell temperature could be suppressed with time making it be less steep with time (current was increased with time).

Figure 6.23 shows the average cell temperature change with respect to cell current change at 850 °C nominal operating temperature. Although cell temperature increased with the increase of current, the temperature response to current increase lags behind the current change. This delay could be due to delays in heat transfer. The electrochemical reactions generate heat at triple phase boundaries, which are more close to the electrolyte than to the electrode surface. However, temperature measurements are done on the cathode surface. Thus, for the temperature to be detected by the grid/ thermocouples, the generated heat must transfer to the cathode surface. The delayed response of temperature to current may be due to the time taken for heat transfer to take place. However, above two explanations (flattening of temperature change with time and delayed response of
temperature to current) can only be confirmed after an in-depth heat transfer analysis of the phenomena.

Temperature measurements from the grid revealed the presence of approximately 3.5 °C gradient between S7 and S1, which are approximately 2 cm apart from each other. This temperature gradient could either be due to a temperature gradient present within the furnace or due to a difference in the electrochemical activity of the cell at those regions. However, since local current densities were not measured, any relationship between the temperature gradient and the electrochemical activity of the cell cannot be established with these results.

The polarisation curves and the corresponding temperature distribution at 700 °C, 750 °C, and 800 °C are shown in Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25, and Figure 6.26, respectively. Due to malfunction of the variable resistor whose resistance refused to reach sufficiently higher values to get low current outputs, obtaining low current outputs were restricted in these operations. The average cell temperature increase from 35 mA to 75 mA under all three operating temperature is 0.1 °C (to one significant figure). This temperature increase is due to the increased electrochemical activity of the cell and the reason for very small
temperature increase is the low electrochemical activity of the cell, as described previously.

Figure 6.24 Polarisation curve at 700 °C operations along with cell temperature (S1-S9: nine sensing points of the grid, TC-S1, TC-S5, TC-S9 are the thermocouples near S1, S5, and S9, respectively)
Figure 6.25 Polarisation curve at 750 °C operations along with cell temperature (S1-S9: nine sensing points of the grid, TC-S1, TC-S5, TC-S9 are the thermocouples near S1, S5, and S9, respectively)

Figure 6.26 Polarisation curve at 800 °C operations along with cell temperature (S1-S9: nine sensing points of the grid, TC-S1, TC-S5, TC-S9 are the thermocouples near S1, S5, and S9, respectively)
6.5.1.3 Temperature Response to Flow Changes at Constant Current

The voltage and temperature distribution of the cell at 850 °C nominal operating temperature and 70.8 mA current under volumetric compositions of 275 ml/min H₂ with 25 ml/min N₂ and 295 ml/min H₂ with 20 ml/min N₂ are shown in Figure 6.27. The graph does not demonstrate any correlation the fuel composition maintained with the cell temperature. In previous experiments, described in Section 6.3.1, a clear correlation between the cell temperature and hydrogen flow rate could be observed. The leakages in the test rig were identified to cause those temperature increases. The absence of a similar temperature response to flow rate with this experiment suggests that the test-rig was free from significant fuel leakages. A marginal drop of cell temperature could be observed in the second half of the experiment where the total volumetric flow rate is 15 ml/min higher than the first half of the experiment. This could, perhaps, be due to increased cell cooling with the increased flow rate or, just due to a random increase in heat loss from the furnace. However, in either case, it was not considered important enough to further investigate.

Although the voltage fluctuates over the entire duration of the experiment, no pattern could be identified that can be related to the change in fuel composition and rates. The mean cell voltage over the entire experiment is 0.3857 V with the standard deviation of 0.0069 V. The measurement accuracy of NI-9215 voltage data logger, which recorded data for different flow compositions and rates.

Figure 6.27 Temperature and voltage response to different flow compositions / rates at 70.8 mA and 850 °C
voltages, is 0.003456V. Thus, these minor fluctuations in cell voltage could likely be due to inherent errors in voltage measurements. Further, it is possible to have electrical noises induced on the current collector wires due to the magnetic field inside the furnace created by current-carrying heating elements. Thus, minor fluctuations are plausible.

The increase of hydrogen composition in the fuel mixture increases hydrogen partial pressure. Thus, according to the Nernst effect, the cell voltage should increase, at least slightly. The OCV measurements discussed earlier in this chapter evidenced this fact showing a slight increase of the cell voltage (approximately by 0.05 V) when the flow rate increased from 50 ml/min to 100 ml/min (see Figure 6.11.). Since the same data logger, which detected that voltage increase, was used with these experiments, the hardware capability can be confirmed to detect such voltage increases. The reason for the data logger not to detect the increased voltage in an operating cell and to detect that in an open-circuit cell should be due to the voltage losses along the connection wires (current collector wires).

When OCV is measured, the data logger is connected in series with the cell. Thus, no current passes through the circuit due to very high internal impedance of the data logger. Thus, there is no voltage drop along the connecting wires (that connect the cell to data logger). Therefore, the data logger can measure the exact magnitude of the voltage increment. However, when the cell is in operation, the DC load is connected in series with the cell while the voltage data logger is connected in parallel with the DC load. Therefore, any increase in the cell voltage contributes to increase the voltage drop along connecting wires as well as the voltage drop across the load. What the data logger can measure is the voltage change across the load, which is only a part of the actual voltage increase. The portion of the voltage increment across the load depends on the resistance in connection wires; the higher the wire resistance the lower the voltage increment across the load.

Consider the schematic diagram of a cell shown in Figure 6.28. For a given cell voltage $V_{cell}$, the voltage across the load can be expressed as Equation (2) by Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff's voltage law. If the cell voltage is increased by $\Delta V$, the new load voltage can be expressed as Equation (3). Thus, the voltage increment across the load is the algebraic difference of the two equations, given in Equation (4). This shows that the voltage increase across the load, which is measured by the data logger, is only a fraction of the actual cell voltage increment due to the resistance of connection wires and rest of
the conducting components. For small values of cell voltage increases (such as 0.05 V); the voltage increment across the load could be too small for the data logger to distinguish amidst its measurement errors. The resulting increase of the current may also disappear among the measurement errors. Therefore, even if the actual cell voltage has increased due to the increase of fuel concentration (Nernst effect) the increased voltage likely to have disappeared among measurement errors.

\[ V_L = \left( \frac{R_L}{R + R_L} \right) V_{cell} \]  
\[ V_L' = \left( \frac{R_L}{R + R_L} \right) (V_{cell} + \Delta V) \]  
\[ \Delta V_L = V_L' - V_L = \left( \frac{R_L}{R + R_L} \right) \Delta V \]

Where;
\( V_L \) – Initial voltage across the load
\( V_L' \) - Voltage across the load after cell voltage increment
\( V_{cell} \) – Cell voltage
\( \Delta V \) – Cell voltage increment due to Nernst effect
\( \Delta V_L \) – Voltage increment across the load
\( R_L \) – Load resistance
\( R \) – Total resistance along the entire circuit, except \( R_L \)
6.5.1.4 Low Power Density of the Cell

The electrode area of the cell used in above experiments was 16 cm$^2$. Therefore, considering the cell operation at 850 °C nominal temperature, the maximum current density of the cell before concentration polarisation is as small as 0.005 A/cm$^2$. Consequently, the maximum power density of the cell is 1.5 mW/cm$^2$. This is a far too low power density for a planar SOFC. One possibility for this is the anode had not been fully reduced and consequently, the active electrode area is far too smaller than the physical size of the electrode. However, the literature suggests that cells reduced for much shorter durations (approx. 20 min) with almost similar reduction conditions could produce over 0.5 W/cm$^2$ power density$^{[3]}$. Thus, the probability of insufficient anode reduction is relatively low. A more plausible explanation for the low power density is the improper gas distribution across the cell. In the test rig, the fuel is fed perpendicularly to the cell from the middle of it, approximately 2 cm below the anode surface. Thus, there is a real possibility that only the area above the fuel pipe gets sufficient fuel and thus, remains active. A computation investigation by Chiang et al$^{[4]}$ shows that the current density is highest near the fuel inlet of 5 cm diameter cell, which is fed perpendicularly at the centre similar to the experimental setup in this thesis. The current density in their simulation decreased along the radial direction due to the low fuel supply. A similar condition is likely to present in the test rig used for the experiments throughout this chapter. However; the exact flow pattern of fuel within the anode chamber could only be confirmed with a comprehensive flow investigation/simulation. Nevertheless, the relatively low power density did not hinder the investigation of temperature response of the cell to different operating conditions. In fact, the temperature response to operating conditions depends primarily on flow configuration, internal reforming, fuel type, stack configuration, etc., which needs investigations as separate case studies. Thus, the experimental setup used in this experiment is one case study to investigate the temperature distribution under different operating conditions.
6.5.1.5 The Grid Validation on a Working Cell

Temperatures measured by \( S1, S5, \) and \( S9 \) sensing points of the grid and their corresponding thermocouples, \( TC-S1, TC-S5, \) and \( TC-S9, \) respectively are shown in Figure 6.29 (a), (b), and (d), while the cell was operating at 800 °C nominal temperature and under a constant current of 30 mA. Figure 6.29 (d) shows the measurement difference calculated by subtracting the temperature measured by the grid’s sensing point and its corresponding thermocouple. The mean and standard deviation of the difference between thermocouple reading and the grid’s reading are listed in Table 6.7 along with the error and uncertainty of corresponding thermocouples at 800 °C according to the calibration data.

Cell temperature appears to slowly drop, approximately by 1 °C, during 4.5 hours of operation while the furnace’s set temperature maintained at 800 °C. This is possible if this temperature drop is a local temperature drop where the area near the furnace’s temperature sensor remains at 800 °C. However, since both the grid as well as

![Figure 6.29 Temperature measured by the grid and thermocouples at 800 °C nominal temperature operation under a constant current of 30 mA. (a) Temperature from S1 and TC-S1, (b) temperature from S5 and TC-S5, (c) temperature from S9 and TC-S9, and (d) difference of measurements; where S1, S5, and S9 are three sensing point of the grid and TC-S1, TC-S5, and TC-S9 are the corresponding thermocouples, respectively.](image_url)
thermocouples equally detect this temperature drop, the cause of the drop is less significant to validate the grid’s measurements. In fact, this inadvertently supported to make the validation under transient temperature conditions.

Table 6.7 Mean and standard deviation of temperature difference and calibration data of commercial thermocouples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensing points</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Standard deviation of the difference</th>
<th>Thermocouple error at 800 °C</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 (and TC-S1)</td>
<td>3.8970 °C</td>
<td>0.0304 °C</td>
<td>1.50 °C</td>
<td>0.0 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 (and TC-S5)</td>
<td>4.2949 °C</td>
<td>0.0459 °C</td>
<td>1.72 °C</td>
<td>0.0 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9 (and TC-S9)</td>
<td>-0.2892 °C</td>
<td>0.0785 °C</td>
<td>2.30 °C</td>
<td>2.8 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temperatures measured by the grid and their corresponding thermocouple are showing adequately identical variations throughout the entire duration of the experiment, though they are offset from one another. Since the error of thermocouples is a positive value and the thermocouple reading is higher than the grid’s reading for S1 and S5, the difference between the true-temperature and the grid’s temperature is smaller than the difference between the grid and the thermocouple. However, S9 appears to measure a temperature higher than the corresponding thermocouple while the thermocouple has a positive error. Thus, ideally, the difference between the true-temperature and that from the grid is larger than the difference between the grid and the thermocouple. However, TC-S9 thermocouple has 2.8 °C uncertainty while having 2.30 °C error. Therefore, the actual difference between the true-temperature and the S9’s measurement could still be in the same range as the other two sensing points.

The observed differences in measurement by the grid and its corresponding thermocouples could be either due to actual measurement discrepancies or, perhaps, there could be actual temperature gradient present within the short gap between a grid’s sensing point and its thermocouple. Despite these minor uncertainties, the experimental results comprehensive show that the grid’s sensing points measured temperatures that are different from one another. Thus, the fact that the grid did not measure an average temperature is evident. Grid has measured the local cell temperature. Further, it shows that the grid can respond to temperature variations as effetely as commercial thermocouples do. The measurement accuracy of the grid can be different from one
sensing point to the other sensing point so as the measurement accuracy of commercial thermocouples differ from one to another. While commercial thermocouples are fabricated using bespoke technology, the in-house fabricated thermocouple grid was manually fabricated by a general purpose spot-welding machine. Therefore, there is a greater possibility for the condition of each junction to differ from one another thus; yielding differences in measurement accuracy. Notwithstanding aforementioned minor discrepancies, the thermocouple grid was adequately validated on the operating SOFC.

Since the temperature at a grid’s sensing point does not change independently from its corresponding thermocouple’s measurement with time, the presence of errors due to heat transfer can be considered negligible in this test setup. However, if such problems become significant, an advanced data logging system needs to be developed to correct such errors as discussed in Chapter 8 under further research.
6.6 Conclusions

Multi-junction thermocouple grids along with commercial thermocouples were used to measure the cell surface temperature distribution under different operating conditions of SOFC. A deeper insight into the role of cell temperature on the performance of SOFC could be made, and the effects of different operating conditions on the cell temperature could also be discovered.

The experimental investigation to see if a multi-junction thermocouple grid operating on the cathode causes any influence on the performance of SOFC confirmed that a grid placed on the cathode does not affect the SOFC performance.

The performance of the grid was validated under two conditions; firstly on a non-working cell with thermocouples and then, on a working-cell with calibrated thermocouples. In both cases, the thermocouple grid demonstrated that it could respond to cell temperature variations as comprehensively as thermocouples. Although there were some measurement discrepancies between the grid and its corresponding thermocouples, they were due combined effects of actual measurement errors that can present in any thermocouple and the actual temperature gradients across different sensing locations.

A thermocouple held approximately 7 mm above the cathode showed a very dull response to dramatic variations in cell temperature. However, as the gap between the thermocouple and the cathode was decreased to approximately 3 mm, the thermocouple could follow the cell temperature more closely. This confirms that near-surface temperature is not an adequate representation of the cell temperature.

The OCV measured at different cell temperatures confirmed the decrease of OCV with the increase of cell temperature. However, the operating voltage measured under a constant current of 60 mA at 700 °C, 750 °C, 800 °C, and 850 °C nominal operating temperatures showed a slight increase of voltage with the increase of operating temperature. Thus, a decrease of ohmic polarisation with the increase of temperature could be observed.

A positive correlation between cell temperature and cell current could be discovered. A noticeable, yet small, cell temperature increase could be observed even for less than 100 mA current increase. Therefore, cell temperature fluctuations caused by load fluctuations could be well-understood. A slight out-of-phase response of cell temperature to load changes could be noticed, where the cell temperature response lags the current
change. Although this was speculated as being caused by heat transfer characteristics of the cell, a confirmation may only be reached upon a comprehensive theoretical investigation into heat transfer phenomenon in further research.

The polarisation curve obtained at 850 °C did not show any sign of activation polarisation. However, very prominent ohmic polarisation and slight concentration polarisation could be observed. Even at the very small concentration polarisation, the entropy generation due to increased irreversibilities appears to cause a noticeable increase of the cell temperature. Since concentration polarisation is caused by lack of fuel supply to reaction sites, the local cell temperature can be used as a tool to identify areas with low fuel supply.

A temperature gradient of approximately 10 – 15 °C could be identified to present across approximately 2 cm × 2 cm area of the cell even during the anode reduction process. Further, cell temperature measurements revealed the evolution of dramatic temperature changes on cell due to fuel leakages, while the thermocouple placed approximately 7 mm above the cathode could not comprehensively detect such temperature changes. Thus, the cell surface temperature sensing sufficiently demonstrated its potential in identifying hot-spots formed due to fuel leakages. However, when the fuel leakages were prevented, no hot-spots were detected.

Throughout the experiments, the thermocouple grid’s measurements were in good agreement with the measurements from the standard thermocouples confirming the plausibility of using multi-junction thermocouples for SOFC temperature sensing with increased spatial resolution.
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Chapter 7: Feasibility Investigation on Cell Integration of Multi-Junction Thermocouples
Chapter Summary

Some attempts made to fabricate thin-film multi-junction thermocouples integrated to the cathode of an SOFC to monitor cell temperature is presented and discussed in this section.

Section 7.1 provides an overview of the study along with some important parameters to consider. Fabrication and testing of a cell integrated multi-junction thermocouple array is presented in Section 7.2. Some failures experienced in carrying out this experiment were further investigated and results are presented and discussed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. Two case studies on using cell-integrated thin-film thermocouple array into SOFC temperature sensing are presented and discussed in Sections 7.5 and 7.6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.7 based on the overall findings of the investigation.
7.1 Introduction

Multi-junction thermocouples made from thin wires could adequately reveal the surface temperature distribution of operating SOFCs as presented and discussed in Chapter 6. Integrating this sensor into cells as a thin-film sensor is a significant step in advancing the proposed methodology. Cell integrated sensors are, particularly, beneficial in stacks where there is hardly any gap between adjacent cells to accommodate external sensors. Furthermore, since cell integrated sensors share the same thermal body with the cell, the sensors may record a cell’s temperature variations more accurately than external sensors. The fast response of thin-films to temperature changes is also an added advantage. These multifaceted advantages justify any efforts into developing cell integrated multi-junction thermocouples.

Fabricating thin-films directly on the electrodes of SOFC requires in-depth investigations on how these films affect the performance and durability of SOFC and how the SOFC operation will affect the sensor in return. Reducing the film dimensions to reduce active cell area coverage, effects of thermal stresses on the durability of cell and the sensor, etc. are some critical aspects to investigate further. However, the research presented in this chapter is limited to investigate the operational feasibility of multi-junction thermocouples fabricated directly on a porous electrode.

The choice of materials for thermoelements is an important parameter that influences the safety and operational health of the sensor. Thermal expansion compatibility of thermoelements with the cell is important to alleviate detrimental effects of thermal stresses on thermoelements as well as on the cell. Ceramic thermoelements might be an excellent choice to curtail thermal expansion mismatch between thermoelements and the cell. However, development of ceramic multi-junction thermocouples is a too broad scope to fit into the current scope of this thesis. Therefore, alumel and chromel were chosen as thermoelement materials with their previously proven success.

There are a number of thin-film deposition techniques available. However, rather than investigating into each of the those to identify their pros and cons to decide the absolute best technique, the main focus of the selection was laid on three factors: (a) readily access to the facility, (b) ability of the technique in meeting the required film characteristics, and (c) economy and efficiency of fabrication. Sputter deposition sufficiently met these criteria and a literature on the successful application of sputter
deposition to fabricate thin-film metallic thermocouples\textsuperscript{[1]} confirmed the verity of the choice.

Film thickness and junction size are two important parameters that influence the sensitivity of thin-film thermocouples\textsuperscript{[2][3]}. However, the effect of junction size on performance diminishes when it exceeds a few micrometres, for example, 9 $\mu m^2$ \textsuperscript{[15]}. Since the designed width of thermoelements was much larger than that critical range, the junction size was not considered as a critical parameter. Therefore, published literature was consulted only to determine a safe film thickness that ensures the performance is independent of the thickness. Marshall \textit{et al.}, as cited by Chopra \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[5]}, state that maximum thermal EMF of thermocouples constructed from nickel, iron, copper, constantan, chromel, and alumel can be obtained when the film thickness is greater than 250 nm. However, Chopra \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[5]} negated this argument by showing that the EMF of copper-constantan thermocouples is independent of the film thickness when copper and constantan films are thicker than 120 nm and 100 nm respectively. In addition, Zhang \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[6]} also have shown that the thickness’s influence on performance diminishes in K-type thin-film thermocouples when film thickness exceeds approximately 140 nm. Figure 7.1 shows the induced EMF of a K-type thermocouple having 100 nm thick chromel thermoelement and Figure 7.2 show the standard EMF that a K-type thermocouple should produce at respective temperatures. Visual comparison of these two graphs confirms that the thin-film thermocouple operated almost identical to a standard thermocouple. Therefore, despite the discrepancies found in literature on the minimum safe thickness, a minimum film thickness of approximately 140 nm was initially considered sufficient for the experiments in this research.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7_1.png}
\caption{Variation of EMF with temperature for 100 nm thick chromel film\textsuperscript{[6]}}
\end{figure}
The cathode was chosen as the substrate to deposit a multi-junction thermocouple array to avoid any potential detrimental interactions between fuel and thermoelement materials. Since the anode is exposed to fuel while the cathode is exposed only to air, the cathode is chemically less harmful than the anode for thermoelements. The presence of hydrogen is detrimental to K-type materials causing time-dependent voltage losses\textsuperscript{[3]}. Although film oxidation is a problem on the cathode, K-type thermocouples have been in use in many oxidising environments without short-term calibration errors. Further, the cathode has greater porosity than an un-reduced anode. That helps to investigate how successfully the array can survive on a porous substrate.

Temperature and voltage measurements made in experiments outlined in this chapter were made by NI-9213 and NI-USB 6210 data loggers, respectively. Computerised data recording were done using the LabVIEW-based computerised data logging systems described in Appendix III and Appendix IV.

Figure 7.2 NIST standard EMF of a K-type thermocouple (Graph plotted based on NIST thermocouple data)
7.2 Fabrication and Testing of Array Architecture

A multi-junction thermocouple array having four sensing points hence, five thermoelements, was sputter deposited on the cathode of Ø52 mm commercial test cell (KERAFOL®) as shown in Figure 7.3 (Quorum QT150ES sputter coater was used). The substrate was prepared by first cleaning with acetone and then with deionised water followed by drying in a furnace at 150 °C for 10 minutes. This cleansing process was expected to remove any dirt or grease on the substrate, which is likely to disturb the film’s adhesion to the substrate. The pattern was obtained by using two masks hand-cut from transparent binding sheets. The alumel thermoelement (E) was first deposited and then the chromel thermoelements (A to D). The width of each thermoelement is approximately 1 mm. Labels A to E represent the connection pads (3 mm × 3 mm) where external wires connect to films to take the singles. Labels S₁ to S₄ represent the four sensing points. The potential differences measured across E-D, E-C, E-B, and E-A represent the temperature at S₄, S₃, S₂, and S₁ respectively.

An alumel wire (Ø0.25 mm) was connected to pad E and four chromel wires (Ø0.25 mm) were connected to pads A to D. Silver paste (from Sigma-Aldrich) was applied to each connection pad to ensure uninterrupted electrical connectivity between the wire and the film (Figure 7.4). In the case where the physical connection between a wire and the film is broken, the electrical connection was expected to maintain through silver. Although the addition of silver introduces a third material, the effect of this introduction on temperature measurements is negligible as there cannot be a significant temperature gradient across a very tiny amount of silver (see Chapter 4 for a similar scientific
derivation). Silver paste was cured at 130 °C for 40 minutes as per the manufacturer’s instructions\cite{8} to obtain a pure and robust silver layer by evaporating binding agent. High pure alumina adhesive (EQ-CAA-2-LD, MTI Corporation, USA) was then applied to the connection pads to provide sufficient mechanical strength for the joints to ease handling. Since alumel and chromel form oxide layers at temperatures beyond 800 °C\cite{9}, the same alumina layer was continued over the films covering the entire set of films as to prevent oxidation of metallic patterns (Figure 7.5). Curing alumina at 250 °C for 30 minutes yielded a sufficiently strong layer of alumina that facilitated ease of handling. The lead wires were sent through ceramic beads to prevent any short-circuiting during handling. The resistances across the distal ends of the wires were measured before the experiment begins and the values are given in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External wire connection</th>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-E</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-E</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-E</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-E</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermocouple array was placed in a box furnace while having fixed a commercial thermocouple within approximately 10 mm adjacency to the cell for comparison purpose. The furnace was heated at a rate of 400 °C/ hour up to 1,050 °C. Once the set temperature was reached, the sensor array was purposely cooled rapidly to introduce a high level of disturbance to temperature. Temperatures from both
thermocouple array and the commercial thermocouple were recorded at 3 seconds intervals.

7.2.1 Results and Discussion

Warping the edges of the plastic mask due to heat inside the sputter chamber has caused poor edge definition on the deposited films. However, this shouldn’t have caused any influence to the performance as the film width was already larger than the threshold width.

Figure 7.6 shows the temperature measured from four sensing points of the array (S1 to S4) and from the commercial thermocouple (TC). The two abrupt temperature interruptions around 680 °C and 900 °C were introduced by momentarily changing the heating power and by allowing cold air to get into the furnace chamber to investigate the nearly constant discrepancy between thermocouple’s reading and the array’s reading. The enlarged view of the first temperature interruption shown in Figure 7.7 reveals that the temperature offset between the thermocouple and the array has decreased during sudden temperature drop. Overall, the results show that the cell’s temperature measured by the array is in a good agreement with the air temperature measured by the commercial thermocouple. However, S2 demonstrated an unusual sudden rise in temperature beyond 1,000 °C in heating and then joined back to the others’ pattern when cooling down nearly at the same temperature that it had started the diversion. The experimental setup does not provide such a localised high temperature on the cell. Therefore, it should be a result of a
momentary failure occurred somewhere between the data logger and S2 sensing point along thermoelement B causing the electrical resistance to increase; then, the data logger shows higher temperatures as described later.

![Figure 7.6 Temperature measurements from the array and the thermocouple (S1 – S4: four sensing points of the array, TC – commercial thermocouple)](image)

![Figure 7.7 Enlarged view of the first temperature interruption](image)
Despite having a good conformity among four sensing points in their temperature measurements, the offset between the commercial thermocouple’s reading and that from the array’s reading, particularly, during the steady heating period (from about 500 °C to 950 °C) is an important behaviour to investigate further. The author would like to consider two hypotheses to explain this inconsistency.

1) Characteristic differences between thin-films and bulk materials
   The sensor material’s Seebeck coefficient can be different between thin film and bulk material\(^{[10]}\). The data logger is calibrated to work on commercial thermocouples, which use bulk material properties. Therefore, there can be intrinsic differences between the temperature measured by a commercial thermocouple and thin-film thermocouples, whether it is a multi-junction or conventional type.

2) The effect of thermal inertia
   Since thermal inertia of SOFC test cells is higher than that of surrounding air, temperature response of the cell is much slower than that of air. Therefore, in temperature ramping, the cell heats up slower than the surrounding air. Since thermocouple measures air temperature while the array measures cell’s temperature, this makes temperature readings of the array to lag the thermocouple’s reading during heating. The same situation may be reversed during fast cooling. In that case, surrounding air cools rapidly than the cell causing the thermocouple’s reading to lag the array’s reading. However, this lead/lag behaviour should diminish under isothermal conditions.

To investigate the validity of the first hypothesis, the difference between thermocouple’s temperature and the array’s temperatures was calculated as per equation (7.1) and plotted against the thermocouple’s temperature as shown in Figure 7.8. A much clear correlation generated using 5th order curve fitting is presented in Figure 7.9. The abnormal behaviour of S2 was eliminated from these graphs as it has already been understood as an error. If the 1st hypothesis is valid, the offset should be linear with temperature. However, the graphs show that it has a highly non-linear relationship with the temperature. Also, the magnitude of the offset is different from one sensing point to the other. Therefore, the cause of temperature discrepancy between the array and the thermocouple is not well explained by the 1st hypothesis. However, this experiment lacks isothermal temperature measurements and a sufficiently clear temperature measurement made during cooling. Therefore, even if the 1st hypothesis is confidently nullified, the
experimental evidences are insufficient to validate the 2nd hypothesis comprehensively.

\[ \text{Temperature Difference} = TC - S_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where \( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \)

Figure 7.8 Actual temperature difference (raw data)

Figure 7.9 Polynomial fitted temperature difference (5th order)
The resistances across the distal ends of the external wires were measured after the experiment, and all of them were in open circuit. However, the cathode remained conductive having only approximately 120 Ω/cm resistance across any two points on the surface. Two plausible speculations behind this complete electrical disconnection between external wires and thin films are 1) failure of thin-films and 2) failure at the connection point. However, the tested sensor design did not facilitate credible investigation into these two speculations.

### 7.3 Failure Mode Investigation and Hypothesis Testing

A new sensor layout was developed by combining two arrays, primarily, to investigate the two failure modes derived in the previous discussion. In addition, the experiment was designed to further investigate the thermal inertia hypothesis derived in the previous discussion. The new layout, hereafter called as dual-array, was fabricated on the cathode of a 5 cm × 5 cm commercial SOFC test cell (NextCell-5), as shown in Figure 7.10. The substrate was prepared following the same procedure described in Section 7.2. The same number of sputter depositions cycles and the same sputtering parameters were used as with previous array fabrication to achieve comparably similar film thickness. The pattern was obtained by using two stainless steel masks which were not bespoke preparations for this application; hence, the widths of the two sets of thermoelements are different. The widths of thermoelements A and B on the mask is 1 mm and that of C to F is 0.2 mm on the mask. However, the strong magnetic field inside the sputter chamber slightly lifted the mask from its unsupported area causing the deposited films to be wider than their corresponding dimensions on the mask.

Thermoelements A and B are made of chromel and C-F are made of alumel. External wires (Ø0.25 mm) of the same thermoelement materials were connected as before by first using silver paste and then alumina adhesive. The entire film was covered with alumina adhesive as before for the same purpose. The resistance across the distal ends of external wires were measured before the experiment and the values are given in Table 7.2

The dual array was placed in the same box furnace which, the previous array was tested while having fixed a commercial thermocouple approximately 10 mm adjacent to the cathode in the middle of it. The commercial thermocouple served the same purposes as before. The furnace was heated to 975 °C at a rate of 400 °C /hour for four heating-cooling cycles. Temperatures from the dual-array as well as from the commercial thermocouple were recorded at 3-second intervals. Although the array had eight sensing
points ($S_1$ to $S_8$), temperatures from only the first seven points have been recorded due to a limited capacity of the data logging system present at that time.

### Table 7.2 Resistances across thermoelements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection pads</th>
<th>Corresponding sensing point</th>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A-C$</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A-D$</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A-E$</td>
<td>$S_3$</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A-F$</td>
<td>$S_4$</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B-C$</td>
<td>$S_5$</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B-D$</td>
<td>$S_6$</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B-E$</td>
<td>$S_7$</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B-F$</td>
<td>$S_8$</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.3.1 Results and Discussion

Temperatures measured by the commercial thermocouple and the dual-array throughout the entire experiment are shown in Figure 7.11. Although the actual temperature inside the furnace (indicated by TC) never goes beyond 1,000 °C, the temperature measured from the dual-array goes well beyond 2,000 °C. Since there is no possibility for the internal temperature of the cell to reach this high value, this must be a measurement error. In fact, characteristically, the NI-9213 data logger forces full-scale...
voltage across its terminals when it detects an open circuit across its terminals\textsuperscript{[11]} as illustrated in Figure 7.12. Thus, the data logger shows the maximum temperature that it measures. This characteristic of the data logger explains the unusually high temperature recording from the dual-array as an electrical disconnection between the dual-array and the data logger. Further, it can be seen that this disconnection happens only when the system cools below a certain threshold temperature – approximately 650 °C. Thus, the failure is temperature dependent. The connections at the data logger’s terminals are very robust, and they were very well maintained throughout the experiment and even after. Further, the data logger was at room temperature and hence, the temperature dependent nature of the failure cannot be attributed to a failure at the data logger’s connection. Therefore, the electrical disconnection must have originated at the high-temperature side of the experiment. It can be a failure at the external wire connection to thin-films or the thin-films themselves. Further, similar to the experiment described before with a thin-film array, the dual-array also showed complete electrical disconnection across its lead wires once it was cooled down to room temperature. Therefore, it can be speculated with a high level of confidence that the root of the failure comes from the same origin.

![Figure 7.11: Temperature from the dual array and thermocouple (TC: thermocouple, S1-S7: seven sensing points from the dual array)](image)
Figure 7.12 Input circuitry for one channel of NI9213\textsuperscript{11}

Figure 7.13(a) shows a momentary diversion of $S3$ and $S7$ from regular heating pattern encountered during the first heating cycle. The enlarged view of the encircled section shown in Figure 7.13 (b) clearly shows a paired-like behaviour of $S3$ and $S7$ during its diversion while showing an independent response before the incident. This signifies that the cause of failure was common to $S3$ and $S7$. Figure 7.14(a) shows the failure of dual-array during the first cooling cycle. $S3$ and $S7$, which showed momentary diversion during heating, were the first to start failing. An enlarged view of the encircled

![Graph showing temperature over time for various channels during the heating cycle.](image)

Figure 7.13 (a) momentary diversion during first heating (b), an enlarged view of the encircled section in (a)
section in Figure 7.14(a) is shown in Figure 7.14(b). This shows that S1-S5 and S2-S6 also failed in pairs. Furthermore, as the drift from true temperature increases, each pair converges onto a single line giving the same reading. This implies that when the cause of

Each pair of sensing points that failed together shared one thermoelement in common: S1-S5 pair shares thermoelement C, S2-S6 pair shares D, and S3-S7 pair shared thermoelement E (Figure 7.10). The cause of the failure has already been identified as an electrical disconnection between thermoelements and the data logger. As previously explained, the electrical disconnection can happen either at the thin-film connection pads or on thin-film thermoelements themselves. If the films failed, all failures must have occurred between the connection pad and the first sensing point on all thermoelements. Then only the failure becomes common to both sensing points on a given thermoelement, and the paired-like behaviour is justifiable. However, there is no reason for that part of the thin-film to become significantly weaker than the rest in all three common thermoelements. Therefore, the probability of random failure to occur within that region in all three thermoelements is very little. Thus, it can be speculated with a high level of confidence that the failures have occurred at the connection pads at C, D, and E where external wires connect to thin-films. When a failure occurs at those connection pads, the corresponding two sensing points are affected alike making the paired-like failure
explainable. An in-depth investigation into the failure mechanisms and developing an effective miniature connection mechanism are a separate research which needs to be carried out separately. However, the curiosity lead rudimentary level investigation was conducted to understand the failure as presented in Section 7.4.

Once the source of failure is narrowed down to external wire connection, the remaining partly-solved problem is the measurement discrepancy between the thermocouple and the array in the previous experiment. The same discrepancy appears with the dual-array as well. Figure 7.15 shows a part of the first heating, dwelling, and cooling cycle. The graphs show that the thermocouple’s reading leads the dual-array during heating and it lags during cooling. The lead/lag behaviour diminishes within the isothermal region. This behaviour is well explained by the thermal inertia hypothesis. Therefore, it can be sufficiently justified that the temperature offset between thermocouple and thin-film multi-junction thermocouples is a result of the difference in thermal inertia.

Figure 7.15 First heating and cooling cycle of grid architecture
7.4 Failure Mode Analysis of External Wire Connection

Visual inspections of the connection points did not show any evidence to confirm that silver has escaped from the alumina protective sheath. Therefore, the electrical disconnection is confirmed to have happened while silver remained at junctions to maintain the electrical connectivity. Therefore, some unusual behaviour of silver within the alumina enclosure was speculated to cause electrical disconnection. However, this was only a speculation and any influences from thin-films on the failure were not identified to be trivial. Therefore, to investigate the behaviour of silver while eliminating any influences from thin-films, thin-wire thermocouples were used instead of thin-film thermocouples as described in following sections.

Two thermocouple junctions were fabricated by twisting alumel and chromel wires (Ø0.25mm) together. The length of each thermoelement was approximately 30 mm. Both thermocouples were placed on an alumina substrate (5 cm × 5 cm) while having connected the external wires (of same thermoelement materials) to one thermocouple directly by twisting them to thermoelements. External wires to the other thermocouple were connected through silver. Figure 7.16 illustrates the arrangement. Although the external wires of thermocouple “A” are directly connected, the silver paste was added on top of the connection to ensure both thermocouples have silver at their connection points. After curing silver at 125 °C for 20 minutes, a layer of alumina was applied over all four connections to reproduce identical operating conditions as with thin-films’ connection. Alumina was cured at 230 °C for 20 minutes. Figure 7.17 show the two thermocouples once alumina was hardened.

![Figure 7.16 wire thermocouple arrangement](image-url)
The in-house fabricated thermocouples were placed in a box furnace while fixing a commercial K-type thermocouple adjacent to them as shown in Figure 7.18. The furnace was heated at a rate of 400 °C/hour up to 950 °C. Temperatures from the commercial thermocouple as well as from the in-house fabricated two thermocouples were recorded at 5-second intervals.

Figure 7.17 thermocouples with alumina protected connection points

Figure 7.18 thermocouple setup in the box furnace
7.4.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.19 shows the temperature measured by the three thermocouples throughout the experiment. Neither of in-house fabricated thermocouples follows the same temperature profile that the commercial thermocouple produces. Twisted wire thermocouples have several touching points at their junctions because of twisting. Thus, the measured temperature should be an average of all the points. On the other hand, quality of a twisted junction is far inferior to that of a commercial thermocouple. Furthermore, in-house fabricated thermocouples were a lot closer to the ceramic substrate than the commercial thermocouple in the experimental setup. Thus, the temperature of the substrate may have influenced the temperature measurements from in-house fabricated thermocouples. A combination of all these facts sufficiently explains the measurement discrepancy between in-house made thermocouples and the commercial thermocouple.

The most important feature of the results is the diversion of thermocouple B during cooling below 450 °C (approx.). Thermocouple A, whose external wires were directly connected to thermoelements, followed the cooling pattern well, and it remained conductive even after the sensor set cooled down to room temperature. However, thermocouple B, whose external wire connections made through silver showed a complete electrical disconnection between the distal ends of its external wires. Post-experimental visual inspections on the connection point did not show any evidence to confirm that silver has escaped from the connection through the encased alumina layer. Therefore, the
failure mode is well established as a failure of silver at the connection point. However, the design of the experiment did not facilitate any insight into exact failure mechanism.

### 7.4.2 Failure Mechanism Investigation

A further investigation was carried out with a purposely designed experiment to get an idea of the failure mechanism that caused silver to fail in maintaining electrical connection. Two thermocouples were made by twisting alumel and chromel wires together (Ø0.25 mm). The external wires were connected in a manner similar to before: direct attachment to one thermocouple and through silver for the other as shown in Figure 7.20. However, unlike before, silver was not encased with ceramic; this was to aid visual inspection of the silver layer after heating cycles. The two thermocouples were attached to alumina substrate using alumina adhesive. There were some minor cracks on silver, as shown in Figure 7.21, after hardening silver and alumina at 150 °C for approximately 30 min. However, the electrical resistance across distal ends of external wires of the both thermocouples was approximately 20 Ω.

![Figure 7.20 External wire connection to thermocouples](image)

The sensor sample was placed in the same box furnace as before and heated at a rate of 400 °C/hour up to 950 °C while having fixed a commercial thermocouple adjacent to the sample. Temperatures from all three thermocouples were recorded at 5-second interval while real-time monitoring the temperature profiles on the computer screen. After thermocouple B had started showing clear diversion from the true temperature during cooling, at approximately 300 °C, data collection was stopped and allowed the furnace to cool down to room temperature. The experiment was restarted on the following day with the same furnace settings and with the same data recording intervals. The experiment was
stopped once the diversion of thermocouple $B$ was apparent during cooling below approx. 450 °C.

![Figure 7.21 Thermocouples as alimina and silver hardened](image)

7.4.2.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.22 shows the temperature recorded from the two in-house fabricated thermocouples ($A$ and $B$) and the commercial thermocouple during the first part of the experiment. Thermal inertia may have continued to separate the measurements from the commercial thermocouple and the in-house fabricated thermocouples. In addition to thermal inertia, the measurement offset in the isothermal region suggests there might have been inherent measurement inaccuracies associated with in-house fabricated thermocouples and/or significant temperature gradients within the furnace. However, this does not obstruct the intended investigation. Thermocouple $B$ starts diverting from the rest of the measurements around 450 °C during cooling. When the furnace was slightly re-heated at that moment when the initial diversion was monitored, it started agreeing with the true temperature above 450 °C. However, when the furnace cools down below 450 °C the diversion re-started, and the reading went further away from the rest two.

Figure 7.23 shows the temperature profile recorded in the second heating-cooling cycle. Thermocouple $B$ appears to have electrically disconnected from the data logger during the initial part of the heating cycle. However, it rapidly regained its connectivity and continues to indicate true temperature when heating continues beyond approximately 450 °C. However, when the system cools down below the same threshold temperature,
thermocouple $B$ starts diverting from the normal response. This is the same behaviour observed with dual-array thin-film multi-junction thermocouples. Therefore, it’s re-confirmed that silver has caused the problem of electrical disconnection during cooling.

Figure 7.22 Temperature profile during first cycle

Figure 7.23 Temperature profile during second cycle
Resistance measurements made once the setup was cooled down to room temperature showed that the two external wires of thermocouple B were electrically disconnected from each other. It is evident in Figure 7.24(a) that the cause of the electrical disconnection as the formation of excessively large cracks on the silver layer making electrical connection discontinued. Comparison of Figure 7.24(a) and (b) reveals that the small cracks formed during curing of alumina have enlarged significantly during testing at elevated temperature. The threshold temperature, which the silver-assisted thermocouple diverted from normal operation, may be the temperature at which, thermal expansion of silver links scattered segments together re-building the electrical connection during heating.

Figure 7.24 appearance of the silver (a) after experiment (b) before experiment
7.5 Application into SOFC Temperature Sensing: Case I

Cell integrated thin-film multi-junction thermocouples could survive on porous cathode throughout the entire operating temperature range of a typical SOFC though; the external wire connection was unsuccessful. Despite having the known problems at the connection, cell integrated sensors were employed to measure temperature distribution of an operating SOFC. However, this experiment was not aimed at learning cell temperature distribution instead; the objective was to learn to at what accuracy level the sensor can represent cell’s temperature distribution.

A multi-junction thermocouple array having four sensing points was sputter deposited on the cathode of Ø52 mm SOFC test cell (KERAFOL®). The same fabrication process and substrate preparation process explained in Section 7.2 was adopted. The external wires were connected first with silver and then encasing the complete sensor pattern with alumina. The only exception to the array was the four chromel thermoelements were made shorter to get a larger surface area on the cathode available to place current collecting platinum mesh. The sensor attached cell is shown in Figure 7.25.

![Figure 7.25 thermocouple array fabricated on cathode and covered with alumina](image)

The sensor attached cell was fixed in the SOFC test rig as shown in Figure 7.26. A commercial thermocouple was also attached approximately 5-10 mm adjacent to the cathode to measure air temperature near the cathode surface. Nitrogen was provided to the anode chamber at a rate of 300 ml/min while the furnace temperature was between 480 °C and 800 °C. The temperature was recorded at 5 second intervals. Hydrogen was
introduced (at a rate of 15 ml/min) for a reduction process approximately 15 minutes after
the cell has reached 800 °C. After allowing approximately 30 minutes for reduction
process to take place, nitrogen supply was cut off, and hydrogen and air were provided in
volumetric ratios given in Table 7.3. Furnace’s set temperature was maintained at 800 °C
during the cell operation. The open circuit voltage (OCV) and temperatures from the
array as well as from the thermocouple were recorded at 5 second intervals.

Table 7.3 fuel and air flow rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Hydrogen flow rate (ml/min)</th>
<th>Air flow rate (ml/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.26 Test rig with sensor attached cell in place
7.5.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.27 shows the temperature distribution before and after hydrogen was introduced to the anode chamber for anode reduction. An abrupt temperature drop on the cell can be noticed immediately after hydrogen was introduced around the 15th minute. The cell temperature recovers approximately 4 minutes after though a temperature gradient between sensing points continued. Noticeably, the air chamber temperature measured from commercial thermocouple (denoted by TC) remains approximately 30 °C higher than the cell temperature recorded from thin-film multi-junction thermocouple array (S1–S4). Since thin-wire multi-junction thermocouples did not measure this kind of temperature changes during the reduction process (discussed in chapter 6) and the thin-wire thermocouples were proven to be accurate, these temperature gradients are likely to be caused by some errors. Sources of such errors need to be further investigated.

Figure 7.28 shows how the temperature and OCV distribution under different flow conditions given in Table 7.3. A positive correlation between OCV and the cell temperature can be observed though it is not very consistent throughout. The correlation between average cell temperature (average of four measurements) and the OCV can be clearly seen from Figure 7.29. This behaving has already been discussed in Chapter 6 as a
combined effect of OCV increase with flow rate and gas leakages in the test rig. The thermocouple in air chamber was almost non-responsive to temperature changes on the cell. The cold air supplied to cathode chamber may have brought in a chilling effect as discussed in Chapter 6. The temperature gradient between sensing points of the array is measured to be over 200 °C. Realistically; there is no possibility for such a large temperature gradient to exist across the sensing points, as such gradient should fail the cell by causing cracks on them, due to thermal stress development. Therefore, although thin-film sensors could detect spatial temperature variations on the cell, their magnitudes are not very reliable. Importantly, like the multi-junction thermocouples made from wires, thin-film sensors measure temperature independently from each sensing points despite being fabricated on a conductive cathode. Thus, the concept of cell integration confirmed possible though it needs a significant level of further research to ensure the reliability of measurements, and the durability of sensors.

Figure 7.28 Temperature and OCV during cell operation
(TC: commercial thermocouple, S1-S4: four sensing points, OCV – Cell’s OCV)
Figure 7.29 Correlation between average cell temperature and OCV
7.6 Application into SOFC Temperature Sensing: Case II

The previous attempt at using thin-film sensors for SOFC temperature sensing did not deliver any reliable temperature measurements. Although failures were too complicated in nature to make a simple root-cause analysis, the prior experience with connection failures provided sufficient reasons to speculate any abnormal behaviour at the external wire connection points. Therefore, the study was repeated making changes, mainly to, the connection. The general purpose silver paste used before was replaced with a purposely developed silver paste with an inorganic binding agent for sensor applications (Aremco-bond 597). Further, the connection points were left open to the atmosphere without covering them with alumina. This was to eliminate any effects from the thermal stresses generated by alumina on silver. Further, thin-films were also left open to the atmosphere without covering them by alumina to see if they can survive. Although above changes were not scientifically supported, those speculation-driven changes were made to discover a way that would work.

A multi-junction thermocouple array having four sensing points hence, five thermoelements, was sputter deposited on the cathode of 5 cm × 5 cm commercial SOFC (NextCell-5) using Quorum QT 150TS sputter coater. The SOFC test cell is similar to the ones used for experiments described in Chapter 6. Sputter current of 140 mA and deposition rate of between 12 -15 nm/min were employed to obtain a film thickness of approximately 500 nm. The film thickness was not measured but, prior experience with similar deposition parameters produced films with approximately 500 nm with the same material. Higher thickness was chosen differently to previous depositions because the film was not protected by alumina. Thus, thicker films were expected not penetrate their oxide layer into the film (another assumption made). Before the deposition, the cathode was prepared by first cleaning with acetone and then with deionised water followed by drying in a furnace at 150 °C for 10 minutes to remove any dirt or grease that may disturb the proper film adhesion to the cathode. The alumel thermoelements were deposited prior to the chromel thermoelement. The pattern was obtained by using two stainless steel masks of thickness 0.075 mm: one for alumel thermoelements and the other for chromel thermoelement. To prevent stainless steel masks being lifted due to the magnetic field inside the sputter chamber, the masks were forced onto the cathode by means of two thin wood strips (spatula). The width of each thermoelement is approximately 0.2 mm. Each open end of a thermoelement has 3 mm × 3 mm connection pad to facilitate external wire connection. External wires (Ø 0.25 mm) of the same material as the thermoelements were
connected to thin-film thermoelements at the connection pads. The edge of all the wires, which were in touch with the connection pads, was gold plated using sputter deposition to prevent possible oxidation of the connection interface at high temperature. Approximately half the perimeter of the wire was expected to have a gold layer as they were fixed horizontally during sputter deposition. Silver paste (Aremco-bond 597) was applied to the connection points, as shown in Figure 7.30(a), to increase the electrical connectivity between the film and the wire. The electrolyte supported test cell used for the experiment is shown in Figure 7.30(b) having its cathode facing up. The wires were sent through ceramic beads to prevent short circuiting during handling. The wire connected cell was placed in a furnace for 2 hours at 90 °C for silver solidification. Since silver does not provide sufficient mechanical strength to hold the wires in place during handling, two thin strips of alumina sheets were glued to the cell using alumina adhesive to hold the wires in place. This arrangement is different to previous arrangement where the connection pads were fully covered with alumina along with thin-films. Thin films and the connection pads were purposely made free from alumina to eliminate any influence from alumina on the performance of the sensor array. Curing alumina for 2 hours in the furnace at 100 °C made strong alumina bond firmly holding the wires in place and giving enough freedom to handle the wires.

Figure 7.30 Wire Wire connected cell (a) connecting external wires to the cell (b) the SOFC test cell (NextCell-5) with the cathode facing up before connecting wires
The thin-film thermocouple array integrated cell was fixed to the SOFC test rig as shown in Figure 7.31. S1 to S4 are the four sensing points of the array. The cell was placed between two gaskets to prevent any gas leakages through the interface between the cell and the ceramic cell holder. The current collector meshes made of nickel and platinum were attached to the anode and the cathode, respectively using the same silver paste. Two commercial thermocouples (K-type) were also fixed in adjacency to the cathode for comparison purposes. The tip of one thermocouple was at S1, approximately 2 mm above the cathode, while the other’s tip was between S1 and S2 sensing points having its tip approximately 5 mm above the cathode. Based on this arrangement, the fuel supply pipe was approximately underneath S2 sensing point. Oxygen for cathodic reactions was taken from the ambient air inside the furnace. No external air supply was employed to prevent excessive cooling as gas pre-heating was not employed.

![Figure 7.31 The cell fixed to the cathode with sensing locations shown](image)

The furnace was heated at 500 °C per hour up to 750 °C. Nitrogen was supplied to the anode chamber at a rate of 300 ml/min since the beginning of the heating process to expel air inside the anode chamber to facilitate anode reduction. Hydrogen was introduced at a volumetric rate of 15 ml/min from approximately 650 °C to start the reduction process and continued to supply for approximately 30 min (at 750 °C cell temperature) for the anode reduction to complete.
After the reduction process, a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen, having the total volumetric flow rate of 250 ml/min, was supplied at varying volumetric compositions as listed in Table 7.4. The hydrogen flow rate was controlled via Bronkhorst™ FlowView software while; the nitrogen flow was manually controlled. Because of the manual control of nitrogen, it took nearly 30 seconds to settle the flow rate at 250 ml/min at each flow change. The flow rates were cycled to assess the repeatability of measurements to enhance the reliability. The testing duration at each flow rate was set to approximately 10 min to enable the cell to stabilise its temperature and OCV. The furnace temperature was maintained at 750 °C with an accuracy of ± 1 °C. After experiment, the cell was brought back to room temperature under natural cooling. Nitrogen was continued to supply at a constant rate of 250 ml/min throughout the cell cooling to prevent anode re-oxidation.

Table 7.4 Volumetric flow rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Region</th>
<th>Flow rates (ml /min)</th>
<th>Time (min) (Approx.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>100 / 150</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>150 / 100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200 / 50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>250 / 0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>200 / 50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>150 / 100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>100 / 150</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.6.1 Results & Discussion

Since the film thickness and junction size were larger than the critical dimensions for K-type thermocouples, discussed in Section 7.1, the performance of thin-film multi-junction thermocouple array can be considered independent of its size. Unlike in the previous experiment, the array continued to measure temperature even after it cooled down near to room temperature. Thus, the new silver paste is likely to have contributed to making successful connections between thin-films and the external wires. The effects of gold plating the wires at its connection area could not be distinguished from the results. However, the new connection methodology has worked well bringing the cell down to room temperature and not generating any errors as observed in the experiments presented previously in this chapter.
Figure 7.32 shows the temperature measured by the thin-film multi-junction thermocouple array and the two commercial thermocouples under varying fuel compositions. Regions marked by letters from A to G are the flow configurations given in Table 7.4. The temperature measured by two thermocouples (RS – Pro), which has faceplate accuracy of +0.004T, recorded approximately 10 °C lower temperature than the furnace’s set temperature. This is different to what observed in the previous experiment, presented in Section 6.3 (of Chapter 6), where the temperature recorded by the thermocouple kept approximately 7 mm above the cathode was higher than the furnace’s set temperature. Although no exact reason for this lower temperature could be identified, the presence of a temperature gradient between TC1 and TC2 themselves suggests there had been a temperature gradient within the furnace. The cell temperature continued to stay below the furnace temperature. This was explained in Chapter 6 as due to overall cell cooling imposed by cold anodic gases. The sensing point S2, which was the closest sensing point to the gas supply (almost right above it), shows the lowest cell temperature throughout the experiment. S4, which was located furthest away from the gas inlet, showed the highest overall cell temperature throughout the experiment. Since S4 is furthest away from the gas inlet, the cooling effect near S4 should be lower due low cooling resulted by uneven gas distribution at the anode surface. Since the cell was not active, no net heat generation could have taken place on the cell due to electrochemical reactions. Thus, cooling effect predominantly determines the cell temperature distribution. However, although S1 and S3 are on the either side of S2 having equal distances from S2, it is impossible to make any comment on the cooling effect at those locations without...
having comprehensively investigated the flow pattern across the cell; such a study was not conducted. More importantly, the two thermocouples have, once again, failed to follow the dramatic temperature changes taken place in the cell, which the thin-film array could detect.

Figure 7.32 further shows that the overall cell temperature has maintained a positive correlation with the hydrogen composition of the fuel: the higher the hydrogen composition, the higher the cell temperature. This correlation repeated as the volumetric composition was cycled confirming the verity of the observed correlation. A similar correlation between cell temperature and OCV was confirmed to have resulted by gas leakages (see Chapter 6). Although the gasket could prevent leakages that took through the cell and the cell holder, the test rig was diagnosed to have some significant leakage through a hole used to pass the anode current collector wire into the anode chamber (this was later solved by properly covering it with alumina).

The average OCV under each flow composition was plotted against the volumetric hydrogen composition as shown in Figure 7.33. This behaviour is well-explained by the Nernst effect. As the composition of hydrogen increases, the partial pressure of hydrogen increases thus; the OCV also increases due to Nernst effect. However, since the cell temperature also increased with the flow rate, this led to a positive correlation between OCV and the cell temperature. This relationship was explained as a bogus relationship in Chapter 6. However, to re-confirm the OCV temperature relationship, OCV was recorded by varying the furnace temperature (from 700 °C to 800 °C with 25 °C increments) while having set the volumetric compositions of hydrogen and nitrogen at 200 ml/min and 50

![Figure 7.33 Change of OCV with hydrogen composition](image-url)
ml/min, respectively. The OCV was plotted against the mean cell temperature (calculated from the array’s measurements) as shown in Figure 7.34. This shows that the increase of cell temperature has decreased the OCV. This negative correlation between OCV and cell temperature agrees with the Nernst relationship where, increasing operating temperature decreases the Gibbs free energy, thus; the OCV decreases with the increase of temperature.

![Figure 7.34 Change of OCV with cell temperature](image)
7.7 Conclusions

Thin-film multi-junction thermocouple arrays were directly fabricated on the cathodes of commercial SOFC test cells using sputter deposition. External wires to collect the signals from the sensor were used from the same material as the individual thermoelements. Use of silver as an electrical connection agent to connect external wires onto thin films failed in initial attempts making the sensor unable to measure temperature during cooling down thus; measurements were not repeatable below a certain threshold temperature (approximately 500 °C). However, an inorganic solvent based silver paste along with gold plated wires could adequately (in electrical perspective) improve the connection enabling the sensor to function during both heating as well as in cooling down to room temperature.

The first application of the thin-film array into SOFC temperature sensing could not reveal much meaningful temperature distribution at cell level. However, the second application with modified connection mechanism could reveal the presence of notably high temperature gradients across the cell under different flow configurations. The commercial thermocouples placed approximately 5 mm adjacency to the cathode were completely non-responsive to temperature variations on the cell. This confirms the importance of cell surface temperature measurements compared to the near-cell temperature sensing. Flow composition dependent cell temperature variations, led by gas leakages through the cell holder, were observed. Although gaskets could satisfactorily eliminate gas leakage through the cell support, leakage through other holes leaked hydrogen into cathode chamber directly burning hydrogen inside the furnace.

A positive correlation between OCV and hydrogen composition could be observed agreeing to Nernst effect. Further, the increase of cell temperature observed to cause a decrease in the OCV as expected due to low Gibbs free energy at higher temperatures.

Application of cell integrated thermocouple array into SOFC temperature sensing showed similar temperature variations, which were observed by thin-wire thermocouple grid placed on the cathode, under similar operating conditions. However, unlike thin-wire sensors put on the cathode, direct deposition of thin-films cover active reaction sites. Thus, thin-wire sensors may be applied in application where space permits insertion of thin wires between cells. When there is no sufficient space, thin-film sensors may be used. However, a less bulky connection mechanism is required to fully utilise the size advantage of thin-film sensors.
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Chapter 8 : Conclusions and Future Works

Since each chapter contains a conclusion of its own, this chapter focuses on drawing the overall conclusion of the research with respect to its aim and objectives. Limitations of the research methodology, possible complications of the results and recommendations for further research are also provided.
8.1 Conclusions

This research focused on exploring the cell level temperature distribution of operating SOFC via attempting to develop a better (concerning the spatial resolution and cell-level temperature measurability) temperature sensing methodology than what currently in practice. The difficulty or inability in measuring the cell-level temperature distribution and the inadequacy of spatial resolution of measurements were identified as the primary weaknesses in the present attempts as discussed in Chapter 3. The following sections draw together the core findings of this research to demonstrate how the aim is accomplished through the progressive achievement of individual objectives. Possible implications of the results and further research needed to bring forward the works of this research are also provided.

Chapter 2 presented the state of the art SOFC technology and its fundamental sciences operation. The primary heat sources and sinks of SOFC are discussed. Effect of temperature and temperature distribution on the performance and durability of SOFC are discussed.

In Chapter 3, the currently available methods to measure the temperature of operating SOFCs are reviewed, and the necessity to use contact thermometry for SOFC temperature sensing has been adequately explained. From among different contact thermometry types, resistance temperature detector (RTD), thermocouple, and thermistor were initially identified as the candidate technologies. After carefully investigating the strengths and weaknesses of each of the three thermometry types, the thermocouple thermometry was recognised as the best-suited thermometry for this research. Enhancing the spatial resolution of measurement with thermocouple thermometry was identified as the critical technological barrier to effectively measure the cell surface temperature from SOFC with sufficiently higher spatial resolution.

To overcome the problems associated with thermocouple thermometry in enhancing the spatial resolution of measurements in multi-point temperature sensing, the author proposes to use multi-junction thermocouples to measure temperature with a reduced number of thermoelements. The concept is scientifically built on the law of intermediate conductors on thermocouples. Based on the concept of sharing thermoelements between sensing points, two multi-junction architectures are proposed namely, the array and the grid. The array is the fundamental building block of multi-junction thermocouples while; the grid is a derivative having better spatial resolution and better reduction in the number of thermoelements required. The junction forming process was speculated to alter the
homogeneity of thermoelements at junctions and consequently, to introduce measurement errors. The potential influences of such flaws on the measurement accuracy were numerically assessed and the results were qualitatively analysed. If the junction forming process does not significantly alter the Seebeck coefficient of thermoelements or, if the temperature gradient across a junction is negligibly small, then the errors in measurements were found to be negligible. Above investigation is presented and discussed in Chapter 4.

The experimental investigation of the practical plausibility of the proposed architectures was assessed and presented in Chapter 5. It has been demonstrated that the multi-junction thermocouples made by spot-welding of 0.5 mm diameter alumel and chromel wires are free from the above speculated performance anomalies. However, inconsistencies in accuracy between sensing points of the same thermocouple array were observed. Performances were validated with calibrated standard thermocouples. The observed discrepancy in accuracy among different junctions identified to be related to the fabrication method: Spot-welding. The ability of multi-junction architectures in measuring distinct temperature from its various sensing points without a thermoelectric interference from adjacent sensing points was experimentally validated. The grid architecture was selected over the array architecture to progress with the research as thin-wire sensors. The feasibility of a multi-junction grid in detecting surface temperature was also experimentally investigated. Although the grid architecture was used as a thin-wire sensor, the array was also used as a thin-film sensor, fabricated integral to an SOFC, to measure the cell temperature distribution, as presented in Chapter 7.

When employed into SOFC temperature sensing, the grid architecture could successfully measure the cell surface temperature distribution of an operating SOFC under different operating conditions; the methodology is presented and results are discussed in Chapter 6. The grid’s measurements adequately complied with the temperature measured by the commercial thermocouples. The cell surface temperature distribution measured from the grid led a system level fault diagnosis to identify a significant gas leakage in the test rig. The significance of the surface temperature measurements against the near-surface temperature measurements is qualitatively analysed. A near-surface temperature measurement made at a distance approximately 7 mm from the cell surface was almost non-responsive to dramatic temperature fluctuations on the cell surface. Polarisation curves under different operating conditions were obtained along with the cell temperature. A positive correlation between the cell temperature and
the current was observed. Concentration polarisation was also observed to increase the cell temperature. The OCV and the cell temperature were measured at different running temperatures. The results revealed a decrease of OCV with the growth of temperature while an increase of the actual cell voltage with the increase of temperature. Thus, a reduction in the ohmic polarisation with the increase of cell temperature was confirmed.

A further advancement of the proposed methodology was attempted by fabricating a thin-film multi-junction thermocouple array onto the cathode of an SOFC. A sputter deposited sensor could measure the cell surface temperature distribution of an SOFC under different flow rates. These results are discussed in Chapter 7.

Findings of this research have successfully achieved the stated objectives though there still have limitations and possible implications as discussed later in this chapter. Chapter 3 have achieved the objectives 1 and 2, respectively. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have collectively achieved the third objective. Chapter 6 has simultaneously achieved objectives 4 and 5. Finally, the progressive achievement of all the objectives has facilitated the successful accomplishment of the research aim.

The impacts and the contributions of the findings towards the advancement in the SOFC knowledge domain are multifaceted in nature. Chapters 4 and 5 have introduced new temperature sensing methodology for SOFC temperature sensing. This method may be used in different other fields as well, possibly, after further research as discussed later in this chapter. Chapters 6 and 7 have brought new insight into the SOFC performance concerning the cell temperature. While already known correlations between OCV and operating cell voltage with operating temperature reconfirmed, a clear positive correlation between current and cell temperature could be observed. A potential way to identify concentration polarisation in running cells, thus; fuel starvation, in terms of cell temperature was evolved. The cell surface temperature distribution of a number of cells/stack architectures under a number of different operating conditions can be used assess the performance and temperature related degradations of such architectures. Further, the cell surface temperature distribution measurements made using the proposed sensing technology can be used for the development of new materials, testing of different fuel types and internal reforming, new stack architectures, testing different operating parameters, different reactant flow configurations, etc. On the other hand, the already developed computational models may be validated with the experimental temperature
measurements. Thus, the findings of this research as well as its methodology have made a potentially notable impact to advance the knowledge and technology of SOFC.

8.2 Limitations and Implications

The research methodology is associated with some limitations. Though they do not curtail delivering the aforementioned impacts, they still require some careful further investigations. The primary limitation is associated with the choice of materials for thermoelements. The K-type materials are not suitable for prolonged application within an SOFC’s operating environment as discussed in Chapter 5. Thus, the suitability of alternative materials, such as platinum-based materials, should be investigated as thermoelements when this technology is applied for prolonged operation within operating SOFCs. The second limitation is linked with the fabrication technique. The spot-welding process could not produce identically performing junctions. Consequently, the accuracy of measurements was not consistent across different junctions (Chapter 5 discusses this effect). Further, thermoelements thinner than \( \Phi 0.5 \) mm could not be used because of weakening of the welded junctions. Since thinner thermoelements demonstrate better temperature response than their thicker counterparts, the thermal response was constrained. Although, fundamentally, spot-welding is capable enough to fabricate multi-junction thermocouples; a spot-welder with better control over welding parameters is necessary.

The temperature measurements from the operating SOFCs presented in Chapters 6 and 7 are likely to have implications due to the operational characteristics of the test rig. Especially, the reactants were not pre-heated. Thus, the cell operation may be impaired and consequently, the measured temperature distribution likely to be different to that with pre-heating employed.

Heat transfer along thermoelements in multi-junction thermocouples can potentially introduce measurement errors though no such were observed in the SOFC experiments carried out. However, different cells sizes and different temperature gradients across cells may lead to such errors. These errors are more prone with the grid architecture as it has a greater number of heat transfer paths than the array. If such errors come into notice with the grid, then, the array architecture may be attempted. If the errors still appear, advanced data logging systems will be needed to filter out such errors as proposed in the following section.
8.3 Recommendations for Future Research

Since the proposed multi-junction thermocouples share thermoelements between sensing points, heat can flow from one sensing point to the other. Therefore, the temperature at particular sensing points may increase without any actual temperature increase of the SOFC or any other object whose temperature being measured. This problem depends on the heat transfer characteristics of thermoelements and the temperature gradient across sensing points. Therefore, a comprehensive heat transfer analysis of the multi-junction thermocouples should be carried out, and the effects of heat transfer on measurement accuracy need to be investigated under all possible conditions within an SOFC. Once the consequences of heat transfer on measurement accuracy are quantified for different operating conditions, various thermoelement materials, and different multi-junction architectures; a data logging system needs to be developed to offset errors caused by heat transfer. Depending on the results of the heat transfer analysis, the task the data logging system has to do to eliminate measurement errors may be complicated in nature. Thus, the author considers the use of artificial intelligence methodologies, particularly multi-agent systems, would be a better approach because of the complexity of the problem. Nonetheless, if slight measurement errors can be tolerated or if the operating conditions are somewhat similar to what being used throughout this thesis, this methodology may be used without requiring aforementioned advanced data logging systems.

Another concept being investigated is the use of the thermocouple grid as a current collector. In which, the thermocouple grid will simultaneously measure temperature and collect current from the cell. Preliminary investigations have been completed with promising results, and further studies are being progressed.

Cell integration of the proposed sensor architecture requires extensive research and developments mainly in two directions. Firstly, the fabrication technique and appropriate thermoelement dimensions that enable safe operation within the harsh environment inside an SOFC should be investigated. An appropriate method to shield the thermoelements may also be incorporated into the same research. The second direction is the development of an efficient external wire connection mechanism that can be implemented in commercial SOFC stacks.

After these advancing steps are successfully carried out, multi-junction thermocouples may be in the right stage to be used as a diagnostic tool to investigate the temperature-related performance/ degradations of an operating SOFC under different
operating conditions. Perhaps, this sensing technology may also be embedded to commercial stacks to remotely monitor the operational health of an installed stack throughout its lifetime.
# Appendix I

## Polynomial Coefficients

The following are the polynomial coefficients used in regression equations to estimate the Seebeck coefficients at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alumel: Chromel</th>
<th>Alumel: Chromel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>$8.1 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$-2.68229 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$3.47395833 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>$-2.0927083333 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>$3.7475 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_5$</td>
<td>$-17.699999999999950$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platinum Pt:Rh 90:10 (R-type)</th>
<th>Platinum Pt:Rh 90:10 (R-type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>$0.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$1.3021 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$-4.5312500 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>$4.4479166667 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>$-3.21916666667 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_5$</td>
<td>$-3.999999999999989$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt:Rh 87:13 (S-type)</th>
<th>Pt:Rh 87:13 (S-type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicrosil</td>
<td>Nicrosil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$-1.3021 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$1.2500000 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>$-6.9791666667 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>$-9.0083333333 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_5$</td>
<td>$1.40000000000004$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nisil</th>
<th>Nisil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$-5.4687 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$5.9895833 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II

Inverse Coefficients: K-type

Following are the standard inverse coefficients for K-type thermocouples. These values are available at the online NIST databases.

(http://srdata.nist.gov/its90/download/type_k.tab)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Temperature Range (°C)</th>
<th>-200 to 0</th>
<th>0 to 500</th>
<th>500 to 1,370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d₀</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000000E+00</td>
<td>-1.318058E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5173462E+01</td>
<td>2.508355E+01</td>
<td>4.830222E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₂</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.1662878E+00</td>
<td>7.860106E-02</td>
<td>-1.646031E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₃</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.0833638E+00</td>
<td>-2.503131E-01</td>
<td>5.464731E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₄</td>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9773540E-01</td>
<td>8.315270E-02</td>
<td>-9.650715E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₅</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.7342377E-01</td>
<td>-1.228034E-02</td>
<td>8.802193E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₆</td>
<td></td>
<td>-8.6632643E-02</td>
<td>9.804036E-04</td>
<td>-3.110810E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₇</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.0450598E-02</td>
<td>-4.413030E-05</td>
<td>0.000000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₈</td>
<td></td>
<td>-5.1920577E-04</td>
<td>1.057734E-06</td>
<td>0.000000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₉</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000000E+00</td>
<td>-1.052755E-08</td>
<td>0.000000E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III

Temperature Data Logging system:

Following is a brief description of the data logging system developed for multi-junction thermocouple testing.

The system’s current features are strictly limited to the requirements raised in this research. However, since it has adapted a modular architecture; it is easily scalable to accommodate any new requirements. Figure A3.1 shows a screenshot of the experimental monitor. The visual indicators are for visualisation purposes only; they do not restrict the range of the data being recorded. Data recording can be terminated at any point during an experiment and, data can be appended to the same file once the experiment resumed.

Language: LabVIEW

Thermometry: Thermocouple (upgradable for RTD as well)

Compatible Data logger: NI 9213

Data file format: MS Excel

A3.1 A screenshot of the experimental monitor
Appendix IV

SOFC Performance Monitoring System:

Following is a brief description of the data logging system developed to measure the performance of an operating SOFC. Although the intended use of this software is for SOFC performance monitoring, this can generally be used for other voltage or temperature measurements.

Figure A4.1 shows a screenshot of the experiment monitoring window with the voltage graph visible. This system is currently capable of recording temperature and voltage. The basic coding for recording current is also incorporated though, it may require some modifications. An empty module has been allocated for real-time I-V curve plotting as well. This programme is also developed in modules thus, easily scalable for any future requirements. The visual indicators are for visualisation purposes only; they do not restrict the range of the data being recorded.

Language: LabVIEW

Data types: Temperature and Voltage (basic features for current is added)

Compatible Data logger: NI 9213 / NI-USB 6210 (or any other NI voltage and current data logger)

Data file format: MS Excel

Figure A4.1 The data monitoring window
A5.1 Performance of the Array Over SOFC Temperature Range

The cyclic performance of the array for four heating-cooling cycles was tested covering the operating temperature range of a typical SOFC (from 600 °C – 900 °C). The experiment lasted over 53 hours. This experiment was designed to investigate the robustness of the sensor during high-temperature operation. The experimental procedure is presented, and the results are discussed in this section.

A multi-junction thermocouple array having four sensing points was fabricated by spot-welding of Ø 0.5 mm alumel and chromel wires as schematically shown in Figure A5.1. The array was placed in a furnace furnace while having fixed two thermocouples in close proximity to it: approximately 10 – 20 mm from S1 and S2 sensing points. Preliminary experiments revealed that a temperature gradient exists in the furnace even at a steady state condition. Thus, two thermocouples were used to estimate the level of the suspected gradient. The tips of the thermocouples were approximately 10 mm apart from each other. The furnace was heated to 925 °C at a ramping rate of 400 °C/ hour. Temperature measurements from the two commercial thermocouples and from the array were recorded at 3 second intervals. The cyclic performance was recorded over 53 hours of operation while introducing some temperature interruptions between the 45th to 49th hours (approx.) to investigate the dynamic response. The first two cycles were carried out in moderate heating and cooling conditions, and the third cycle had a rapid cooling. The rapid cooling was introduced to investigate the response of the array to a drastic temperature changing condition. This harsh cooling was performed in three ways: 1) opening the furnace’s door; 2) taking the sensor set (the array and thermocouples) outside the furnace; and 3) submerging the sensor set in a cold water bath.
A5.1.1 Results and Discussion

Temperature profiles recorded from thermocouples and the array during the entire course of operation are given in A5.2. Legends $S1$ to $S4$ are the temperature from four sensing points of the array, and $TC1$ and $TC2$ are the temperatures from two commercial thermocouples. The temperatures measured by the array and two thermocouples at sections A, B, C, and D are listed in Table A5.1. These data show that there is a temperature difference between the two commercial thermocouples, except at room temperature. Therefore, it can be identified that there was a temperature gradient across the furnace even when at times where the furnace was not ramping. At room temperature, the array appears to measure almost the same temperature that the two commercial thermocouples measured. Therefore, differences between the measurements from the commercial thermocouples and the array are likely to be due to actual temperature differences present across different sensing points. Thus, it can be said that the array has functioned as accurately as the two thermocouples during the test.

Signals from the array agree well with that from the thermocouples throughout the whole operation. Further, it has successfully survived in harsh cooling conditions to which it was exposed. Figure A5.3 confirms that the array was able to respond very favourably to abrupt temperature interruptions that it was subjected to.

![Diagram showing temperature measurements during the entire course of the experiment](image)

Figure A5.2 Temperature measurements during the entire course of the experiment
Table A5.1 Temperatures at selected sections (measured in °C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>TC1</th>
<th>TC2</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>942.79</td>
<td>948.28</td>
<td>934.77</td>
<td>939.66</td>
<td>941.10</td>
<td>940.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>31.27</td>
<td>31.60</td>
<td>31.28</td>
<td>31.28</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>31.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>941.30</td>
<td>946.05</td>
<td>933.28</td>
<td>938.44</td>
<td>940.45</td>
<td>939.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>29.74</td>
<td>29.53</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>29.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A5.3 Response to temperature interruptions
A5.2 Performance of the Grid Over SOFC Temperature Range

A multi-junction thermocouple grid having 12 sensing points was fabricated by spot-welding of four alumel wires and three chromel wires each of Ø0.25 mm. A schematic diagram of the grid is shown in Figure A5.3. $S1$ to $S12$ are the 12 sensing points. The grid was placed inside a furnace while having fixed a commercial thermocouple approximately 10 mm adjacent to $S7$. The grid was subjected to three heating-cooling cycles with a heating rate of 450 °C/hour. The maximum set temperature was 925 °C. Temperatures from the grid as well as from the thermocouple were recorded at 5 second intervals. The experiment ran approximately 22 hours.

![Figure A5.3 Schematic diagram of 12 point grid](image-url)
A5.2.1 Results and Discussion

Figure A5.4 shows the temperature measured from the grid and from the commercial thermocouple throughout the experiment. Temperatures measured at 2nd, 6th, 8th, and 18th hour are listed in Table A5.2. Temperature measurements show that while the grid measuring different temperatures from its sensing points, the average temperature is very close to the thermocouple’s measurement. Particularly, when the furnace temperature is almost steady, the agreement between the grid’s measurements and that of the thermocouple is very close. Therefore, the difference between the grid and the thermocouple’s measurements should be due to actual temperature gradient present within the furnace. Overall, the grid could measure temperature in a similar manner to the commercial thermocouple.

![Figure A5.4 Performance of 12-point grid and a thermocouple](image-url)
### Table A5.2 Temperature from the drid and the thermocouple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensing point</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>830.2</td>
<td>827.4</td>
<td>504.1</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>830.8</td>
<td>827.6</td>
<td>504.8</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>830.4</td>
<td>823.5</td>
<td>505.9</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>829.9</td>
<td>827.6</td>
<td>504.4</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>830.5</td>
<td>827.9</td>
<td>505.1</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>830.2</td>
<td>823.9</td>
<td>506.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>829.3</td>
<td>825.6</td>
<td>504.4</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>829.9</td>
<td>825.8</td>
<td>505.0</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>829.5</td>
<td>821.7</td>
<td>506.1</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>828.1</td>
<td>822.9</td>
<td>504.6</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>828.7</td>
<td>823.1</td>
<td>505.3</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
<td>828.4</td>
<td>819.0</td>
<td>506.4</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>835.1</td>
<td>831.4</td>
<td>505.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>